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“TheWheel of Time turns, and Ages come and pass, leavingmem-
ories that become legend. Legend fades to myth, and even myth
is long forgotten when the Age that gave it birth comes again. In
one Age, called the Modern Age by some, an Age yet to come,
an Age long past, a wind rose in the Mountains of Mist. The wind
was not the beginning. There are neither beginnings nor endings
to the turning of the Wheel of Time. But it was a beginning.”
Robert Jordan,
“The Wheel of Time Series”
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Resumo
Materiais multifuncionais que integram duas ou mais propriedades físicas são cruciais
para uma sociedade moderna, especialmente aqueles que exibem um forte acopla-
mento entre os graus de liberdade da estrutura, do spin e da carga. Esta capacidade,
ainda muito inexplorada, promete trazer uma mudança no paradigma no que respeita
ao desenvolvimento de novas tecnologias nas áreas da refrigeração, armazenamento
magnético de dados, dispositivos magnéticos de alta frequência, spintronica, e sis-
temas micro-eletromecânicos.
Além da compreensão das propriedades destes materiais, nos dias de hoje, temos
também como objetivo paralelo melhorar-los, tornar-los mais pequenos e mais efi-
cientes. A miniaturização de dispositivos, aumentando a capacidade de armazena-
mento de dados é também considerada uma tendência do ponto vista da ciência e
tecnologia moderna. Nesta área, a integração de várias funções num sistema material
tornou-se altamente desejável.
A investigação nesta área já salientou materiais magnéticos complexos com poten-
cial para aplicações multifuncionais baseados em estruturas do tipo espinela tal como
CdMn2O4, multifferroico CdCr2S4 ou ainda em estruturas ortorrômbicas distorcidas da
familia das perovskites RCrO3.
Entretanto, a alta sensibilidade dos óxidos complexos para distorções da rede cris-
talina oferece muitos outros caminhos para fabricação e desenvolvimento de novos
materiais funcionais.
Tendo em mente estas ideias, esta tese amplia o conhecimento sobre as propri-
edades macroscópicas de materiais que exibem potencial para se tornarem materiais
multifuncionais, almejando melhorar as propriedades multiferróicas dos mesmos e con-
tribuir para uma melhor compreensão do acoplamento magneto-elétrico a nível funda-
mental (a sua origem e formas de os melhorar), abrindo deste modo um caminho para
a redução de escala destes materiais e assim ganhar a possibilidade de os incorporar
em nano-estruturas. Estas propriedades são analisadas junto às transições de fase,
induzidas através de diferentes estímulos externos, tal como temperatura, pressão,
campo elétrico ou magnético. De modo a atingirem-se estes objetivos foi seguida uma
estratégia complementada em três frentes: O uso adequado de ferramentas de sín-
tese para a produção dos materiais com as composições desejadas; Estudo do efeito
magneto-elétrico e das ordens ferroicas nos compostos sintetizados usando estudos
tradicionais de caracterização magnética, elétrica e de polarização. Combinação da
informação obtida à escala local (análise do campo magnético hiperfino, do gradiente
de campo elétrico e de informações da estrutura local) com os dados macroscópicos e
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deste modo obter assinaturas locais do efeito magneto-elétrico, permitindo uma melhor
compreensão, do ponto de vista fundamental, da origem das propriedades exibidas por
estes sistemas macroscopicamente.
Em particular, esta tese centra-se no desenvolvimento da síntese de materiais, na
caracterização geral, em estudos físicos alargados e em estudos à escala local. As
propriedades da espinela calcogenoide de enxofre CdCr2S4 foram investigadas com
detalhe e revelaram um deslocamento do ião magnético Cr da sua posição central de
equilíbrio, originando desta forma uma correlação peculiar entre os graus de liberdade
elétrico e magnéticos, que se estabilizam na fase paramagnética, na forma de aglom-
erados onde a interação magnética é de curto alcance. O efeito da pressão hidrostática
nos resultados de magnetização e difração de raios-x mostram que existe uma com-
petição entre as interações de troca direta (ferromagnética) e de super-troca (antiferro-
magnética) neste material. Os aglomerados com interação magnética de curto alcance
originados pelas distorções locais do Cr são fortemente influenciados pelo aumento da
pressão, influenciando assim as propriedades magnéticas macroscópicas do composto
CdCr2S4.
Foram também estudadas neste trabalho as manganites (CdMn2O4) e as suas
tão características distorções Jahn-Teller. Paralelamente com a interessante aplica-
bilidade, estes materiais proporcionam um campo de trabalho fértil para a física fun-
damental, onde a (potencial) frustração, as distorções locais, as interações de curto
alcance, e os mecanismos dinâmicos ainda não são completamente compreendidos.
As distorções tetragonais da manganite com estrutura de espinela CdMn2O4 foram es-
tudadas à escala atómica através da evolução do gradiente de campo elétrico com a
temperatura. Observou-se uma distorção dinâmica da estrutura, evidenciada por flu-
tuações dependentes do tempo do gradiente de campo elétrico, o que sugere a pre-
sença de uma instabilidade estrutural neste material. Embora nenhuma transição de
fase macroscópica (tetragonal para cúbica) tenha sido observada a alta temperatura, a
nível local os octaedros de MnO6 surgem com distorções Jahn-Teller relaxadas numa
matriz não distorcida e o seu numero cresce com o aumento da temperatura.
Ortocromites com terras raras na sua composição com a fórmula RCrO3 (R –– Yb,
Er, Y ou Sm), têm mostrado um grande potencial para serem utilizadas como materiais
multifuncionais em diversas aplicações. Nesta tese, apresentamos os resultados de
medidas de magnetização, estrutura e de propriedades magnetocalóricas num mag-
nete duro, YCrO3. A refrigeração magnética baseada no efeito magnetocalórico tem
dado passos de gigante nos últimos anos e, hoje em dia, promete tornar-se uma fer-
ramenta de refrigeração para aplicações à temperatura ambiente e bem como tempe-
raturas criogénicas. Assim, de modo a maximizar as propriedades magnetocalóricas
destes materiais, estudou-se o efeito da pressão química nestas estruturas ortorrôm-
bicas da família das perovskites (mudando R –– Yb, Er, Y, Sm) sobre esta propriedade
e na capacidade de refrigeração. Discute-se também a influência da utilização de um
átomo magnético R (R –– Yb, Er, Sm) nessas estruturas e o seu efeito nas referidas
FCUP
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propriedades.
Por fim, apresentamos um estudo à escala atómica do gradiente de campo elétrico e
do campo magnético hiperfino nestas estruturas encontrando-se uma correlação entre
os nossos resultados com o proposto aparecimento de ferroeletricidade nestes materi-
ais.

Abstract
Materials with multifunctional physical properties are crucial for the modern society,
especially those which display a strong coupling between magnetic, lattice and polar
degrees of freedom. This by far unexploited capability promises new paradigm-shift
technologies for cooling technologies, magnetic data storage, high-frequency magnetic
devices, spintronics, and micro-electromechanical systems.
Alongside with the understanding of the properties of these materials, the need to
improve them and to make them smaller and more efficient is a current goal. Device
miniaturization towards very high-density data storage stands also as a trend in modern
science and technology. Here, the integration of several functions into one material
system has become highly desirable.
Research in this area has already highlighted complex magnetic materials with po-
tential for multifunctional applications based on spinel type structures like CdMn2O4 or
multiferroic CdCr2S4 or even RCrO3 with orthorhombically distorted perovskite struc-
ture.
Nevertheless, the high sensitivity of complex oxides to crystal chemistry and lattice
distortions offers many paths to tailor and engineer new functional materials.
Following these ideas, this thesis extends the knowledge about the bulk properties of
some potential multifunctional materials, aiming to enhance multiferroic properties and
to contribute to the fundamental understanding of magnetoelectric coupling (its origin
and how to enhance it). In this way, it opens a pathway for the down scaling of these
materials namely for the incorporation into nanostructures. The material’s properties
are analyzed across phase transitions induced by different external stimuli such as tem-
perature, pressure, magnetic or electric field. To achieve these goals a three way com-
plementary strategic research was followed: Use of adequate experimental synthesis
tools for the production of materials of desired compositions; Study the magnetoelectric
effect and ferroic orders in synthesized compounds using traditional magnetic/dielectric
and polarization studies; Combining local scale information (analysis of the magnetic
hyperfine field, electric field gradient and local structural information) with macroscopic
data to obtain local signatures of the magnetoelectric effect and to better understand,
from a fundamental point of view, the origin of the macroscopic properties they exhibit.
In particular, this thesis focuses on the development of materials synthesis, general
characterization, extended physical studies combined local scale ones. We investigated
in detail the properties of chalcogenide sulphur spinel CdCr2S4 and unveiled the off-
centering of the magnetic Cr – ion which gives rise to a peculiar entanglement between
the polar and magnetic degrees of freedom, stabilizing, in the paramagnetic phase,
xv
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short range magnetic clusters. Our DC magnetization results and x-ray diffraction mea-
surements under hydrostatic pressure show that a competition between direct antiferro-
magnetic and superexchange ferromagnetic interactions exists in this compound. The
short-range magnetic clusters promoted by the Cr local distortions are strongly influ-
enced by pressure increase, thus influencing the CdCr2S4 magnetic properties.
Manganites and their characteristic Jahn-Teller distortion were also studied in this
thesis. Alongside with their interesting applicability, these materials provide a fertile
playground for fundamental physics, where (the potential) frustration, local distortions,
local range order, and dynamic mechanisms are yet to be fully understood. Here, the
tetragonally distorted CdMn2O4 spinel manganite was studied trough atomic scale prob-
ing of the electric field gradient. We observed a dynamic lattice distortion, evidenced
by time dependent EFG fluctuations, suggesting a structural instability in this material.
Although no macroscopic tetragonal to cubic phase transition was observed at high
temperature, local MnO6 octahedra with relaxed Jahn-Teller distortions emerged in non-
distorted matrix and their number grew with raising temperature.
Finally, we studied rare earth orthochromites with the formula RCrO3 (R –– Yb, Er, Y or
Sm) which show great potential application as multifunctional materials. We present the
results of structural, DC magnetization measurements and magnetocaloric properties
for YCrO3 hard magnet. Magnetic refrigeration based on the magnetocaloric effect has
given giant steps in recent years and promises, nowadays, to become a cooling tool
for both cryogenic and room temperature applications. Thus, in order maximize such
magnetocaloric properties in these materials, we studied the effect of chemical pressure
(by changing R –– Yb, Er, Y, Sm) on the magnetocaloric effect and refrigerant capacity
properties of these orthorhombic perovskite-like structures. The influence of using R-
magnetic atoms (R –– Yb, Er, Sm) in these properties is also analyzed. Finally, we present
an atomic scale study of the electric field gradient and magnetic hyperfine field in these
structures and correlate our findings with the appearance of ferroelectricity.
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Thesis outline
The coupling between magnetic, strain and dielectric degrees of freedom recently re-
vived the interest on multiferroics oxides. Profiting from such an exquisite coupling
multiferroic oxides promise to be key materials to future multifunctional devices. The
present thesis addresses the production of materials with magnetic/electric enhanced
properties and aims to contribute to a better comprehension of the magnetoelectric cou-
pling in multiferroic oxides, following three complementary strategic research vectors:
The production of these materials and the use of advanced experimental techniques
to physically study the materials aiming, in the future, to tune competing interactions
and down-scaling, having always in mind the search for novel phenomena. To achieve
multi-scale insight, to unveil the underlying physics grounding the ferroic orders and their
coupling, local scale studies were performed and combined with macroscopic ones.
Accordingly, the major aim of this thesis was to produce solid state samples and
study the mechanisms responsible for them having multiferroic properties (at macro
and nanoscale) with the possibility to be used in multifunctional devices. This thesis re-
ports the work developed on the synthesis and characterization of those materials. All
samples were produced by solid state reaction from respective oxide precursors. Struc-
tural, magnetic and electric characterization were performed at the macroscopic scale.
Additionally, local scale studies were performed to unveil the origin of many proper-
ties of these materials by means of Perturbed Angular Correlation and Pair Distribution
Function.
This PhD work has been performed under the collaboration between the research
group of Multifunctional Magnetic Materials and Nanostructures (MMMN) from Instituto
de Física dos Materiais da Universidade do Porto (IFIMUP-IN Institute of Nanoscience
and Nanotechnology) at the Faculty of Sciences of the Porto University (FCUP) led by
Prof. João Pedro Araújo, the research Laboratory from Centro de Física Nuclear da
Universidade de Lisboa, at the interdisciplinary Complex of the Universidade de Lisboa
led by Dra. Armandina Lopes and the research facility ISOLDE at the research center
CERN in Switzerland led by Dr. João Guilherme Correia.
This thesis is structured in 6 chapters, comprising an Introduction, the Experimental
techniques, 3 chapters on the main Results and Discussion and a chapter with Conclu-
sions and Future Perspectives. A brief summary is given:
Chapter 1 introduces the field of multiferroic and magnetoelectric materials. We
present the basic principles of these materials giving an historical background; Also we
aim to give a perspective about the importance of these materials and about the physics
underlying their properties.
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Thesis outline
In Chapter 2 we present a summary of the used experimental techniques. This com-
prises the synthesis method (solid state reaction), followed by a detailed description of
the characterization techniques (such as Electron Microscopy, X-Ray diffraction, Super-
conducting Quantum Interference Device magnetometer, Perturbed Angular Correlation
and Pair Distribution Function techniques).
Chapter 3 presents a study on the properties of cadmium chalcogenide sulphur
spinel CdCr2S4. The chapter is composed by two major sections. Section 3.1 reports on
the off-centering of the magnetic Cr – ion that gives a peculiar entanglement between the
polar and magnetic degrees of freedom, stabilizing, in the paramagnetic phase, short
range magnetic clusters. Section 3.2 follows the work of the previous section, where we
further pursuit the nature of these short range magnetic clusters. Our results of dc mag-
netization and x-ray diffraction measurements under hydrostatic pressure show that the
CdCr2S4 magnetic properties are strongly sensitive to pressure variations and the Cr
local distortions promote a competition between direct exchange antiferromagnetic and
superexchange ferromagnetic interactions within the short-range magnetic clusters.
Chapter 4 deals with the Jahn-Teller distortion characteristic of manganites. The
tetragonally distorted CdMn2O4 spinel manganite is local-probed by studying the electric
field gradient. We observed a dynamic lattice distortion, evidenced by time dependent
EFG fluctuations, suggesting a structural instability in this material. Although no macro-
scopic tetragonal to cubic phase transition was observed at high temperature, a local
MnO6 octahedra with relaxed Jahn-Teller distortions emerged and growed in number
within the low temperature matrix.
In chapter 5 we present a study of rare earth orthochromites with the formula RCrO3
(R –– Yb, Er, Y or Sm) which show great potential applications as multifunctional materi-
als. Within the chapter three sections are presented. In the first section, section 5.1, we
present the results of structural, dc magnetization measurements and magnetocaloric
properties for YCrO3 hard magnet. Section 5.2 shows the effect of chemical pressure
(by changing R –– Yb, Er, Y or Sm) on the magnetocaloric effect and refrigerant capac-
ity properties of these orthorhombic perovskite-like structures. It is also discussed the
influence of using R-magnetic atoms in these properties. In section 5.3 we present an
atomic scale study of the electric field gradient and magnetic hyperfine field in these
structures and correlate our findings with the appearance of ferroelectricity.
Finally, the main conclusions and perspectives are summarized in Chapter 6.
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In the beginning of mankind technology was used as a tool for making survival an easier
endeavor. The development, synthesis and use of new materials with desired properties
has changed considerably the quality of life and nowadays it has been elevated to such
level that it has a major impact on modern society. The use of these materials in a vast
field of applications has marked entire civilizations and sometimes even categorizes
periods in the human history.
Our society has witnessed (or, should we say, has demanded) a shift in the role of
technology. The influence that it has over us is at a level that one could dare to say that
we cannot live without it. Nevertheless, it will continue to play its role for generations
to come. In the modern-day world, it is no longer a tool for survival but a tool for com-
munication, entertainment, life support among others. We can even dare to say that
technology governs our day to day life (see Fig. 1.1).
Figure 1.1 – Illustration of technology evolution.
Technology, whereas in the form of applications or devices, has a close relation
with the development and understanding of materials. Thus, we can say that inorganic
ceramic materials are a big factor to take into consideration in the development of new
technological items. Among the diversity of materials available around us, there are
those that exhibit certain properties which make them more appealing. The magnetic,
piezoelectric, pyroelectric and ferroelectric materials, just to name some, have a vast
influence in most aspects of modern science and technology [1,2].
The twenty-first century saw the rise of the number of materials where the exquisite
coupling between lattice, spin, orbit and charge degrees of freedom still challenges our
understanding and offers the prospect for new applications and devices. Applications
and devices, that in part due to miniaturization, require more and more the use of mate-
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rials presenting not only one interesting property but the more the merrier. This leads,
thus, to the development and study of multifunctional materials.
1.1 Multifunctional materials
Multifunctional materials are those designed and fabricated to meet specific needs and
applications through the tailoring of their properties. Sometimes also designated by
smart materials because they have the ability to react upon an external stimulus and in
this way, give a desired response. Furthermore, many of these materials are designed to
mimic nature, but with improved performances and durability. In this way, materials sci-
ence is now capable of producing materials built from molecules to complete structures
presenting specific desirable electronic, magnetic, optical, thermal, or other properties
to satisfy previously unattainable performance metrics. Here, the different properties
exhibited by them are combined with each other, or with specific mechanical properties
including stiffness, ductility, and strength. With these ideas in background, production of
materials has become so challenging that nowadays, e.g. Physics, Chemistry, Biology
work side by side in their pursuit [3].
In one hand, composite materials can be considered multifunctional, because by a
proper selection of different materials assembling them together, with the right combina-
tion, one achieves a new material with multifunctionality. On the other hand, almost all
biological material systems which typically are granted with a superior set of properties
are composites that can perform astonishing well a variety of functions (e.g., the bones
are natural organic/inorganic composites that have various important functions such as
supporting the body, moving the muscles, and producing blood). Furthermore, nature
itself present us, already with a great number of multifunctional materials, that have,
among other, functions as sensing, actuating and healing [4,5]. In this way, an increas-
ing number of materials with multifunctionalities is achieved by mimicking the structural
formations created by nature from nano to micro and to macroscales (bottom-up design
approach).
In a broad spectrum analysis, multifunctional materials can be divided into three
groups: structural composite materials, smart or intelligent materials or nanostructured
materials.
Structural composite materials are composed of individual phases, a matrix phase
that surrounds that of the reinforcement giving the structure support and the reinforce-
ment ones, with special properties that enhances those of the matrix [4]. The combination
of materials in this way, provide a unique final character to the product.
Examples of reinforcing of materials can be found throughout history (ancient Greeks
used to cement iron rods into marbles so as to increase the span in marble building con-
structions) but major advances are usually connected to periods of great instability in
history, namely wars. It has been during First and Second World Wars that this tech-
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nology blossomed, e.g. glass fiber was developed as a substitute for asbestos [6] and
applications in tooling, as filament winding and sandwich structures or fire resistance
composites [7].
The evolution of composite materials has reached a state of development that now
it’s providing engineering applications with special material combinations that can ad-
dress strict requirements and withstand very demanding environments. At the present
state, composites such as glass and carbon fiber reinforced plastics, can be easily tai-
lored (as far as strength and stiffness are considered) to suit the requirements of their
end applications, however only a single combination of properties can be meet. New
emerging challenging applications and mixtures are in the background of developing
multifunctional composite structures, like multifunctional wearable devices for diagno-
sis and therapy of movement disorders, as shown in Fig. 1.2.
Figure 1.2 – Wearable electronic patch composed of data storage modules, diagnostic tools and
therapeutic actuating elements. Wearable memory array consisting of a TiO2 nanomembrane–Au
nanoparticles–TiO2 nanomembrane switching layer and Al electrodes. The memory array on the
bottom side of an elastomeric hydrocolloid skin patch, the electroresistive heater/temperature sensor
on the top-side of the patch, with the Si strain sensor on the opposite side. The mesoporous silica
nanoparticles array on the hydrocolloid side of the patch. (From ref. 8)
Smart or intelligent materials can respond to external stimuli with particular changes
in some of their variables. Contrarily to composite materials which are designed and
processed to offer only a limited set of responses to external stimuli and are character-
ized by their inability to adapt to the environmental changes in real time, smart materials
can act simultaneously as actuators and sensors [4].
The state-of-the-art smart materials mimic natural materials and are able to change
their properties (mechanical, electrical, and appearance), their structure or composition,
or their functions depending on the stimuli received. Nature is full of examples of mate-
rials that respond to external stimuli and adapt their shape in real time, e.g. the surface
of a leaf that follows the direction of sunlight [9]. They possess the capability to sense
their environment, process these data and respond accordingly. Mankind is currently
embedding smart materials in systems (e.g. buildings, airplanes, and in the automotive
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industry) in order to provide them with advanced functionalities like providing full reports
on performance history, location of defects, in addition to the ability to counteract un-
wanted or potentially dangerous conditions, namely the excessive vibration. They can
also attempt self-repair.
Among the many smart materials and devices some examples are: piezoelectric
materials, shape memory alloys, pH-sensitive polymers, polychromic, chromogenic,
halochromic materials and many magnetoelectric materials (transformers and gyrators,
microwave devices, resonators, filters) [10–13].
Nanostructured materials are part of the major outcomes of nanotechnology re-
search undertaken during the last decade, where materials and devices can be con-
trolled on a molecular and atomic scale.
The development of these materials leads to a basic knowledge necessity concern-
ing aspects such as how materials are formed and what are their characteristics and
properties in atomic and molecular scale. They are fabricated using two different ap-
proaches namely: top-down (transformative approach where nanostructures are pro-
gressively miniaturized from larger scale structures) and the bottom-up (synthetic, where
structures are built from their atomic or molecular components mimicking living organ-
isms) [4].
Top-down processes include lithography (electron beam, ion beam, scanning probe,
and optical near field), thin film deposition, laser beam processing, mechanical (ma-
chining, grinding, lapping, polishing), and electrochemical material removal processes
(electroforming and hot embossing lithography) [14,15].
Bottom-up processes include contact printing, imprinting, spinodal wetting/dewetting,
laser trapping/tweezer, assembly and joining (self- and directed-assembly), template
growth, electrostatic (coatings, fibers), colloidal aggregation, and 2-photon confocal pro-
cessing [14,15].
Among the different types of multifunctional devices, here we will focus the attention
into those where the properties in question are those related to lattice, spin and charge.
To be more precise, we are interested in the study of materials that present several
ferroic orders (multiferroic) and in which the possibility to manipulate, couple and tune
them exists. Therefore, making them very appealing materials. In fact, the industry
of sensors and actuators depends heavily on ferroelectric (FE) materials where upon
an external electric field (E) it is possible to reverse the spontaneous polarization (P).
This happens because most ferroelectric materials, e.g. perovskite oxides, are high-
performance ferroelastics or piezoelectrics with spontaneous strain (). In this way, the
coexistence of polarization and strain makes them prime subjects to be used in many
applications based in the conversion of elastic energy to electric energy or vice-versa [16].
Also widely used are the magnetic counterpart of these type of sensors. As an example
we have stress sensors, where it is measured the variation of the material’s magnetic
susceptibility () when a mechanical stress () is applied [17].
Another important example of these type of required properties can be found in solid
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materials where a crossing effect between magnetism and electricity is present, and
thus originating a magnetoelectric effects, such as magnetic (electric) induction of po-
larization (magnetization) [18]. These materials have already gained their place under
the spotlight of industries working with data storage. In fact, magnetic memory technol-
ogy has given giant steps since the discovery of the giant magnetoresistance (GMR)
effect which since then has lead us to an era of magnetoelectronics or spintronics [19].
In these fields, the flow of electric charges was exploited in microprocessors, tran-
sistors and a vast set of other domestic appliances. However, with the objective to
improve the existing materials and to go forward in the multi-functionality of devices (for
example, carrying out data processing and storage on the same device), researchers
have been exploring another intrinsic property of electrons - the spin. It was discovered
that spin could carry information among devices, similar to what is accomplished by the
charge flow. In fact, spin shows some advantages, because it can be manipulated by
external magnetic field and possess a long relaxation time that enable processing of
information. These characteristics put forward the possibility to develop new and more
efficient devices than those using the charge paradigm. Since then the goal in this area
has been well defined, namely to achieve high-density integration and overcome the
large handicap of the relatively high writing energy. This, leads to a relentless pursuit of
the fundamental and application issues connected with magnetic random-access mem-
ories (MRAMs) and related devices [20]. Parallel to the development of MRAMs a large
effort has also been devoted to the ferroelectric random-access memories (FeRAMs)
and in their promotion as superior novel non-volatile and high-speed memory media in
comparison to semiconductor flash memories [21].
Alongside with the understanding of the properties of these materials, we find also
the need to improve them and to make them smaller and more efficient. Device miniatur-
ization conserving high-density data storage stands also as a trend in modern science
and technology. Also here, the integration of several functionalities into one material
system is highly desirable. Rising from the vast area of applications of magnetic and
ferroelectric materials, it appears natural to pursuit a line of new memories and sens-
ing/actuating devices based on materials which combine, in an effective and intrinsic
manner, magnetism and ferroelectricity [22–25] (as schematically shown in Fig. 1.3).
1.2 Multiferroicity and Magnetoelectric effect
Multifunctional materials with at least two ferroic orders, i.e. multiferroics, have an im-
portant place under the spotlight of condensed matter physics and materials science.
According to Eerenstein et al [26] multiferroic materials are those exhibiting two or even
three ferroic properties, namely ferroelectricity, ferromagnetism and ferroelasticity, in
the same phase (see Fig. 1.3 (a)). On the other hand, magnetoelectric materials be-
long to the group of compounds that are electrically and magnetically polarizable and in
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Figure 1.3 – (a) The relationship between multiferroic and magnetoelectric materials. (b) The electric
field E, magnetic field H, and stress  control the electric polarization P , magnetization M , and strain
", respectively. In a ferroic material, P , M , or " are spontaneously formed to produce ferromagnetism,
ferroelectricity, or ferroelasticity, respectively. In a multiferroic material, the coexistence of at least two
ferroic ordering forms leads to additional interactions. (From refs. 26 and 27)
addition develop polarization when under a magnetic field and magnetization in the pres-
ence of an electric field [26,28]. However, in current literature, the definition of multiferroic
materials is extended to include non-primary order parameters, like antiferromagnetism
and ferrimagnetism. This extension conjugated with the search for multiferroic mate-
rials and magnetic coupling effects from the known magnetic and electrical materials
(see Fig. 1.3 (a)) [26] opened considerably the group of materials to be studied.
The study of multiferroicity and multiferroic materials offers an opportunity to embark
in the exploration of some important issues which have rarely been reachable (from the
point of view of fundamental physics or even in applications) [1]. This does not mean
that properties like ferroelectricity and magnetism have been left forgotten, quite the
contrary, they have been the focus of condensed matter physics and materials science
since their discovery. However, dealing with multiferroicity within the framework of fun-
damental physics and technological applications gave birth to a number of challenges.
The fact that are so many magnetic ferroelectric materials, when theory predicts so
few, makes the investigation of coexistence and coupling effect between the magnetic
and ferroelectric orders in multiferroic materials an interesting and important physical
issue [29–32].
In a general way we can divide theses challenges in two fundamental issues to be
addressed. The first one arise from the difficulty in proving the coexistence of magnetism
(spin order) and of ferroelectricity (electric dipole order) in a single material. The second
one, is related to the efficient coupling between the two orders in a multiferroic system
(i.e. magnetoelectric coupling). The coupling from an application point of view, can be
considered more important than their coexistence. This coupling represents the basic
principle for cross-control, i.e. control of the two orders by either an electric field or
magnetic field. The studies devoted to this second point have shown that it is more
challenging the realization of a such strong coupling than coexistence of the two orders,
and is, thus, the cornerstone of the many recent studies in multiferroic materials (see
Fig. 1.4).
The physics of multiferroic systems can be extremely complicated when considering
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Figure 1.4 – Schematic representation of the different microscopic mechanisms that can lead to mul-
tiferroicity. (Adapted from ref. 31)
that a strong coupling between ferroelectricity and magnetism arising from intrinsic prop-
erties is fundamental to a multi-functionality of these materials. Furthermore, it comes
also clearer that multiferroicity and the cross coupling of its orders provides a more ex-
tensive base to pursuit the physics of strongly correlated electronic systems, in addition
to other materials like high TC superconductor and colossal magnetoresistance (CMR)
materials.
The cross coupling of different ferroic order opens the possibility to a new and diver-
sified field of applications and devices. However, before entering into the world of ferroic
or coupled ferroic orders one should first define the concept of ”ferroic”. The origin of
the ferroic concept is related to a behavior due to the interaction between the adjacent
atoms or ions, where, in a spontaneous way, below a critical temperature, an order of
a certain parameter emerges forming a regular structure with the physical parameter
aligned in the same direction in some micro regions (cooperative phenomena). In these
materials an applied external driving field will change the parameter exhibiting hystery-
sis loop behavior due to the existence of the referred ferroic order. Examples of that are
the cases of M(H) and P(E) loops in the ferromagnetic and ferroelectric materials [33], as
shown in Fig. 1.5.
Among the different types of ferroic orders in materials the four basic primary ferroic
order include ferroelectric, ferromagnetic, ferrotoroidic, and ferroelastic order. Thus, if a
material exhibits two or more ferroic orders, e.g. such as ferroelectric and ferromagnetic
order, it is called multiferroic materiali. Ferromagnetic materials possess spontaneous
iOriginally proposed by H. Schmid [33], multiferroics have been defined as materials presenting more
than one primary ferroic order parameter simultaneously within a single phase [34]. Yet, there were those
who considered materials to be multiferroics only if they exhibited coupled primary order parameters.
Nowadays, the definition of multiferroics expanded to include non-primary order parameters, such as an-
tiferromagnetism or ferrimagnetism.
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Figure 1.5 – Differents kind of ‘‘Ferroic’’ order in materials. (From ref. 33)
magnetization which can be switched hysteretically by the influence of a magnetic field.
In the same way, ferroelectric materials present spontaneous electric polarization which
can be switched by an electric field. Ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism are on the
top of the list of properties researched in solid state materials. In the scopus of this
thesis, in addition to the coexistence of different ferroic orders (specially ferroelectric
and ferromagnetic), it is pursued a direct or an indirect coupling between the ferroic
orders in multiferroic materials (magnetoelectric materials).
The existence of coupling between two or more ferroic orders, opens new pathways
into the development of new applications, where some interesting and useful physical
phenomena are present. Phenomena that governs their properties and can be trans-
ferred to other materials in their tailoring or tuning. For example, the coupling between
orders can have useful effects: coupling between ferroelectric and ferroelastic orders
can produce piezoelectric (used in electromechanical conversion); coupling between the
ferromagnetic and ferroelastic order can produce magnetostriction (applied in magnetic
sensors); coupling between the ferromagnetic order and ferroelectric order can pro-
duce new magnetoelectric devices and applications (new generation of energy-efficient
memories) [1,30]. We can then, push their versatility where the ability to efficiently con-
trol magnetization or/and polarization by an electric field or/and magnetic field is desir-
able. Prototype devices with high performance for spintronics, for example, reading the
spin states, and writing the polarization states to reverse the spin states (by an electric
field) and thus overcome the high writing energy in MRAMs (see Fig 1.6). Figure 1.6
shows some examples of magnetic and spintronic properties that can be controlled by
an electric field and thus demonstrating the possibilities applications of a material with
magnetoelectric coupling [35].
The magnetoelectric effect, in a general sense, describes the coupling between elec-
tric and magnetic fields in matter (i.e. induction of magnetization (M) by an electric field
(E) or polarization (P) generated by a magnetic field (H)) [1,36]. From the point of view
of thermodynamics, and considering Landau theory framework, the systematic progres-
sion of contributions to the magnetoelectric effect can be approached by the expansion
FCUP
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Figure 1.6 – Magnetic and spintronic properties that can be controlled by an electric field. DOS
denotes density of states. (From ref. 35)
of ground state free energy (F) for a magnetoelectric system:
– F(E,H) =
P(E)z      }|      {
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20ijHiHj +
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higher-order coupling termsz                                   }|                                   {
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2 ijkEiHjHk +
1
2ijkHiEjEk + ..., (1.1)
where E denotes the electric field, H the magnetic field (subscripts [i, j, k] refer to the
three components of a variable in spatial coordinates), 0 and 0 are the dielectric and
magnetic susceptibilities of vacuum and ij and ij are the second-order tensors of di-
electric and magnetic susceptibilities
The first term describes the contribution resulting from the electrical response to an
electric field. The second term describes the magnetic equivalent of the first term, where
 is magnetic relative permeability. The third term describes the linear magnetoelectric
coupling via  (the most important parameter, at least from the point of view of coupled
orders). Designated as the linear magnetoelectric effect, it relates to the induction of
polarization by a magnetic field or a magnetization by an electric field. Differentiating
F(E,H) the magnetoelectric effect can be defined in the form of Pi(Hj) or Mi(Ej) as follow:
Pi(Hj) = ijHj + 12 ijkHjHk + ... , (1.2)
Mi(Ej) = ijEi + 12ijkEjEk + ... . (1.3)
Higher-order ME effects parameters can supplement our interpretation of cross cou-
pling effect, like  and . However, for most studies the linear ME effect is enough and
thus when referring to the ME effect in fact they are just referring to the linear effect [31,37].
The range of applicability of the magnetoelectric effect in single phase compounds
is still narrow because this effect is most of the times very small. However in cases like
multilayered structures where piezoelectric and ferromagnetic layers are put together,
this effect can be extremely enhanced and a giant magnetoelectric effect is accom-
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plished (e.g. La0.67Sr0.33MnO3/BaTiO3 heterostructure) [1,36,38,39].
After the prediction of a magnetoelectric effect in Cr2O3 by Dzyaloshinskii [40] and
its measurement [41], many new multiferroic and/or magnetoelectric materials were re-
ported during the 1960s and 1970s. In fact, the first discovered magnetoelectric mate-
rial, Cr2O3, is not a multiferroic. Recently, special attention was given to materials where
a strong coupling between the magnetic and dielectric degrees of freedom is present.
J. F. Scott at the turn of the 21st century published an article entitled ”Ferroelectric
Memories” [21], reviewing the use of ferroelectrics as non-volatile memories, making a
strong argument in their use. However it is only in 2003 that the research in multifer-
roics geared up after the discovery of large polarization in a BiFeO3 thin film [42]. Along
with BiFeO3, other perovskites such as TbMnO3 were reported to have a strong mag-
netoelectric (ME) coupling [43,44]. In the quest for practical ME materials many families
of multiferroics have been explored, re-discovered, and newly developed, realizing a
variety of ME controls [45–50]. In fact, in this recent history of multiferroic materials and
magnetoelectric physics, the number of review articles available show that researchers
are keeping a close eye in this area and of the importance of the theme.
Just two years later, in 2005 we can track two important articles: one by Fiebig
(“Revival of the magnetoelectric effect”) [36] about the history and situation point of mag-
netoelectric materials. In fact, the work was more devoted to the phenomenological
theory of magnetoelectric composites in part due to the scarce understanding of many
materials like BiFeO3 and TbMnO3; And another co-authored with N. A. Spaldin (”The
renaissance of magnetoelectric multiferroics”) with a short explanation about magneto-
electric and multiferroic materials [27].
Since then a greater interest about this topic was observed and is in fact still growing.
Later that year (in 2005), Prellier et al (“The single-phase multiferroic oxides: from bulk
to thin film”) [51] published a detailed collection of the available experimental results on
BiMnO3, BiFeO3, RMnO3, and RMn2O5 (R –– Y, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu).
In 2006, Eerenstein et al (“Multiferroic and magnetoelectric materials”) [26], published
a short review article where great attention was given to single phase multiferroics, but
not neglecting the composite materials, focusing on the symmetry issue of multiferroic
order parameters. Multiferroics as quantum electromagnets were also brought forward
by Tokura [52] in that year.
The next year, it was the time for multiferroic thin films to be the subject of review by
Ramesh et al “Multiferroics: progress and prospects in thin films”) [53], where the vari-
ous aspects of multiferroic thin films where discussed, with particular attention to BiFeO3
thin films alongside with the magnetoelectric coupling based novel device physics and
relevant issues. Kimura also published about magnetoelectrics multiferroics where the
ferroelectric order develops upon a magnetic phase transition into a spiral magnetic or-
dered phase (e.g. TbMnO3 and Ni3V2O8) [54]. This topic was further pursued by Tokura
in 2009 [18] and again in 2014 [55].
It took another year for a classification about the origin of ferroelectricity to be pre-
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sented. In the work of Cheong et al (“Multiferroics: a magnetic twist for ferroelectric-
ity”) [56] ferroelectric materials were divided into two families: proper and improper ferro-
electrics [56,57]. In the case of proper ferroelectric the polarization would arise from two
mechanisms: a coordinated bonding from the 3d 0 metal ion and the anion or from a
6s2 lone pair of electrons. In the first case, the d 0 property orbitals usually do not al-
low for a magnetic order to appear (that requires unpaired electrons) and therefore not
showing multiferroicity. In the later case, which is characteristic of ABO3 perovskites
like BiFeO3, PbTiO3, and Pb(Fe0.5Nb0.5)O3, ferroelectricity originates from the A cation
while magnetism arises from the transition metal in the B site (magnetism and ferro-
electricity come from two different atomic sub-lattices and have a chemically different
origin). In this way allowing the coexistence of multiple ferroic orders in a single ma-
terial but resulting in different ordering temperatures and most of the times in a small
magnetoelectric (ME) coupling.
In the case of improper ferroelectricity we have to deviate from traditional mecha-
nism and consider new ones: structural transition driven (the so-called geometric ferro-
electricity), charge-ordering driven (the so-called electronic ferroelectricity), or magnetic
ordering driven (the so-called magnetic ferroelectricity). A schematic representation of
these driving mechanisms is shown in Fig. 1.7.
Figure 1.7 – Different microscopic mechanisms found in type-I multiferroics. (a) Magnetically driven.
In “mixed” perovskites with ferroelectrically active d0 ions (green circles) and magnetic dn ions (red),
shifts of d 0 ions from the centers of O6 octahedra (yellow plaquettes) leads to polarization (green ar-
rows), coexisting with magnetic order (red arrows). (b) Lone pair electrons. In materials like BiFeO3
and PbVO3, the ordering of lone pairs (yellow “lobe”) of Bi3+ and Pb2+ ions (orange), contributes
to the polarization (green arrow). (c) Charge ordered. In charge ordered systems, the coexistence
of inequivalent sites with different charges, and inequivalent (long and short) bonds, leads to ferro-
electricity. (d) Geometric configuration. The“geometric” mechanism of generation of polarization in
YMnO3 describes the tilting of a rigid MnO5 block with a magnetic Mn remaining at the center. Be-
cause of the tilting, the Y – O bonds form dipoles (green arrows), and there appears two “down” dipoles
per one“up” dipole so that the system becomes ferroelectric (and multiferroic when Mn spins order at
lower temperatures). (From ref. 58)
The multiferroic mechanisms, and effects were revisited two years later by Khomskii
(”Classifying multiferroics: Mechanisms and effects”) [58]. At that time it was purposed
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the division of multiferroics in two major types although they can by further sub-divided.
Type-I multiferroics gathering the majority of multiferroics are those where ferroelectric-
ity does not have magnetic origin (e.g. BiFeO3 although it has a magnetic ion). Here the
spontaneous polarization (TC ferroelectric) appears above the magnetic ordering tem-
perature (TC or TN ferro-(antiferro)magnetic). Type-II or “improper” ferroelectrics those
where ferroelectricity arises due to a magnetic order (e.g. TbMnO3) and the polariza-
tion starts to develop below or at the magnetic ordering temperature. Although Type-II
multiferroics exhibit smaller polarization values than Type-I ferroelectrics, the magne-
toelectric coupling between the magnetization (M) and polarization (P) is much higher.
The last were considered a step trough in the multiferroic community due to their phys-
ical importance [59].
Also in that year, and taking into consideration the origin of ferroelectric polarization,
the electronic magnetic ferroelectrics were further divided into spin-ordering driven and
charge-ordering driven, by Picozzi et al (”First principles studies of multiferroic materi-
als”) [37].
Another work still in the year 2009, published by Wang et al (”Multiferroicity: the cou-
pling between magnetic and polarization orders”) [1] presented a comprehensive survey
on all aspects of multiferroic researches, focused in the challenges to integrate the mag-
netism and ferroelectricity into a single-phase system and summarized various strate-
gies used to combine the two types of order. Spaldin et al publish a shorter article
about ”Multiferroics: Past, present, and future” [60]. Martin et al covered the advances
in the growth and characterization of magnetic, ferroelectric, and multiferroic oxide thin
films [61].
Multiferroic and magnetoelectric bulk and heterostructures were also covered in an
article by Velev et al (“Multi-ferroic and magnetoelectric materials and interfaces”) [62]
in 2011. In recent years the topic of multiferroic and magnetoelectric materials has
been extend to different materials like hexaferrites [63], perovskite manganites [64], het-
erostructures and their interfaces [65–68], into theoretical calculations [31] and synthesis
techniques and routes to new single-phase multiferroics [69] or even to diffraction stud-
ies in multiferroics [70].
In 2015 and 2016 researchers are still reviewing the topic of controlling magnetism by
electric fields [71] and the related aspects with multiferroic materials and magnetoelectric
physics [30]. Ortega et al published an interesting review on multifunctional magneto-
electric materials for device applications [72].
Despite the fact that materials can exhibit the presence of ferroelectricity and (an-
ti)ferromagnetism, the relation between the two orders is not a sufficient condition for
a strong magneto-electric coupling, allowing to achieve a good mutual control among
them. Luckily, recent works in this area managed to create and find more materials
exhibiting such properties, especially in frustrated magnets, where a strong and intrin-
sic magnetoelectric coupling is present [23,26,27,73,74] (e.g. TbMnO3, TbMn2O5, Ni3V2O8,
hexaferrites (e.g. Ba0.5Sr1.5Zn2Fe12O22), Pb(Fe0.5Nb0.5)O3 – Co0.65Zn0.35Fe2O4 [75] or
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SrCuTe2O6) [76]. From the many multiferroic systems synthesized so far we can find
the transition metal oxides with perovskite and spinel structures on top of the list. Typi-
cally they are strongly correlated electronic systems where the correlations among spin,
charge and orbital and lattice play a fundamental role.
1.3 Magnetocaloric Effect and Materials
Nowadays, one observes a growing interest in using the magnetocaloric effect (MCE)
as the cornerstone physical property behind an alternative technology for refrigeration
both at room and at cryogenic temperatures. This is in part due to it’s environmentally
friendly technology since it eliminates ozone depleting gases, reducing the need for
global warming greenhouse effect gases, and other hazardous gaseous refrigerants.
Curiously, the appearance of hydrofluorocarbons (HFC), as a suitable replacement for
ozone depleting substances, was regarded as the long awaited solution. However,
an unintended negative side effect of their use, is that they are contributing to an un-
wanted climate change all around the world. Thus, revealing that in fact they are not
the perfect solution [77]. Furthermore, magnetic refrigeration (MR) offers up to 60% of
Carnot efficiency, much larger than in conventional refrigeration technologies. Health
and medicine (hyperthermia) is another field in witch MCE is being investigated.
The MCE was first observed in 1881, when Warburg first discovered a thermal effect
on metal iron when applying it a varying magnetic field [78]. However it was only later that
its origin, cooling via adiabatic demagnetization, was independently explained by Debye
in 1926 [79] and Giauque in 1927 [80]. Half a decade later, Giauque and MacDougall
achieved the lowest temperature up to that time, 250 mK, using paramagnetic salts [81].
The entropy thermal dependence of a magnetic system as a function of the applied
field can be illustrated by a schematic diagram of Temperature-Entropy (see Fig. 1.8
(a)).
Figure 1.8 – (a) Thermal dependence of the entropy of a magnetic system depending on the applied
field. (b) Magnetic cooling cycle. Schematic picture that shows the basic processes of the magne-
tocaloric effect when a magnetic field is applied or removed in a magnetic system: the isothermal
process, which leads to an entropy change, and the adiabatic process, which yields a variation in
temperature. (From ref. 82)
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In a simple way the MCE can be described as an intrinsic property of all magnetic
materials and can be quantified in two ways: the material’s reversible change in tem-
perature when a magnetic field change takes place in an adiabatic process (A! B [" H]
and C! D [# H]). Here, the total entropy remains constant but the magnetic entropy is
decreased/increased, and thus lattice and electronic entropy has to increase/decrease
to compensate it. This causes a temperature increase/decrease (Tad) which depends
on the applied magnetic field strength. Or as the reversible change of magnetic entropy
(Sm) if the field change is brought about in an isothermal process. Here, the ordered
magnetic spin system returns to its original alignment by exchanging energy with the
lattice, which decreases the lattice entropy, returning the sample to its original temper-
ature. The first occurs when the entropy is kept constant, while the second when the
temperature is kept constant. This effect is also currently called adiabatic demagnetiza-
tion [83]. Both properties are characteristic of the magnetocaloric effect and depend on
the initial temperature and magnitude of the magnetic field change. An increase on the
order of the magnetic spins and a corresponding decrease of the magnetic entropy are
observed with an increasing value of the external magnetic field change.
A magnetic refrigeration system/cycle relies on a mechanical part (a magnetic work-
ing material, a magnetizing/demagnetizing system, hot and cold heat exchangers and
a heat transfer system) and in an operation principle which is illustrated in Fig. 1.8 (b).
Let us consider a system in its normal state A. When a magnetic field is applied in an
adiabatic way, the once randomly oriented spins will align and a temperature increase
is verified (A! B). Placing a heat sink near the material will allow the material to reject
the former increase of temperature to its surroundings (B ! C). Upon removal of the
magnetic field, the magnetic spins return to their randomized state at the cost of thermal
energy (C! D). At this point the material exchanges heat from the space to be cooled
or heat source (D! A) returning to its original state and the cycle is repeated.
The MCE can also be described as a variation of the entropy in the system, leading
to a temperature variation which can be worked out from the free energy F, itself a
function of temperature (T), volume (V) and magnetization (M). The free energy F(T,M)
at constant V, is defined as:
F(T,M) = U−TS where S = Sel + Slat + SM . (1.4)
The total value of the entropy (S) depends on H and T, and results from the contri-
butions of the lattice (Slat), electronic (Sel) and magnetic (SM) entropies.
Considering a constant temperature value and considering that Slat and Sel are field-
independent, the MCE can be expressed as the isothermal magnetic entropy change,
SM(T)T,H, given by:
SM(T) = SM(T,Hf)−SM(T,Hi) , (1.5)
where Hi and Hf are the initial and the final magnetic fields, respectively.
When the magnetic field is applied adiabatically, the total entropy should be pre-
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served and the lattice and electronic entropies should change to –SM, resulting in the
adiabatic temperature change, Tad:
Tad(T) = T(S,Hf)−T(S,Hi) , (1.6)
The MCE can be evaluated directly by measuring the temperature variation of the
sample, or indirectly by measuring the magnetization and/or the heat capacity with the
use of thermodynamics [83]. The SM associated with a variation of the magnetic field
can be obtained from:
SM =
 Hmax
Hmin
 
@S
@H
!
T
dH =
 Hmax
Hmin
 
@M
@T
!
H
dH , (1.7)
resulting from the Maxwell thermodynamic relation: 
@SM
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!
T
=
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@T
!
H
. (1.8)
When this relation is considered, the SM is estimated by using magnetization data
and a numerical approximation of the integral:
SM '
X  Mn – Mn+1H
Tn+1 – Tn
Hn , (1.9)
where n represents the sequence of experimental points.
The estimation of MCE using magnetization data is nowadays one of the most dis-
cussed topics on the MR community [84–87]. In fact, some considerations need to be
addressed to estimate the MCE as Amaral et al. suggests for first order phase transi-
tions [84]. To have a reasonable estimation without using a very complex data treatment,
the same authors suggest to measure M(H) upon increase and decrease of H and esti-
mate both S curves using the Maxwell relation. The SM obtained under H increase
will be an overestimated value, whereas for H decrease it will be an underestimated
value, thus allowing to infer about the magnitude of SM [84,88].
In the recent history of the MCE (last twenty years) we can point two major devel-
opments that have boosted exponentially its interest: the creation of a proof-of-concept
magnetic refrigerator demonstrating that magnetic refrigeration is a viable and compet-
itive cooling technology in the near room temperature region [89] with potential energy
savings of up to 30% and the discovery of the giant MCE (GMCE) in Gd5(Si2Ge2) [90].
Since then many materials have been studied in the attempt to increase the mag-
netic entropy variation and to switch it towards room temperature. In fact, to a greater or
lesser extent all magnetic materials show a MCE. However, MR technology requires the
search for suitable materials and only those presenting a higher MCE become potential
candidates for it. Ideally, these materials should present a series of characteristics in
order to be used as cooling material [91–93]: low Debye temperature values; Curie tem-
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perature near working temperature; large temperature difference (Tad) in the vicinity of
phase transition; no thermal or magnetic hysteresis to enable high operating frequency
and, consequently, large cooling power; low specific heat and high thermal conductiv-
ity, thereby allowing large changes in temperature and facilitating the processes of heat
transfer and increasing efficiency; high electrical resistance in order to avoid Foucault
currents in the processes of rapid change in magnetic field; non-toxic; resistant to cor-
rosion; good mechanical properties; low manufacturing costs necessary for commercial
viability; and low environmental impact.
Among the substantial research on magnetocaloric materials, the majority are con-
centrated on the search for materials for room temperature operation, studying their
properties and feasibility of being produced economically. Still, every now and then,
MCE studies on different/new materials appear in literature. At the moment there is a
wide range of materials that present a noteworthy MCE for a wide spectrum of tem-
peratures. Most of those materials are rare-earth based ones, either pure or com-
bined in alloys, in particular the notable example of gadolinium and some of its alloys
(e.g. Gd5Si2Ge2) [94]. Another prominent example is praseodymium alloyed with nickel
(PrNi5), that due to his strong MCE, has allowed to approach temperatures near the
absolute zero (to within one milliKelvin) [95]. Additionally, we can find RCo2-based sys-
tems (R=Er, Ho, Dy) [96], Gd5Si2Ge2 and Gd5(Si1−xGex)4 and related 5 : 4 materials [90],
Mn-based compounds and MnAs1 – xSbx series [97] (associated with first order phase
transitions and therefore with the inherent practical obstacles because of the nature of
this transition), La(Fe13−xMx)-based compounds like La(Fe1 – xCox)11.9Si1.1 series (sec-
ond order phase transition material that can be obtained through powder metallurgical
processes allowing its production on an industrial scale and Curie temperature tunable
through the adjustment of Co content [98], Fe49Rh51 [99] (known to have the highest MCE
value near room temperature. However, the high cost of Rh means that it can only be
considered for very specific applications) and also in many manganites ((La1−xMx)MnO3
where M –– Ca and Sr) just to name some [92]. Fig. 1.9 summarizes the variation of the
magnetic entropy of some important magnetocaloric materials versus their Curie tem-
perature.
Looking into the Fig. 1.9 there are two aspects that are easily noted: the first one is
related with the decrease of –Sm when going from low temperature to room temper-
ature [100] and the second one is related with a largest values presented by first order
magnetic transition (FOMT) materials compared to those of materials presenting a sec-
ond order magnetic transition (SOMT). From the large number of magnetic materials
those more promising to be applied in MR are those presenting a first order transition
magnetic transition because they can reach higher values of Sm and Tad, thud pre-
senting a Giant MCE [90]. However, the thermal and magnetic hysteresis, slow kinetic
and MCE in a narrow temperature range in these materials can alter the refrigerators
performance. About ten years ago theoretical studies brought forward a promising al-
ternative, i.e. use of ferrofluids (colloidal suspension of ferromagnetic particles) [101,102].
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Figure 1.9 – The magnetic entropy change for H = 50 kOe for the RCo2, RAl2, Gd5(Si1−xGex)4,
Mn(As1−xSbx), MnFe(P1−xAsx) and La(Fe13−xSix) families plus a number of individual compounds
versus the Curie temperature. (From ref. 92)
Still, further research in these materials has to be performed in order to overcome some
technical problems like suspensions with high concentrations of magnetic particles as
well as solving heat transfer problems associated with the processes.
The great ecological advantage of using magnetic refrigeration has boosted the
research in this field in the last years. The magnetic refrigeration process may be
compared with the conventional vapor compression technology, especially for the pro-
cesses of magnetization-demagnetization (compression and expansion, respectively.
See Fig. 1.10 (a)) [89,92,95,103,104].
Figure 1.10 – (a) Analogy between magnetic refrigeration and vapor cycle one (conventional refriger-
ation). H = externally applied magnetic field; Q = heat quantity; P = pressure; TAd = adiabatic tem-
perature variation. (b) General Electrics ”beer cooler”. (c) Cooltech Medical Refrigerator. (Adapted
from refs. 33,105–107)
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Magnetic refrigerators are constituted by a solid refrigerant and common heat trans-
fer fluids (e.g. water, water-alcohol solution, air or helium gas). These devices are more
efficient than the commercial refrigeration units operating well below the maximum theo-
retical efficiency (Carnot cycle). The cooling efficiency of magnetic refrigerators working
with Gd has been shown to reach 60% of the Carnot limit, compared to only about 40%
of the best gas-compression refrigerators [108].
In the middle of the 70’s, Brown presented the first room temperature refrigerator
applying adiabatic magnetization and demagnetization [104]. After the discovery of the
GMCE in Gd5Si2Ge2 [90], many scientists and industrial representatives of the refrigera-
tion community realized that this new technology (applying permanent magnets and the
GMCE) had potential for a remarkable entrance into the refrigeration market. Since then,
magnetic refrigeration development has come a long way and many solutions have been
presented to the public, e.g. General Electrics with “beer cooling fridges” (see Fig. 1.10
(b)) [106] or just last year Cooltech Applications with a medical refrigerator (see Fig. 1.10
(c)) [107]. The first room temperature magnetic refrigerator containing permanent mag-
nets was designed and built in 2001 by Astronautics Corporation, USA [104]. Up to the
present, more than thirty prototypes have been produced and distributed around the
globe, but with special incidence in Asia, since the used magnetic materials are based
on the rare-earth elements extracted in this region [108]. A few years ago main refriger-
ation industries such as Toshiba Corp. and BASF started to sponsor these prototypes
which also lead to the creation of several spin-offs such as Camfridge, Magnetic Devel-
opment, Inc., Magcool, Advanced Magnetic Technologies Consulting Ltd. and Cooltech
Applications.
1.4 Spinels compounds: ABX4
The concept of spinels was used in the 16th century to denote different red gems, which
derived from the Latin “spina” (thorn), probably as a result of their sharp octahedral
shape. Two centuries later, the spinel crystallographic structure was observed for the
first time in a crystal of magnetite (FeFe2O4) and in the mineral MgAl2O4, which is con-
sidered the parent compound of spinels [109–111].
The binary spinel compounds are represented by the general formula AB2X4, where
X represents an anion (–2 valence state) and A and B are cations (+2 and +3 valence
states, respectively). The crystal structure is characterized by a face-centered cubic
(fcc) arrangement with a large unit cell, containing eight formula units (8 A-cations, 16
B-cations and 32 X-anions) [112], in a close-packed arrangement of the anions, with the
cations located in the interstitial positions. In the spinel crystal two different interstitial
positions are present, one called the A-site position where the anions (X2 – ) are at the
vertices of a tetrahedron and divalent cation (e.g. Cd2+) at its center and a B-site with
divalent anions in the vertices of an octahedron and the trivalent cation (e.g. Cr3+) at
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the center. The cations occupy one-eight of the interstices formed by the tetrahedra and
one-half of those formed by the octahedrals. As a consequence, the spinel structure
presents large lattice parameters (for instance in natural MgAl2O4, a = 8.0898(9) Å).
For many purposes, as in the study of electric quadrupole interactions, the atomic
point symmetry is crucial. In this way the A-site can be described as a cubic environ-
ment, and thus it possess four threefold axes resulting in a null electric field gradient.
On the other hand the atoms at B and X sites have a axial symmetric field gradients
due to an unique threefold axis. Furthermore, from the point of view of each three-fold
axis in the structure, a stacking of different layers is present where only cations in oc-
tahedral coordination exist alternate with those where the tetrahedral and octahedral
sites are filled in the ratio two to one [109,110]. A schematic model of the structure can be
visualized in Fig. 1.11.
Figure 1.11 – Schematic representation of the CdCr2S4 spinel crystallographic structure. (a) Ball and
stick model of the CdCr2S4 structure. (b) and (c) Pyrochlore lattice arrangement of the Cr3+ magnetic
ions.
There are two types of spinels depending of the distribution of the cations among
the available sites: the normal ones A[B2]X4, and the inverse ones (B[AB]X4). Here, the
square parenthesis indicate the ions in the octahedral sites. A random distribution of
the divalent and trivalent cations, is also possible to be formed in the inverse structure
(see Fig. 1.12).
The common formula of these distributions can be written as (At1 – xB
t
x)[A
o
xB
o
2 – x]O4,
where o and t refer to the octahedral and tetrahedral sites of the spinel structure and x
is the so-called degree of inversion, equal to zero and unity for the normal and inverse
arrangements, respectively [114,115]. Usually the distribution of cations among the A and
B sites can be deduced from their ionic radius (see structural sorting map for AB2X4 on
Fig. 1.12). Additionally, different type of spinels can also appear because they are very
sensitive to the stoichiometry of the reactant elements in their synthesis and to heating
and cooling rates [115]. In this thesis only the normal spinel structure will be considered.
The normal spinel structure crystallizes in the cubic Fd3m space group [112,116] al-
though the symmetry can be lowered by Jahn-Teller and other effects [117–119] and in
some cases leading to the formation of complex superstructures [115,120].
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Figure 1.12 – Structural sorting map for AB2X4 spinels with normal and inverse structure (where X
is O, S, Se, Te), using rA and rB as indices. Because of the proximity of r for some elements (e.g.
Cr, Pd and Mn, Cd) several points represent more than one data point. Also the nature of X is not
distinguished in this plot. (Adapted from ref. 113)
Among the vast number of ternary spinel-type compounds, those with Cr as transi-
tion metal (magnetic ion), with the general formula ACr2X4 (A –– Zn, Cd, or Hg and X –– O,
S or Se, chalcogens), form a special group of magnetic semiconductors and have been
the focus of an intensive study due to their exotic physical properties (electrical, mag-
netic, and others) [121,122]. The compounds where X –– O are called oxyspinels and the
compounds with X=S thiospinels.
Chromium spinels have been studied for more than half a century because they
present an enormous range of magnetic exchange strengths and different magnetic
ground states [121,123,124]. This is mostly due to the different elements (in the A and X
sites) that can integrate these structures (and their different sizes), leading to differ-
ent lattice constants and thus different Cr – Cr distances. Thus, making it possible for
these compounds to exhibit Curie-Weiss (CW) temperatures (CW) ranging from – 400 to
200 K, and to order at low temperature either in an antiferro or ferromagnetic way [121,123].
In fact, the CW temperatures (extrapolated from the linear inverse susceptibility para-
magnetic phase) for chromium oxide spinels predict an antiferromagnetic ordering at
temperatures one order of magnitude larger than those actually observed (of the order
of 10 K). This arises from the fact that the Cr spins in oxide spinels form a pyrochlore
lattice where a strong geometrical frustration exists. On the other side of the chromium
based spinels, we find sulphur and selenide spinels which order ferromagnetically at
temperatures in the order of 100 K [125,126]. Here we find also examples of frustration
(spin and orbital) like in the cases of MnSc2S4 and FeSc2S4 spinels [127,128].
In a general way, the dominating exchange interactions in these systems are gov-
erned by the interatomic distances. For small Cr – Cr distances a strong direct AFM ex-
change dominates while increasing the distance, the 90° FM Cr – X – Cr superexchange
becomes important. Rudolf et al suggested that in all of these spinels and for all the
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different interatomic spacings, a complex Cr – X – A – X – Cr antiferromagnetic super ex-
change (SE) is active, being although very weak [124].
As described earlier, in a normal chromium based spinel structure configuration,
the Cr ions (3d3) occupy the B-sites (octahedral environment). However, a splitting
of the d level into a lower t2g triplet (single occupation in each orbital) and an excited
empty eg doublet is observed due to the influence of the octahedral crystal field. This
results in an almost spherical charge distribution and minimal spin-orbit coupling. In
fact, we can expected that these materials show no role or a minimal one due to charge
effects because of orbital effects are or completely or partial quenched. In the cases
where A –– Cd or Hg, the A2+ have filled d10 orbitals and therefore do not contribute to
the magnetic or orbital degrees of freedom. However, because of the relatively large
size of the A-ions, these systems show a tendency to ionic off-center distortions [129,130].
In some of these systems, the competing magnetic exchange interactions and ge-
ometric frustration of the magnetic pyrochlore lattice [131] gave origin to interesting phe-
nomena like complex magnetic ground states [132], strong metamagnetism [125,133], and
even multiferroic behavior [128,134].
Spin-phonon coupling in systems with strong electronic correlations has also been
under the attention of researchers. Here structural distortions and their role in AFM
ordering of geometrically frustrated oxides have shown the important role they play in
the way that these systems lift frustration, where in simple terms, the lattice distorts to
gain exchange energy [135,136].
Two interesting examples of complex magnetic mechanism presented by chromium
spinels can be observed in ZnCr2S4 and ZnCr2Se4. In the former one, almost equivalent
(in strength) exchange interactions (FM and AFM) are present and the magnetic order
results from a strong bond-frustration. In the later, on the other way, despite being dom-
inated by FM exchange interactions it orders antiferromagnetically at TN = 21 K [124,131].
Also, in ZnCr2O4 [137] and CdFe2O4 [138], transition metal spinel compounds, geometric
frustration is an important factor in defining the magnetic properties of the system [139].
In these spinels, the octahedral cation lattice own a similarity to the lanthanide cation lat-
tice in pyrochlore. However, in the case of transition metal spinel compounds, the strong
coupling between spin and lattice degrees of freedom results in a structural transition
coupled to the magnetic ordering [140].
Geometric frustration is also claimed to be responsible for the relaxor properties in
the CdCr2S4 spinel, an important example for this thesis [128] (see section 3.2). The
critical role of frustration in the magnetic and electric properties in other transition metal
sulfide spinels can be found in several works in the recent literature [127,135,136,141–143].
Some characteristic parameters of chromium spinel compounds (oxides, sulfites and
selenites) are summarized in table 1.1: lattice constant, paramagnetic effective moment,
Curie-Weiss temperature, magnetic ordering temperatures, magnetic frustration param-
eter f = jCW j/TM and type of magnetic ordering.
In a first look into the table, it comes into attention that an increase of the lattice
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Table 1.1 – Summary of parameters of some chromium spinels. Lattice constants a0(Å), effective
PM moment eff (B), CW temperature CW (K), magnetic ordering temperature TM (K), magnetic
frustration parameter f = jCW j/TM and magnetic order (MO). Data taken from refs. 125,126,131,134,
144–146.
Compound a0 eff CW TM f MO
ZnCr2O4 ZCO 8.328(2) 3.85 -398  15 32 AFM
MgCr2O4 MCO 8.319(3) 3.71 -346 12.7 27 AFM
CdCr2O4 CCO 8.596(2) 4.03 -71 8.2 8.7 AFM
HgCr2O4 HCO 8.658(1) 3.72 -32 5.8 5.5 AFM
ZnCr2S4 ZCS 9.983(2) 3.86 7.9  12 0.5 AFM
MgCr2S4 MCS 10.108(2) 1.27 -12 80 0.1 FM
CdCr2S4 CCS 10.239(2) 3.88 155 84.5 1.8 FM
HgCr2S4 HCS 10.244(1) 3.90 140 22 6.4 AFM
ZnCr2Se4 ZCSe 10.498(1) 4.04 90 21 4.3 AFM
HgCr2Se4 HCSe 10.743(9) 3.89 200 106 1.9 FM
CdCr2Se4 CCSe 10.745(3) 3.82 184 130 1.4 FM
constant leads to an increase of the CW temperatures, going from strongly negative
AFM exchange in the oxides to moderately FM exchange in the selenides. As referred
before, in the oxides, due to the small Cr – Cr distances a strong direct AFM exchange
dominates. Increasing the Cr – Cr distance, they become weaker and compete with the
90° FM Cr – X – Cr exchange that becomes dominating in the selenides. In fact, the Hg
and Cd selenides show high FM ordering temperatures compared to the small ordering
temperatures of the AFM oxides (bottom and top of the table, respectively). The later
exhibit also strong geometrical frustration. In chromium spinel, where chromium is the
only magnetic ion, the lack of spin-orbit coupling is verified by the almost spin-only values
(S = 3/2, yielding 3.87 B for the PM moment) of the Cr moments.
Figure 1.13 – Schematic magnetic phase diagram of ACr2X4 compounds, where characteristic tem-
peratures are plotted versus the CW temperature: FM (red circles) and AFM (black squares) ordering
temperatures. Hypothetical magnetic ordering temperatures (T = CW) are indicated by thick solid
lines. Thin solid lines separate magnetically ordered from PM phases and are drawn to guide the eye.
(From ref. 126)
Recently, several authors reported on the abundance and complexity of the physics
characteristic of these systems, demonstrated by the observation of geometric [139] and
orbital frustration [127,139] or even the observation of an orbital-glass state [128,131]. A
schematic representation where some of these characteristics (e.g. type of frustration
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and magnetic order) for chromium based spinels is shown in Figure 1.13 (characteristic
ordering versus CW temperatures).
In the complete range of these chromium based spinels, spanning from strongly
frustrated oxides to the ferromagnetic sulphides and selenides we observe a change of
almost 600 K (– 400 K to 200 K) in the CW temperatures. Furthermore, different spin
arrangements can be observed: ZnCr2O4 shows an incommensurate spiral phase order
(long spiral with the spins aligned in the ac-plane) [147,148], ZnCr2S4, as stated, shows
almost equivalent AFM and FM exchange interactions and present a mixed spiral and
a collinear structures [131,149], ZnCr2Se4 and HgCr2S4 show strong FM spin fluctuations
but order antiferromagnetically with FM planes [150–152] or chromium spinels ordering
ferromagnetically at higher temperatures as CdCr2Se4, HgCr2Se4 and CdCr2S4 [121].
1.4.1 Chromium chalcogenide thiospinel CdCr2S4
Chromium chalcogenide thiospinel, CdCr2S4, crystallizes in the cubic space group Fd3m
with the following lattice parameters a = 10.244 Å and is characterized as being a fer-
romagnetic material with a Curie temperature of TC = 84.5 K [112,116]. The saturation
moment is about 5.96 B per unit formula, in agreement with ferromagnetically ordered
Cr3+ spins due to the superexchange interaction between Cr – S – Cr atoms. The dis-
tance between neighboring Cr ions is too large for a direct exchange and instead a 90°
superexchange via the S ions occurs. Moreover, it has a paramagnetic Curie-Weiss
temperature of CW = 152 K [112].
Since its discovery in the 1960s, CdCr2S4 has been the focus of many studies from
fundamental properties to applications, e.g. already in 1965 its magnetic properties
were investigated by Baltzer et al [121], who found a ferromagnetic insulator state below
97 K.
Since then, many other studies have been performed searching for an explanation
for the unusual nature of some experimental results, like an abnormal negative thermal
expansion at low temperatures [153,154] simultaneously with an unexpected broadening of
the diffraction lines [154], which was found to correspond to a mode softening in the spinel
structure. Furthermore, a strong blue shift of the absorption edge [155], accompanied by
an abnormally large phonon shift and damping effects were observed near the magnetic
transition temperature TC [156].
However it was only in 1997 that the interest in chromium based thiospinels was
triggered by the rediscovery of the colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) in FeCr2S4 and
CuCr2S4 [157,158]. CMR was later also observed in CdCr2S4 spinel by Sun et al [159] (see
Fig. 1.14). Moreover, CdCr2S4 is among the relaxor-like systems and is one of the rare
compounds that exhibits four colossal effects (the magnetocapacitive, electrocapaci-
tive, electroresistive, and magnetoresistive effects) [159]. Since then CdCr2S4 spinel has
been exhaustively studied due to the mutual coupling between magnetic and electric
properties and for being potential candidate for semiconductor spintronic devices.
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Figure 1.14 – Magnetoresistance versus temperature for CdCr2S4. In the inset, TMIT (metal-insulator
transition) and TC were plotted to compare two characteristic temperatures from the transport and
magnetic measurements, respectively. (Adapted from ref. 159)
The coexistence of ferromagnetism and relaxor-like ferroelectricity (0.5 Ccm–2) to-
gether with colossal magnetocapacitance claimed in a seminal paper by J. Hemberger
and coauthors [128] has revived the attention on CdCr2S4.
Later, the discovery of dielectric relaxational dynamics above the Curie temperature
(TC), responsible for the strongly increased dielectric permittivity of CdCr2S4 [26,129], has
driven an intense debate in the research community [128,160] (see Fig. 1.15).
Figure 1.15 – Magnetic and dielectric characterization of CdCr2S4. (a)M(T) (left scale top), 1/(T) (right
scale top) at 100 Oe and ferromagnetic hysteresis at 2 K (inset top) in CdCr2S4. 0(T) (right scale
bottom) and P(T) (left scale bottom). P(E), showing a ferroelectric hysteresis. (b) Magnetocapacitive
behavior of CdCr2S4. (top) 0(T) at different frequencies. (top inset) 0() for various temperatures
above 150 K (lines are to guide the eye). (bottom) Dielectric permittivity versus temperature, measured
at zero field and in an external magnetic field of 5 T, directed perpendicular to the electric field. (bottom
inset) Magnetocapacitive effect in CdCr2S4. (Adapted from ref. 128)
The debate started with Hemberger et al [128] description of CdCr2S4 as a multiferroic
relaxor, due to the observed relaxor-like dielectric properties and colossal magnetoca-
pacitance (surpassing 500%). However, Catalan et al [160] argued that these results
could originate from a conductive artifact. They went further, arguing that the polariza-
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tion hysteresis loops published by Hemberger et al [128] had an uncharacteristic ferro-
electric shape and that in fact it resembled more those of a lossy dielectric, like in the
case of some semiconducting thiospinels. Furthermore, they pointed out that just the
fact that the larger “remanent” polarization in comparison to the pyroelectric one, should
suffice to question the validity of the results, because the switchable polarization must
always be smaller than the pyroelectric polarization. Here, the observed pyroelectric
polarizations were relatively small for any proper ferroelectric (0.05–0.07 C cm–2), and
were in accordance with thermally stimulated discharge of space-charge injected dur-
ing poling. Albeit Hemberger et al were able to counter point each of these arguments,
the doubt about the ferroelectric character of CdCr2S4 would linger among the scientific
community and the origin for an intrinsic multiferroic behavior would remain undisclosed.
First-principles calculations excluded softening of the polar modes as a possible ori-
gin of the anomalous dielectric behavior [119]. Sun et al observation of a glassy dipolar
state near TC and a ferroelectric ordering near TP  56 K contributed to the ongoing dis-
cussion [161]. Ramirez et al [162] had already suggested that geometric frustration within
a room temperature highly symmetric cubic lattice could drive the relaxor-like freezing
observed at low temperatures [162]. Other models proposed that the spin-driven polar
moments could have their origin from an off-centering of the Cr3+ ions [128]. As a matter
of fact, the Fd Ý3m space group of the overall crystal structure forbids the existence of
ferroelectric order but Gnezdilov et al. recently suggested that a symmetry reduction
below TC from the Fd Ý3m to the F Ý43m non-centrosymmetric space group would permit
the existence of electric dipoles [163].
In detail, Gnezdilov et al [163] observed pronounced phonon anomalies indicating a
possible symmetry reduction and Cr off-centering in the cubic unit cell of CdCr2S4. The
microscopic origin of the spin driven polar moments was suggested to be associated
to ferroelectric distortions that could be the result of this off-centering position of the
Cr3+ ions. The off-centering of Cr3+ ions being at the origin of a local polar character
that results in a macroscopic isotropic ferroelectric cluster state [130,163] (see Fig. 1.16).
Interestingly, the discovery of phonon anomalies at TF < 130 K by means of Raman
light scattering suggests that the electronic polarizability was enhanced by the Cr – S
distance and respective bond hybridization [163].
Still undisclosed is the origin of the strong coupling of magnetization and dielectric
permittivity in this compound. As pointed out, the relaxation dynamics of the polar mo-
ments is accelerated below TC [129], but it remains to be clarified what is the microscopic
origin of the detected relaxation dynamics and why the dynamics couples so strongly to
the magnetic order parameter. A coupling via exchange-striction, i.e., volume changes
arising from the magnetic exchange energy was suggested [129]. As proposed, the on-
set of spin order leads to a softening of the lattice thereby reducing the energy barriers
against dipolar reorientation and thus enhancing the mean relaxation rate [129,164]. An
alternative explanation proposed was to consider a magnetic-field-induced variation of
charge-carrier mobility or density [129,164].
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Figure 1.16 – Integrated Raman light scattering intensity of CdCr2S4 as a function of temperature.
The open symbols in the left and right panels correspond to the low-temperature modes at 106, 352,
and 390 cm–1, respectively. The inset in the middle panel shows the results of the Raman light
scattering intensity experiment with  = 632.8 nm. (Adapted from ref. 163)
Though much scientific effort has been dedicated to unveil the nature of such ef-
fects (e.g. origin of the peculiar dynamic dielectric regime above TC) and to settle mul-
tiferroism in this system, the understanding of these phenomena requires an adequate
description of the structural, magnetic and charge degrees of freedom. In this way, our
interest on CdCr2S4 stems essentially from the fact that detailed local structural char-
acterization and local probe techniques presents a good opportunity to shed some light
into this material and that on the future our findings can be conveyed onto other ferro-
magnetic semiconductor materials.
1.4.2 Cadmium manganese oxyspinel CdMn2O4
The understanding of the physical properties of the 3d transition-metal oxides, in particu-
lar those of the spinel type (e.g. spinel oxides AB2O4) [165], has made them an interesting
subject of study. Up to now, the interest which has been devoted to them has given fruits
in many important applications, e.g. electronics, optics, magnetic, catalysis, energy
storage and conversion [166]. Parallel to an interest in their applicability, these materi-
als provide a fertile playground for fundamental physics where (the potential) frustration
(e.g. fCdMn2O4 = 6.7), local distortions, local range order and dynamic mechanisms are
yet to be fully understood (e.g. in CdCr2O4, CdCr2S4, Sr2RuO4) [132,167–170].
In particular, manganese based spinels AMn2O4 are multifunctional materials in
which the tuning of the quantity and the chemical identity of A2+ permits to reach a
wide range of properties [171]. These spinels belong to a family of compounds which are
isomorphous with the mineral hausmannite (Mn3O4), characterized by a full replace-
ment of the Mn2+ ions on the tetrahedral sites by Zn2+, Mg2+ or Cd2+ ions accompanied
by large tetragonal distortions [172].
In the majority of the cases, the structural distortion can be controlled in some extent
by suitable parameters, e.g., the substitution of A or B site cations [173], and it is known
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that the Jahn-Teller (JT) effect increases with increasing size of the A – site cation [165].
More particular yet, CdMn2O4 spinel was found to be an excellent candidate for
being used as an active component in highly sensitive mixed potential electrochemical
sensors of oxide gases such as NOx [174–178]. Miura et al performed a study to develop
new type NOx sensors, using stabilized zirconia and an oxide sensing electrode. Among
the various oxides examined for the sensing electrode, CdMn2O4 was found to be the
most excellent material. Here, using a sputtered CdMn2O4 layer attached to planar or
tubular devices, a good response to NO2 as well as NO in air at higher temperature
(such as 500 °C) was obtained.
The CdMn2O4 crystal structure (space group I41/amd with a,b = 5.81, c = 9.87,
and c/a = 1.699) can be described as a tetragonal spinel with only diamagnetic cations
(Cd2+) on tetrahedral A – sites and magnetic Mn3+ cations on the octahedral voids B-si-
tes (normal spinel), has a close-packed O layers in c stacking, and edge-linked MnO6
octahedra share vertices to form a 3D-framework with units of four octahedra sharing
faces with an empty central tetrahedron.
The tetragonal distortions are caused by the JT instability of the Mn3+ (d 4) ions [165].
While the divalent A – site cation has a fully filled shell and, thus, it is JT inactive, the
trivalent B – site (Mn3+ cation), is not.
In the last decade many studies have been dedicated to deepen the understanding
of the JT effect and its role in the distortion effect in spinel manganites. These studies in-
cluded the measurement of the JT splitting by x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) [165]
in AMn2O4 (A =Zn, Mg, and Cd) as well as the suppression of Jahn-Teller distortion
in the case of the LiMn2O4 particles [179]. In addition, high pressures have been used
to study the parallelism between lowering the temperature and increasing the pressure
and their effect in inducing a transition to another tetragonal phase, as a consequence
of the increase of the Mn occupation at tetragonal sites [180]. The importance of these
phenomena is highlighted in recent literature [181,182].
The works of S. K. Dey et al [183,184] opened already a pathway in comprehending the
physical properties observed in CdxMn3 – xO4, where we find those of particular interest
for this work when x –– 1 (CdMn2O4). Two important aspects found between 600 – 700 K
were evidenced in that work: a broad discontinuous peak on differential thermal analysis
curves and a deviation from linearity of the magnetic susceptibility. These reported
anomalies are, in a final way, ascribed to a crystallographic phase change (structural
transition from cubic to tetragonal at TS = 600 K) [165,172,183,185] (see Fig. 1.17).
Furthermore, CdMn2O4 spinel manganite shows an antiferromagnetic behavior (TN =
70 K) with the magnetic susceptibility exhibiting a temperature-independent behavior
over a small range of temperatures and with Curie-Weiss temperature of CW = – 470
K.
The literature shows several spinel families where it is possible to observe a high
temperature phase transition, which is usually connected to the sample’s oxygen stoi-
chiometry change [186–192]. In MgMn2O4 and ZnMn2O4 systems [193,194] a JT- distortion
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Figure 1.17 – The inverse mass susceptibility as a function of temperature 1g (T) for CdxMn3 – xO4
with x=1.0, 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4 corresponding to I, II.III and IV respectively. The solid lines are drawn
from  = CT+ +
C0
T while the circles represent the experimental values. (Adapted from ref. 184)
and a cubic to tetragonal transition was reported at high temperatures (> 1000 K). How-
ever, this has not been observed in CdMn2O4. Also, in some spinels it was observed a
local symmetry lowering at high temperatures. Here the point symmetry of some sites
is subjected to modifications and these local structural instabilities can be observed in
the form of anomalies in macroscopic properties [169,170,195].
Thus we set ourselves with the task to pursue the origin of these observed anomalies
and relate them with the magnetization behavior, Jahn-Teller distortion, and the possible
structural phase transformation observed in the CdMn2O4 by performing local probe
studies. Studying the electric field gradient tensor obtained from the nuclear quadrupole
hyperfine interaction, will allows us to reconstruct the atomic and electronic environment
of the atomic probe in the material and provide new data, which can assist in clarifying
the nature of the previously reported anomalies in macroscopic properties.
1.5 Perovskite compounds: RBO3
The perovskite name arises from the parent mineral CaTiO3. Discovered by Gustav
Rose, who name it after the Russian mineralogist L.A. Perovski [196], was then adopted
to materials with similar structure. Having the chemical composition RBX3, where R and
B are metallic cations (R being the biggest) and X an anion usually from the family of
halogens (e.g. Fluor, Bromine) or more commonly Oxygen. Among the most studied
perovskites we find the perovskite oxides BaTiO3 and LaMnO3.
Oxygen based perovskites, RBO3 have been known and synthesized since the early
1950s [197,198]. Since then, they have been under the spotlight in the physics research
area due to the exhibited different physical properties and have been employed in many
applications [199,200]. Usually, a certain crystallographic structure is associated with a
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certain magnetic or electric behavior. Up to now, literature refers that small local dis-
tortions and/or inhomogeneities in the composition of the oxides are responsible for the
diversity of properties manifested. However, still lacking is a good understanding of the
mechanisms behind those properties that would allow the prediction of new structures
with desired properties.
Originally described with a cubic configuration, different structures can be obtained
by varying of the trivalent ionic radius of R and B. Elements like Li, K, Cs, Ca, Ba, Sr, Pb
or rare-earths are some of the over twenty elements that typically can be in the R-site,
while in the B-site transition metals like Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Ti, Zr, Ta, Nb can be found.
A simple but effective way of describing the normal perovskites (cubic) structure is
to consider the R cation in a cube centre, surrounded by 8 corner linked BO6 octahedra,
with a B cation in their center. R cations have a XII fold coordination with oxygen (the
oxygen atoms occupy 12 positions in the middle of each side of the cube).
All sites are occupied and the strong ionic bonds do not permit much freedom to
atoms and electrons to deviate from their lattice sites. As a consequence, electron mo-
bility through the crystal is commonly very small. Besides, the ionic bonds are isotropic
which makes properties like compressibility and electric conductivity to be also isotropic.
These ideal cubic perovskites are in fact electric insulators. However, many perovskites
have their structure slightly distorted, mainly because the R-site cation is much smaller
than the one in the cube vertices (B-site), and so the oxygen atoms and sometimes
the atoms in the B-sites are dislocated from their positions. In this way, changing the
physical properties of the perovskites.
In a general way, it is possible to describe three main types of structural distortions
occurring in perovskites. One arising from the displacement of cations from their central
positions but conserving their local coordination environment, the other arising from the
distortion of the octahedra themselves (because of the active Jahn-Teller central atom)
and finally the one that has the larger effect on structural symmetry and unit cell, the
tilting or buckling of BO6 octahedra. A combination of the displacement of cations and
octahedra tilting is the more commonly, but some materials like BiMnO3 can exhibit all
three types of distortions [201] (see Fig. 1.18).
The different structural distortions present in these compounds can have different
magnitudes and thus change the structure from cubic to orthorhombic or rhombohedric
symmetries [203–206]. This can be achieved by external parameters like temperature,
pressure or chemical composition. It is in these structures that the real interest lies
upon and where interesting physical phenomena (e.g. like magnetic and electric or-
ders) confers them great scientific and technological interest [207,208]: metal-insulator
transition [209], high TC superconductivity [210], magnetocaloric properties [211,212], colos-
sal magnetoresistance [213,214] or ferroelectricity [10]. The last appears in distorted per-
ovskites, because the R cations are slightly deviated in relation to the cube centre. Here,
the octahedra, who’s axes are aligned to the edge of the cube in an ideal perovskite,
will tilt and rotate, making the R site cubical spacial symmetry to change to tetragonal,
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Figure 1.18 – The three main distortions of the perovskite structure: cation displacements, octahedral
tilts, and first-order Jahn-Teller effects. Materials in the overlapping regions adopt multiple distortions.
(From ref. 202)
rhombohedral or orthorhombic.
In this case a charge shift can originate the appearance of electric polarizationii and
the material will become ferroelectric. As described before, ferroelectric materials are
very interesting for their possible use in electronic devices. This is the case of BaTiO3,
which is probable the most known commercial perovskite.
Some examples of rhombohedral, orthorhombic, hexagonal and cubic symmetry that
can take place in RBO3 perovskite oxides (where B is a transition metal) are illustrated
in Fig. 1.19, as a function of the R and B ionic radius.
Figure 1.19 – Classification of the R3+B3+O3 type compounds according to the constituent ionic radii.
 - Rhombohedral perovskite,  > 90; , orthorhombic perovskite CaTiO3 type; 4, Tl2O3 structure
type; , corundum structure type; , La2O3 structure type; , compounds assumed to have the
structure by the areas bounded by dashes. (Adapted from ref. 198)
In 1926 Goldschmidt proposed a way to determine the resulting perovskite structure
based on the average ionic radius of its composing elements [216]. Nowadays, the same
iiSometimes, with an external applied electric field the same effect can occur [215].
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indicator is also used to predict the stability and distortion of other crystal structures [217].
The Goldschmidt tolerance factor, t, is determined by:
t = rR + rOp
2  rB + rO , (1.10)
where, rR, rB, and rO are the average ionic radius of the R, B, and O ions, respectively.
An ideal perovskite cubic structure has t = 1, where B – O – B form a 180° angle,
however deviations from this values can arise due to the different ionic radius sizes in the
1:1:3 stoichiometry. Hexagonal or tetragonal structures exist for t > 1. Rhombohedral or
orthorhombic symmetry appear when t < 1 and in these cases its observed a decrease
in the B – O – B angle. When t < 1, there is a compression of the B – O bonds, which
in turn induces a tension on R – O bonds. A cooperative rotation of the BO6 octahedra
and a distortion of the cubic structure counteract these stresses. In fact, the larger
number of perovskites studied fall in the range 0.71  t  1.00. Furthermore, between
0.75 < t < 0.90, an increased orthorhombic (Pbnm) structure is obtained, like in the
case of GdFeO3, by the cooperatively tilt of BO6 octahedra. While for 0.90 < t < 1.0, no
cooperative tilt of the octahedra is found and the small distortions lead to lower symmetry
structures.
RBO3 compounds, in particular RCrO3 compounds have a crystallographic ortho-
rhombic perovskite type structure (space groupPbnm)iii similar to that of GdFeO3 [218,219].
A schematic polyhedron model of the structure can be visualized in Fig. 1.20.
Figure 1.20 – Schematic representation of the RCrO3 perovskite structure.
The orthorhombic structure has four formula units per unit cell (Z = 4), the rhombohe-
dral has Z = 2, and hexagonal has Z = 6 as compared to Z = 1 in the case of ideal cubic
perovskite. As we can see in Fig. 1.20, the BO6 distorted octahedra are rotated about
the z−axis and tilted about [110]-axis, i.e., looking into any two connected octahedra, if
the B atoms are in the same (different) layer, the rotations are in the opposite (same)
iiiIn some publications,a Pnma or a pseudo-cubic lattice are introduced for RCrO3 perovskites. There
is a 45°rotation between the Pbnm and the pseudo-cubic indexing. Axes are switched between the Pbnm
and Pnma indexing.
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direction. Furthermore, all nearest neighbor octahedra are tilted in opposite directions.
The Pbnm crystal structure of these perovskite permits the existence of a spin cant-
ing perpendicular to the spin easy axis following any of the four main magnetic orders (A,
C, F and G-type) and thus gripping the attention of researchers in terms of non-collinear
magnetism studies.
Interestingly, from these main magnetic collinear orders (A, C, F, G; see description
below and Fig. 1.21), three of them are compatible with a ferromagnetic component via
spin canting of the AFM order (perpendicular to this axis accompanying any of the four
main magnetic orders) and thus obtain a net magnetization [220].
Furthermore, a relationship between the amplitude of the canting, the amplitude
of the oxygen rotations and the ratio between the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) vector
and the superexchange interaction (J) was proposed [74]. Accordingly, systems exhibit-
ing low TN’s are characterized by having large octahedral rotations and not too large J
(e.g. NaFeF3), while in ferrites the simultaneous large octahedral rotations and the very
strong J leads to higher TN’s (with small cantings).
The magnetic ions in a compound often form a simple cubic sub-lattice, where the B-
sites in perovskite RBO3 are an example. In Fig. 1.21 we show a schematic depiction of
theA, C, G andE type antiferromagnetic structures that are possible in cubic perovskites
RBO3 [220].
Figure 1.21 – Schematic representation of (a) F-type, (b), A-type, (c) C-type, (d) G-type and (e) E-
type collinear magnetic orders that are possible in cubic perovskites RBO3 (for simplicity, spins are
directed along the z axis). (f), (g) and (h) represent the Gx, GxAy and GxAyFz non-collinear orders.
(Adapted from ref. 220)
A-type: The intra-plane coupling is ferromagnetic while inter-plane coupling is anti-
ferromagnetic.
C-type: The intra-plane coupling is antiferromagnetic while inter-plane coupling is
ferromagnetic (a.k.a “checkerboard”).
G-type: Both intra-plane and inter-plane coupling are antiferromagnetic (the sys-
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tems is antiferromagnetic in all directions).
E-type: Following a cube edge, two spins point in one direction and the next two in
the other (a.k.a. “zigzag chains”).
F-type: Both intra-plane and inter-plane coupling are ferromagnetic (the systems is
ferromagnetic in all directions).
The properties of perovskites have been studied for long, however its only in 1986
with the discovery of the first high-TC superconductor and with with the rediscovery
of colossal magnetoresistance in the beginning of the 90’s decade (like in the case
of spinels and other compounds) that a revival of the research on them was lift up.
Among the many perovskites studied since then, one of the most interesting ones are
the transition metal oxides based perovskites.
Transition metal oxides based perovskites possess a wide range of electronic and
magnetic properties [74,220]. They can exhibit different metal-oxygen bonds and thus
present insulator (e.g. BaTiO3), ionic or metallic behavior (e.g. LaNiO3) [221]. Curiously,
they can change between these regimes with composition, pressure or temperature (e.g.
V2O3 or La1 – xSrxVO3) or exhibit different electronic/magnetic properties [74]. Thus, per-
ovskite systems present rich phase diagrams where we can find different magnetic be-
haviors and phenomena like spin glass, charge ordering (CO), orbital ordering and elec-
tronic phase separation [222–226]. In the form of single crystals, polycrystalline samples
or thin films these materials present commonly a complex combination of spin, lattice,
charge, and orbital degrees of freedom providing researchers with a rich set of materi-
als where the properties can be tuned in order to achieve desired physical phenomena.
In fact, as described before, multifunctional materials like multiferroics and magneto-
electric ones, have found in these class of materials many interesting examples with
possible applications as well as from the fundamental physics point of view [29,39,160,227].
Among the large number of perovskites studied in recent years, BiFeO3 [227] and
BiMnO3 [45,228] are among the most important examples. However, other compositions
have been reported as to exhibit a simultaneous electrical and magnetic ordering, like in
some LnMnO3 (Ln=rare-earth), LnMn2O5, La2Mn(Co/Ni)O6, LuFe2O4 [229], Ln2BaNiO5,
(LnGa)FeO3, or even YCrO3 [230], Bi2MnNiO6, perovskite-like YBaCuFeO5 [231] among
numerous others [51,232–235].
1.5.1 Orthorhombic rare-earth chromites RCrO3
The understanding of functional RBO3 perovskite oxides is a very active research area
with relevance to both fundamental and application related issues. Their ability to ac-
commodate a series of different structural distortions, due to the capacity to incorporate
almost every element of the periodic table, makes them exhibit a rich magnetic phase
diagram and even in some cases a ferroelectric order. In fact, perovskites RCrO3 are
the ones selected for this thesis, because like in the larger family, here, the orthorhom-
bic distortion, octahedral tilt angle, can be continuously tuned by the ionic size of the
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R3+ ion and thus allowing us to tune their properties [92,236].
Actually, over the last few decades, the production and characterization of orthochro-
mites has been the object of study in many works [208,237–244]. Their interest on these
orthochromites falls largely on the different ferroic orders that these perovskites may
exhibit, such as ferromagnetism, ferroelectricity, and/or ferroelasticity [26,91,212].
Some members of the RCrO3 family (R=Ce, Gd, Tm and Yb) show magnetization
reversal (or negative magnetization) phenomena, with compensation temperatures of
133 K, 130 K, 25 K and 18 K respectively [245–248], which would be useful for applica-
tions like non-volatile memories [249,250] and spin resolving devices for charged parti-
cles [251]. On orthochromites similarly to orthoferrites, a gradual magnetization of the R
spins above their sub-lattice ordering temperature is observed. This occurs in an oppo-
site direction to the Cr weak FM component [220] as illustrated schematically on Fig. 1.22.
Figure 1.22 – Schematic view of the continuous spin reorientation observed in some RCrO3. The
orange arrow at the bottom indicates the decreasing temperature; S1 and S2 are the two pairs of
spins for Cr3+; MCr is the net FM moment of Cr3+ and MR is the moment of R3+. (Adapted from refs.
252 and 220)
Recently, alongside with the observation of complex magnetic properties in some of
the rare earth orthochromites, also interesting dielectric and ferroelectric properties have
been described. There has been a few reports on rare-earth orthochromites suggesting
them as potential magnetoelectric multiferroic materials [206,208,218,230,253,254]. Still under
debate are the ferroelectric transition temperatures and their origin [255–257].
Suspicions of ferroelectricity in rare earth orthochromites RBO3 R –– Dy, Ho, Yb, Lu,
Pr and Y (but not La) started back in 1968 with the work of Rao et al [253]. The authors
findings, anomalies in the electrical conductivities curves, narrowing of the dielectric
hysteresis loops and maxima in pyroelectric currents, were suggested to be associated
to a para-ferroelectric transition observed at T  TN (750-900 K). Later on, in the work
of Niitaka et al on BiCrO3 a structural phase transition from orthorhombic Pnma with
centrosymmetry to monoclinic C2 without centrosymmetry at 440 K was suggested [206].
This phase transition was accompanied by an anomaly of the dielectric permittivity, im-
plying also a ferroelectric transition. A parasitic ferromagnetic ordering occurring at 114
K was also reported.
Actually, YCrO3 was also proposed bySerrao et al to exhibit a ferroelectric phase [230].
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The authors observed a dielectric anomaly at 473 K, higher than the magnetic ordering
temperature of YCrO3 (TN = 140 K), accompanied by a leaky hysteresis loop at 300
K. Moreover, the same authors suggested that non-centrosymmetry in YCrO3, required
for a polar order to appear, has a local nature. Based on their results in YCrO3, ferro-
electric order is suggested to also be possible in other chromites of heavier rare earths
with R –– Er, Ho, Yb or Lu. The authors preliminary measurements point to LuCrO3 to be
ferromagnetic at TN=115 K and ferroelectric at TFE =488 K.
A large increase in the dielectric permittivity with an important frequency dispersion,
when R –– Ho, Er, Yb and Lu, was reported by Sahu et al [218] further sustaining this claim
(see Fig. 1.23 for the cases of ErCrO3 and YCrO3).
Figure 1.23 – Temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity of (a) ErCrO3 and (b) YbCrO3 at
different frequencies. (From ref. 218)
This behavior was labeled as a relaxor-like and initially attributed to a weak ferroelec-
tric-like response mirroring that of YCrO3 [230]. Thus, these materials were proposed to
be multiferroic, exhibiting canted antiferromagnetism at low temperatures (TN = 113-140
K) and a ferroelectric transition in the 472–516 K range. In fact, a theoretical prediction
of a possible magnetoelectric coupling between the rare earth and Cr3+ ions in these
materials was brought forward [218,230,258]. For the case of LuCrO3, without a magnetic
R ion, the effect was only predicted by first-principle calculations and suggested by
Serrao et al [230]. In the cases of LaCrO3 or NdCrO3 no anomalies were found and thus
not included as possible multiferroic materials.
The magnetic and electric properties of rare-earth orthochromites (R –– Sm, Gd, Tb,
Er, Tm, Lu, and Y) were revisited in the work of Rajeswaran et al [208]. The authors re-
port field-induced switchable polarization in these compounds (P  0.2–0.8 Ccm–2) ,
but only when the rare-earth ion is magnetic and occurring below the Néel temperature
of chromium (TCrN = 120–300 K) and further support multiferroicity in these systems. In
fact, no intrinsic electric polarization was observed in the case of LuCrO3 or YCrO3, i.e.
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compounds with nonmagnetic R ions. It is suggested by the authors that in addition
to the magnetic R ion, the weak ferromagnetism of the Cr sub-lattice is also vital for
inducing polarization in these orthochromites. Multiferroic behavior of these systems is
caused by the combined effect of the poling field that breaks the R ion symmetry and its
exchange field on the Cr sub-lattice that stabilizes the polar state [208,254]. Here, small
displacements of the R atoms can occur created by the poling procedure used for mea-
suring polarization, promoting metastable states that are still visible after the poling pro-
cess. Furthermore, the authors argue that the observed ferroelectric polarization and its
dependence on the magnetic field can be explained if exchange striction mechanism or
magnetoelastic effect are present in these systems (magnetically induced ferroelectrics
[TCrN = TFE]), in which the magnetic order determine the electric polarization.
Some light on this debate appeared in 2014 when Gosh et al [259] reported a lo-
cal non-centrosymmetric Pna21 space-group for SmCrO3, observed using x-ray syn-
chrotron pair distribution function results, somewhat above the appearance of sponta-
neous ferroelectric polarization (see Fig. 1.24).
Figure 1.24 – SmCrO3 pair distribution function (PDF) results. (a) Rietveld refinement of SmCrO3
x-ray powder diffraction pattern at 297 K using Pbnm space group and the inset shows the same at
200 K Pna21 space group. (b) Thermal variation of the shift of the peak position (Xc) of the (400)
plane, (c) lattice constants a ), (d) b, (e) c. Temperature variations of (f) Cr-O1, (g) Cr-O2/O3, (h)
Sm-Cr bond lengths, and (i) Cr-O1/O2/O3-Cr bond angles for SmCrO3. (j) Displacements of Sm,
O1 and O2 for the transformation from Pbnm to Pna21 . (k) Global distortion parameter (DG) with T.
(From ref. 259)
The appearance of a local non-centrosymmetric space group is proposed to be re-
lated to rotations of polar CrO6 octahedra and Sm displacement that in turn promotes
the emergence of polar order at a significantly higher temperature than TN. The ap-
pearance of a polar order was found to be extended over a large temperature range in-
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creasing gradually with decreasing temperature. Furthermore, the authors suggest that
the relaxor behavior observed in SmCrO3 occurs due to freezing of polar order. These
results bring an important contribution to the origin of spontaneous electric polarization
in orthochromites suggesting that they are not improper ferroelectric materials [259].
Moreover, these findings made us question wether the appearance of a noncentro-
symmetric structure close to the onset of polar order could per se be enough to induce
a spontaneous electric polarization without the requirements proposed by Rajeswaran
et al [208]. In this way, allowing for electric polarization to be possible in orthochromites
without a magnetic R ion, like in the case of YCrO3 where in fact local noncentrosym-
metry has been observed [219].
In Fig. 1.25 are plotted the magnetic ordering temperature of the Cr (TCrN ) and R (T
R
N)
sub-lattices of some orthochromites along with the ferroelectric temperatures (TFE) pro-
posed by Sahu et al [218] and Serrao et al [230] and respective polarization values. Initial
reports suggest TFE at very high temperatures, however recent ones place the ferro-
electric transition concomitantly with the magnetic transition. The elements for which
that has been reported are identified by downward arrows (R –– Sm, Gd, Tb, Er, Tm, Lu,
and Y) [208,218,220,256].
Figure 1.25 – (a) Magnetic ordering of Cr sub-lattice and ferroelectric transition temperatures re-
ported in literature for some RCrO3. (b) Magnetic ordering of R sub-lattice. Polarization values of
some RCrO3 taken from refs. 208,218,220,253,256. Systems identified with an arrow were recently
reported to present TFE  TCrN [208].
Looking into Fig. 1.25 it is easily understood that the increase of R ionic radius
is accompanied by an increase in the ferromagnetic ordering temperature of the Cr
sub-lattice and a decrease of the proposed ferroelectric ordering temperature, at least
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considering the cases where ferroelectric order is proposed to appear well above TCrN .
A clear exception to this trend is the case of BiCrO3, which has a structural transi-
tion (Pbnm ! C2/c) and different physical properties when compared to other or-
thochromites with only one magnetic ion (because of the lone electron pair of Bi3+ and
the covalency of the Bi3+ – O bonds) [260]. Studying the evolution of the proposed polar-
ization values, one finds also an almost linear increase with the rare earth ionic radius
increase. Curiously, it is in the case of YCrO3 that a deviation of this trend is observed,
yet it is where the largest polarization value is observed.
The magnetic properties of orthorhombic rare-earth chromites RCrO3 are usually
described using as a starting point the properties of orthoferrites like BiFeO3. So, one
can say that orthorhombic rare-earth chromites have similar magnetic orders to those
of orthoferrites, however due to the lower moment of the Cr ions compared to that of Fe,
they exhibit lower TN’s. Described as canted anfiterromagnets (CAFM) they order anti-
ferromagnetically but due to the spin canting between them a weak ferromagnetic com-
ponent is also observed [230]. An antiferromagnetic alignment of the spins is observed
between the Cr ions and in some cases between the weak ferromagnetic component
of the Cr ions and those of the R ions. The R3+ sub-lattice undergoes an antiferromag-
netic ordering at very low temperatures. The Néel magnetic transition temperature of
Cr sub-lattice (TCrN ) on these materials decreases with decreasing radius of the R
3+ ions
(e.g., TN = 282 K in LaCrO3 and TN = 73 K in ScCrO3, see Fig. 1.25) and table 1.2.
Concomitantly is observed a decrease in the octahedral tilting angle deviating from the
180°, and a consistent decrease of the Cr3+ – Cr3+ bond.
Contrarily to other magnetic systems, where the magnetization direction is switched
by a change in the direction of the applied magnetic field. Some RCrO3 compounds
(R=Nd, Sm, Gd, Er) however do not require a change of the direction of the external
magnetic field and rely on a Cr3+ spin-reorientation transitions at lower temperatures
(TSR) [245,261] from  4 to  2 or  1.
In the orthochromites withPbnm structure, the following three types of G-type antifer-
romagnetic configurations are observed:  1(Ax,Gy,Cz),  2(Fx,Cy,Gz),  4(Gx,Ay,Fz)
following the Bertaut notation [262] (see Fig. 1.26).
One should note that from the three configurations  1 is the only one that does not
have a spin canting and thus not exhibiting a weak ferromagnetic component. However,
 2 and  4 exhibit one along the x and z directions, respectively [208].  4 is observed be-
low TCrN when R=Sc, In, Y, Tb, Eu or La, while for the cases where R=Lu, Yb, Tm, Ho,
Dy, Gd,Sm or Ce,  2 is observed. These configurations are observed in all temperature
range with the exception of R=Gd, Sm and Ce, where a spin reorientation at low tem-
peratures gives rise to  2 and in the cases of R=Er or Nd, to  1. The spin reorientation
is continuous in the former cases (see Fig. 1.22), and discontinuous in the latter ones.
In fact a spin reorientation may also occur in YCrO3 but not like the former cases where
is caused by the interaction of the R and Cr moments but by applying a magnetic field
along the a direction [263].
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Figure 1.26 – Spin structures in  1,  2, and  4 with Pbnm space group symmetry showing absence
of spin canting in  1. The location of the R ion is marked by spheres without spin. (From ref. 208)
Table 1.2 summarizes several magnetic parameters of orthochromites, where IOR is
the ionic radius of the R ion considering a XII coordination. TCrN and T
R
N are the ordering
temperatures of the Cr and R sub-lattices, respectively. Cr-order denotes the magnetic
arrangement of spins of the Cr ions in the lattice according to the Bertaut notation [262].
Tcomp is the compensation temperature between the Cr and R sub-lattices. C is the
Curie constant, CW is the Curie Weiss temperature and eff is the total paramagnetic
moment of the system. The values present in the table were collected from refs. 74,
202,203,206,218,220,240,264,265 and references therein.
Table 1.2 – Summary of magnetic properties of some orthochromites.
Compound IOR (Å) TFE (K) TCrN (K) Cr-order T
R
N (K) Tcomp (K) C (emu/molK) CW (K) eff (B)
ScCrO3 0.870 523 [218];488 [230] 73  4 -150 3.96
InCrO3 0.920 93  4 -141 3.95
LuCrO3 0.977 753 [253];516 [218] 112  2 2.4 -174 3.87
YbCrO3 0.985 793 [253];505 [218] 118  2 10 18 4.4 -49 5.97
TmCrO3 0.994 127 [208] 127  2 6 25 8.6 -32 8.49
ErCrO3 1.004 485 [218];133 [208] 133  4
22K   !  1 6-13 12.8 -24 10.33
HoCrO3 1.015 733 [253];475 [218] 140  2 7-12 15.7 -21 11.28
YCrO3 1.019 823 [253];473 [218,230] 140  4 2.51 -408 3.87
DyCrO3 1.027 813 [253];144 [266] 146  2 2-4 15.7 -24 11.33
TbCrO3 1.040 157 [208] 157  4 3 12.9 -26 10.46
GdCrO3 1.053 167 [208] 167  4
7K  !  2 2.3 130 7.3 -29 8.83
EuCrO3 1.066 181  4 3.4 -198 5.15
SmCrO3 1.079 197 [208] 197  4
40K   !  2 5 3.5 -724 5.30
NdCrO3 1.109 291  4
34K   !  1 10 3.8 -189 5.29
PrCrO3 1.126 903 [253] 237  2 3 6 3.3 -160 5.21
CeCrO3 1.143 260  4
16K   !  2 133 -292 4.52
LaCrO3 1.160 282  4 3.3 -800 3.87
BiCrO3 1.170 440 [206,230] 114 1.94 -359 1.88
The exhibited properties (e.g. magnetic and ferroelectric order and local properties)
alongside with the debated appearance of ferroelectricity and their evolution with tem-
perature, R ionic radius, crystallographic structure as well as TN still need clarification
thus calling for further studies.
One should call to the attention that in the present thesis our interest falls upon
perovskite oxides where B –– Cr and R –– Y, Sm, Er, Yb). They were chosen due to their
interesting physical properties (see sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). Clearly there is a need of
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further investigations to fully understand the multiferroic and magnetoelectric properties
of many chromites. In particular, the origin (or even existence) of the ferroelectric order
in these perovskite oxides continues to be shrouded with debate. Thus, in this thesis we
hope to give valuable information to this problematic by pursuing one of the proposed
mechanism for the appearance of ferroelectricity, namely, by trying to answer to the
question wether local symmetry changes are at the origin of ferroelectricity? In addition
we explore their possible use in magneto refrigeration technology.
CHAPTER 2
Experimental Techniques and Materials
In this chapter, we will present a brief description of the synthesis methods used to
produce the studied materials, followed by an overview of the experimental techniques
used to characterize them in this thesis. Firstly, the traditional solid state synthesis pro-
cess, used to produce polycrystalline samples. In a second part, several macroscopic
and microscopic methods are shortly reviewed, namely techniques for their structural
and morphological, magnetic and electric characterization. Finally technical informa-
tion on the Local Probe technique is provided. For completeness we will give reference
to previous works where the techniques are described in more detail, when in-depth
knowledge is required.
2.1 Sample Preparation
Nowadays solid-state chemistry continues to have major role in an enormous set of
disciplines. Given that the discovery of new physical phenomena greatly depends on
the development of new materials, the synthesis of novel stable solid-state materials
having the desired properties is of great importance. The synthesis processes utilized
to prepare inorganic materials are different from those used by organic chemists. The
former has to work with complete lattices, either building or modifying them which is
necessarily a complex task [267]. In fact the preparation of solids with the desired struc-
ture, composition and properties is still a challenge to chemists, material scientists and
engineers.
Historically, the preparation of solid-state materials has been accomplished with the
use of high temperature solid-state diffusion reactions, generally yielding the most ther-
modynamically stable phases. A variety of techniques have been developed to over-
come the limitations inherent to this traditional approach. As an example of other meth-
ods now available, the ACr2O4 [268] or BaMP2O7 (M=Mn, Cu) [269] systems have been
already prepared by, e.g. hydrothermal synthesis. Also, sol-gel technique (urea sol-gel
process [270], glycine nitrate process, ethylene glycol process [271], sol-gel microwave
combustion or solution combustion synthesis) have been employed in the fabrication of
many other materials.
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2.1.1 Solid-State Reaction Synthesis
In a solid state reaction the reactants chemically react or diffuse without the use of a
solvent. It can be also called a dry media reaction. A standard chemical reaction is typ-
ically accomplished by placing the reacting agents in a solvent before the reaction take
place. These reactants react to form a new substance. After the reaction is completed,
it’s possible to remove the new product from the solvent.
Solid state reactions happen through solid state diffusion, i.e., the movement and
transport of atoms without leaving the solid phase. The diffusion process takes place
preferentially trough lattice defects, vacancies and interstitial ions. It can also occur
along grain boundaries, dislocations, inner and outer surfaces, etc. Notice that diffusion
along linear, planar and surface defects is most of the times faster than in the 3D lattice.
This is the reason why they are also termed high diffusivity or easy diffusion paths.
In oxides and other inorganic compounds, temperature, partial pressures/activities of
the constituents, the microstructure, grain size and porosity are some of the factors that
will affect the relative contribution of the different types of diffusion. The method used
to prepare the solid precursors and the pretreatment they receive prior to reaction, will
influence profoundly their reactivity. The sizes and shapes of the constituent particles of
a precursor powder exert an obvious control over the reaction rates. Furthermore, the
degree of available surfaces will affect the crystal nucleation and thus the geometry of
interface development.
Normally, these reactions happen in a sequence of steps, where the reactant of each
later stage is the product of the preceding reaction and has probably undergone lattice
reorganization, with changes in the size, shapes and degree of perfection of the compo-
nent crystallites. These changes are of particular significance when dehydration (or loss
of other ligand) precedes the reaction of interest. In many cases, product crystallinity is
seriously dependent on the prevailing availability of water vapor during the dehydration
process. Grinding and other forms of mechanical pre-treatment, exposure to diverse
forms of radiation and aging of the reactant during storage may also have a fundamen-
tal role in the course of subsequent decomposition. Impurities present in the reactants
can also play a positive role in the reaction process when doping is desired [272].
Although there are many benefits to developing solid state reactions, there are also
many drawbacks. The ideal procedure should result in a homogeneous, or uniform
substance, and some solid state reactions do not yield this result. Furthermore, solid
state reactions reactions need to be performed in different atmospheres like: Air, O2 rich
atmosphere, inert atmosphere (Ar, N2) or vacuum (e.g. evacuated ampoule) in order to
have stoichiometric samples or avoid them.
In summary, formation of solids by solid state reaction method is controlled by the
diffusion of atoms and ionic species through reactants and products and thus requires
repeated grinding, pelletizing and calcination of reactants (oxides, carbonates and ni-
trates) for longer durations (than soft chemical routes) at high-temperatures [273,274].
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2.2 Structural and Morphological Characterization
2.2.1 X-Ray Diffraction
2.2.1.1 General aspects
The most common tool for phase identification of polycrystalline solids is powder x-ray
diffraction (“PXRD or XRD”)i.
Each crystalline solid produces a characteristic “fingerprint” diffraction pattern which
can be used for phase identification or, if sufficiently high-quality data is collected, for
structural refinement. The theory of diffraction is well established and the experimental
setup of a modern laboratory diffractometer is described at length in many textbooks and
it can be reviewed, e.g. in the references 276–279. Here this subject will be covered
only briefly.
To generate x-rays, electrons are accelerated by an electric field and directed against
a metal target (e.g. copper metal (Cu) being the most common choice). Here, the in-
coming electron has to have enough energy to create a hole in the inner K-shell (1s)
of the copper atoms (this energy corresponds to the Cu absorption edge). This hole
can be filled by an electron from the L-shell (K radiation) or the M-shell (K radiation).
Specifically, the electrons that fall back into the K-shel from the L-shell can be distin-
guished by their origin 2p3/2 and 2p1/2, K1 and K2 respectively. The beam is made
K monochromatic (CuK = 1.5418 Å) by using a Ni filter that selectively removes the K ,
with a relatively much smaller loss of K .
In a powder sample, the various lattice planes are found in every possible orientation.
Thus, a convergent x-ray beam focused on a polycrystalline sample is diffracted in cones
of radiation, whose pattern is determined by the internal architecture of the sample, see
Fig. 2.1.
The powder diffractometer has a detector, which scans a range of 2 values (e.g.,
10 < 2 < 90) at a constant angular velocity. A collection can take from minutes to hours
depending on the desired quality of the data and on the specific instrument properties.
There are multiple parameters that can be adjusted to tailor analysis when using an x-
ray diffractometer. The most common of these are: scan range, scan speed or time per
step, step width, source power and slit width.
After a pattern is collected, it can be quickly compared to known powder diffraction
patterns of that sample or to other patterns of compounds containing some or all the
i“x-ray was the name given by W. C. Roentgen to the highly penetrating rays, which emanated when high
energy electrons struck a metal target. On 8 November 1895, he noted for the first time this phenomenon
and on 28 December 1895, he astonished the scientific world with his preliminary report Über Eine Neue
Art von Strahlen (along with experimental radiographs and by the x-ray image of his wife’s hand) given
to the president of the Wurzburg Physical- Medical Society. A few weeks later, C.H.F. Muller was able to
construct on his Hamburg factory the first commercial x-ray tube for one of the local hospitals. This was a
milestone of what was to become a major technical industry. X-ray technology is one of the most important
inventions of the nineteenth century. It plays a major role in our daily life. X-ray is nowadays one of the
most powerful tools to investigate hard and soft matter, hence the necessity to develop new sources to
achieve more high-intensity beams” [275].
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Figure 2.1 – Scheme of x-ray diffraction. (a) A simple representation of x-ray diffraction. principle.(b)
Bragg’s radiation reflection.
elements of the sample under examination. X-ray diffraction patterns are most often
used for qualitative phase identification, however, if the sample is unknown, the data
can also be used to determine the structure.
Structural characterization of the samples studied in this thesis were performed
mainly by means of x-ray diffraction technique. The diffraction of short wavelength par-
ticles such as x-ray photons, electrons and thermal neutrons is the most accurate tool in
order to determine crystallographic structures and lattice parameters. The wavelength
of the above mentioned radiation has values of the order of 1 Å, which is the typical value
of the lattice parameters in crystalline solids. Therefore, the coherent interference of the
scattered radiation in these solids will form a diffraction pattern.
Taking into account only elastic scattering, the maximum intensity will appear for
scattering directions that results from the addition of the moment of the incident particle
and any vector belonging to the reciprocal lattice of the solid. These directions are called
Bragg positions or Bragg peaks, and a set of Miller indexes can be assigned to them.
The diffraction experiments provide a picture of the reciprocal lattice, and therefore the
lattice in the real space can be obtained as the Fourier transform of the reciprocal space.
Every Bragg peak position satisfies the Bragg’s law:
 = 2dhklsin() , (2.1)
where  is the wavelength of the incident wave, dhklii is the distance between planes
with Miller indexes (hkl), and hkl = 2 is the angle formed by the propagation vectors
of the incident and scattered waves. It can be shown that  is the angle formed by the
crystallographic plane and the momentum of the incident wave.
Diffraction patterns are usually represented as the number of diffracted particles
counts versus 2 or dhkl. The Bragg’s law (see Eq. 2.1) can be used to associate inter-
plane distances to each Bragg peak.
In non-textured polycrystalline solids, the grains have their crystallographic axes ran-
domly oriented. The diffraction theory sets that the Bragg peaks are then substituted for
maximal intensity at the Scherrer cones, which have axial symmetry around the incident
momentum direction. The diffraction profiles in this work will always result as the inter-
iidhkl = dn , where d is the distance between atomic planes and n is the diffraction order.)
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section of the plane of the detectors with the Scherrer cones, giving rise to the powder
diffraction profiles.
2.2.1.2 Data collection
The x-ray diffraction measurements were performed at the x-ray spectroscopy service
at the Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (IFIMUP-IN) and at the Electronic
Microscopy Unit in the University of Trás-os-Montes e Alto-Douro (UTAD). The diffrac-
tometer Siemens Bruker AXS D5000  – 2 goniometer with a copper (K1;2 radia-
tion  = 1.540598 and 1.544418 Å) anode x-ray tube operated at 40 kV and 30 mA
and pan’alytical, X’Pert Pro x-ray diffraction with detector X’Celerator and secondary
monochromator operated at 50 kV and 40 mA, respectively. Temperature dependence
x-ray measurements were collected at Centro de Física da Universidade do Minho using
a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer (CuK = 1.5406 Å).
2.2.1.3 Sample preparation methods
The analysis of an x-ray spectrum relies on the fact that the sample contains crystals of
all possible orientations. Here, the information obtained is an average of all the planes
that are examined by the x-rays. If only some orientations are examined, i.e. only some
planes are perpendicular to the diffraction vectoriii, then the analysis is invalid for that
particular sample. A good way to test this is by rotating the sample on the sample stage.
In a well prepared sample there will be no change in the output data. Thus, the x-ray
diffraction pattern can be collected in two different ways, using sample pellets fixed to the
sample holder with the help of a small piece of plasticine or using sample powders where
a liquid with some viscosity was used to fix the powder into the sample holder. Liquids
like ethanol or isopropanol, were used in the set of XRD patterns presented in this work.
When powder patterns are presented, a background contribution is, most of the times
visible. Nevertheless such background intensity is not so important when compared
with the attenuation created by the much higher relative intensities of some peaks if a
preferential growth of the polycrystalline samples occur. Thus, whenever it was possible
XRD patterns were collected in grinded samples to have a better understanding of the
crystallographic phases present.
2.2.1.4 Data analysis
There are several refinement analysis methods and tools available for studying XRD
patterns. Rodriguez-Carvajal et al. developed a library of programs that apply the Le
Bail and Rietveld method to any X-ray or neutron diffraction pattern [279–281]. These
iiiThe diffraction vector ~Q = ~kf – ~ki where ~ki is the incident beam vector and ~kf is the diffracted beam
vector as presented in Fig. 2.1 (a).
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libraries are known by the name of Fullprof. The Fullprof software has been used to
analyze diffraction profiles presented in this work.
The Rietveld method was designed to analyze powder diffraction profiles and extract
accurate quantitative information. Its role is twofold: first, according to the diffraction
laws, the Bragg positions must be indexed within an hypothetical crystallographic space
group. This analysis provides the lattice parameters and the actual atomic positions (Le
Bail method). Once the space group is determined, the shape of the peaks and the
relative intensities must be fitted, which requires the assumption of a precise shape
for the peak. This analysis provides the atomic occupancy as well as microstructural
information such as internal strain and the shape of the grains. Making use of all the input
information, the Rietveld method aims to minimize the difference between the calculated
intensity and the observed one by means of the least squares criteria [282,283].
It must be noted that only when a thorough analysis of the sample was desired
(usually at the end of a complete annealing set), data with considerable statistics was
collected in order to perform a Rietveld refinement. Otherwise, standard data was col-
lected and a Le Bail pattern matching was performed to determine the phases present
and their corresponding lattice parameters. The Le Bail analysis provides all the in-
formation necessary to characterize the crystallographic phases present in a sample.
When a deeper analysis is desired extra information (as indicated before) can be ob-
tained from the Rietveld refinement.
2.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) allows the observation and characterization
on nanometer (nm) to micrometer (m) length scale of heterogeneous organic and inor-
ganic materials. The popularity of the SEM arises from its capability of obtaining three-
dimensional-like images of the surfaces of a very wide range of materials. SEM images
are used to characterize a wide range of samples, from pellets to insects. Its popularity
is patent in the use of SEM images among scientific journals, popular magazines and,
more recently, in the movies. Although the major use of SEM is to obtain topographic
images in the magnification range 10 – 10000, the SEM is much more versatile.
Figure 2.2 – Schematic illustration of: (a) the incident electron beam and type os signals produced.
(b) the basic mapping principle of the scanning electron microscopy. (Adapted from ref. 284)
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In the SEM analysis, the area to be examined or the microvolume to be analyzed is
irradiated with a finely focused electron beam, see Fig. 2.2, which may be swept across
the surface of the specimen to form images or may be static to obtain an analysis at given
position. The type of signals produced from the interaction of the electron beam with the
sample include secondary electronsiv, backscattered electronsv, characteristic x-rays,
and other photons of various energies (see Fig. 2.2 (a)). These signals are obtained
from specific emission volumes within the sample and can be used to examine many
characteristics of the sample (surface topography, morphology, composition. etc.).
The imaging signals of greatest interest are the secondary and backscattered elec-
trons because these vary primarily as a result of differences in surface topography (see
Fig. 2.2 (b)). The secondary electron emission, confined to a very small volume near the
beam impact area for certain choices of the beam energy, permits images to be obtained
at a resolution of the same order of magnitude of the size of the focused electron beam.
The three-dimensional (3D) appearance of images has its origin due to the large depth
of the field as well as to the shadow relief effect of the secondary and backscattered
electron contrast.
ln the SEM, as a result of electron bombardment, characteristic x-rays are also emit-
ted. The analysis of the characteristic x-ray radiation emitted from samples can supply
both quantitative elemental information and qualitative identification from regions of a
specimen nominally 1 m in diameter and 1 m in depth under normal operating condi-
tions, see section 2.2.3.
The SEM measurements presented in this work were performed at the “Centro de
Materiais da Universidade do Porto (CEMUP)” with a FEI Quanta 400FEG SEM. Before
the measurements the samples pellet surface was gently polished and was mounted
into the SEM sample holder with carbon tape.
For a detailed description of the experimental apparatus, technical specifications
and measurement principles see ref. 285.
2.2.3 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS or EDX) is a microanalysis technique used
together with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for the chemical elemental analysis,
chemical characterization of a sample, etc.vi.
ivSecondary electrons (SE) are those electrons emitted by the specimen, under irradiation by the beam,
which have energies between 0 and 50 eV. Because of their low energy the SE only travel relatively short
distances in the specimen (3 – 10 nm) and thus they emerge from a shallow “escape” region beneath the
surface.
vBackscattered electrons (BSE) are those electrons emitted from the specimen which have energies
between 50 eV and the incident beam energy E0. Unlike the secondary electrons which are produced as
the result of the incident electron irradiation, backscattered electrons are incident electrons which have
been scattered through angles approaching 180 within the sample and consequently leave the sample
again.
viForeign material analysis, corrosion evaluation, coating composition analysis, rapid material alloy iden-
tification, small component material analysis, phase identification and distribution.
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EDS is a spectroscopic technique that gathers information about a sample through
interaction between electromagnetic radiation and matter, mainly by analyzing x-rays
emitted as a response of an initial beam charged particlesvii that hits the sample. Its
characterization capabilitiesviii are due in large part to the fundamental principle that
each chemical element has a unique electronic structure thus producing x-rays that are
characteristic of the element in question allowing its identification.
At rest, an atom within the sample contains ground state (or unexcited) electrons in
discrete energy levels or electron shells bound to the nucleus. The incident beam may
excite an electron in an inner shell, ejecting it from the shell and this way creating an
electron hole. Because a hole in a lower level of the electron shell doesn’t correspond
to a stable configuration, an electron from an outer shell will then fill this hole. The dif-
ference in energy between the higher energy shell and the lower energy shell may be
released in the form of x-ray radiation, see Fig. 2.3 (a). The number and energy of the
x-rays emitted from a sample can be measured by an energy dispersive spectrometer.
Because the energy of the x-rays are characteristic of the difference in energy between
the two shells, and of the electronic structure of the element from which they were emit-
ted, it is possible to determine the elemental composition of the sample to be measured.
Figure 2.3 – (a) Electron shell model with different types of radiation emitted when an electron from
the inner shell is removed. (Adapted from ref. 286) (b) FEI Quanta 400FEG ESEM/EDAX Genesis
X4M
The EDS x-ray detector measures the relative abundance of emitted x-rays versus
their energy. The detector is typically a lithium-drifted silicon, solid-state device. When
an incident x-ray hits the detector, a charge pulse proportional to the energy of the x-ray
is created. The charge pulse is converted to a voltage pulse (which remains proportional
to the x-ray energy) by a charge-sensitive preamplifier. The signal is then transmitted
to a multichannel analyzer where the pulses are sorted by voltage. The energy, as
determined from the voltage measurement, for each incident x-ray is sent to a computer
for display and further data evaluation. The spectrum of x-ray energy versus counts is
evaluated to determine the elemental composition of the sampled volume. The obtained
viiTo stimulate the emission of characteristic x-rays from a specimen, a high energy beam of charged
particles such as electrons or protons, or a beam of x-rays, is focused into the sample in study.
viiiFeatures or phases as small as 1 m or less can be analyzed.
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EDS spectrum is compared with spectra of individual elements allowing to quantify the
relative amount of an element in the sample.
The minimum detection limits of the EDS vary from approximately 0.1 to a few atomic
percent, depending on the element and the sample matrix. Elements with atomic num-
bers above that of beryllium and up to uranium can be detected.
Samples up to 200 mm in diameter can be readily analyzed with EDS. Larger sam-
ples, up to approximately 300 mm in diameter, can be loaded with limited stage move-
ment. A maximum sample height of approximately 50 mm can be accommodated. Sam-
ples must also be compatible with a moderate vacuum atmosphere (pressures of 2 Torr
or less).
When performing a microanalysis by EDS several considerations have to taken into
account. Changing the over-voltage of the EDS will result in different peak sizes - Rais-
ing over-voltage on the EDS will shift the spectrum to the larger energies making higher-
energy peaks larger while making lower energy peaks smaller and also overlapping
peaks can appear for some elements. x-ray escaping the specimen, and thus being
available to detect and measure, depend on the energy of the x-ray and the amount
and density of material it has to pass through. This can result in reduced accuracy in
inhomogeneous or rough samples.
To evaluate at the micrometer scale the chemical homogeneity of the sample (SEM-
EDS) measurements were performed. The measurements presented in this work were
performed at the ”Centro de Materiais da Universidade do Porto (CEMUP)” with a FEI
Quanta 400FEG ESEM/EDAX Genesis X4M (see Fig. 2.3 (b)).
For a detailed description of the experimental apparatus, technical specifications
and measurement principles see ref. 284.
2.3 Magnetic Characterization - SQUID Magnetometry
2.3.1 Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID), see Fig. 2.4 (a), are very sen-
sitive magnetometers used to measure extremely small magnetic fields. It is a flux-
voltage converter. It turns a small, hardly detectable, flux variation into a measurable
voltage variation. The output voltage is a periodic function of the applied flux, with period
0 (the magnetic flux quantum) one can detect an output signal which corresponds to a
flux much smaller than 0. SQUIDs can thus measure any physical quantity which can
be transformed into a flux, such as a magnetic field or its gradient, a current, a voltage, a
displacement or a magnetic susceptibility. SQUIDs combine two physical phenomena,
flux quantization in a superconducting ring, and the Josephson effectix.
ixA Josephson junction is made up of two superconductors, separated by an insulating layer so thin that
electrons can pass through.
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Figure 2.4 – (a) Figure of MPMS squid apparatus system, with dewar and Evercool system. (b)
The two Josephson junctions forming a superconducting ring, which forms the DC SQUID. (c) Output
voltage as a function of applied flux. A tiny flux signal produces a corresponding voltage swing across
the SQUID, which conventional electronics can measure. (Adapted from Refs. 287 and 288)
SQUIDs are usually made of either a lead alloy (with 10% gold or indium) and/or
niobium, often consisting of the tunnel barrier sandwiched between a base electrode of
niobium and the top electrode of lead alloy.
There exist two types of SQUIDs: A radio frequency (RF) squid that is made up of
one Josephson junction, which is mounted on a superconducting ring. An oscillating
current is applied to an external circuit, whose voltage changes as an effect of the inter-
action between it and the ring. The magnetic flux is then measured; A direct current (DC)
SQUID, which is much more sensitive, consists of two Josephson junctions employed in
parallel so that electrons tunneling through the junctions demonstrate quantum interfer-
ence, dependent upon the strength of the magnetic field within a loop (see Fig. 2.4 (b)).
DC SQUIDs demonstrate resistance in response to even tiny variations in a magnetic
field, which is the capacity that enables detection of such minute changes (see Fig. 2.4
(c)).
Although RF SQUIDs are more common on the market, DC SQUIDs are more sen-
sitive. They are sensitive enough to measure fields as low as 5 aT (5  10−18 T) within
a few days of averaged measurements. Their noise levels are as low as 3 fTHz−1/2.
For comparison, a typical refrigerator magnet produces 0.01 Tesla (10−2 T), and some
processes in animals produce very small magnetic fields between 1 fT and 1 T.
2.3.2 Magnetic measurements
The magnetic measurements with a SQUID (superconducting quantum interference de-
vice), should be performed with a magnetically virgin superconducting coil, in order to
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avoid remanent fields and field inhomogeneities. When that is not possible and a re-
manent field is present, the sample magnetization in the paramagnetic phase can be
used to determine this remanent field, and perform a correction to the applied field. In
magnetic measurements one defines the magnetic susceptibility as:
 = M
H
, (2.2)
where M is the sample magnetization and H the magnetic applied field. This expression
is valid only in the paramagnetic phase, although sometimes we also use it in the mag-
netic ordered phase when using low field and where a linear regime is observed.The
way atomic magnetic moments order in a material can be inferred by the behavior of
the magnetic susceptibility of the sample.
As a matter of fact, in the paramagnetic phase the temperature dependence of the
susceptibility is given by the well-known Curie-Weiss law:
 = C
T – CW
, (2.3)
where CW is the Curie-Weiss temperaturex and is related with the exchange interaction
between atomic magnetic moments, T is absolute temperature measured in kelvins and
C is a material-specific Curie constant.
Notice that Curie’s law is only valid at the low field regime and does not apply in the
high-field regime where saturation of magnetization occurs and the magnetic moments
are aligned with the external applied field. When the spins are aligned, increasing the
external field will not increase the total magnetization.
In a general way, the curie constant is given by:
C = T =
NA2eff
3kB
where eff = gJ B
q
J(J + 1) , (2.4)
where kB is Boltzmann”s constant, where NA the Avogadro’s number, B the Bohr mag-
neton, eff effective paramagnetic moment and J the angular momentum quantum num-
ber (J = L + S). The constant gJ is known as the Landé g-factor and can be written
by:
gJ =
3
2 +
S(S + 1) – L(L + 1)
2J(J + 1) , (2.5)
For a paramagnetic ion with spin quantum number S and quenched angular momen-
tum, ¥L¦ = 0 so that J = S and gJ = 2, the effective paramagnetic moment is then given
by 2B
p
S(S + 1).
All of the magnetization measurements necessary to this thesis were performed at
IFIMUP-IN in a squid magnetometer (MPMS Quantum design, see Fig. 2.4). This mag-
xsometimes referred as Curie-Weiss constant or just Weiss constant. The  or P or CW are used
indiscriminately.
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netometer has a 10−7 emu (10−10 Am2) resolution and is equipped with 5.5 Tesla su-
perconducting coil. This system allows accurate magnetization measurements in low
applied Fields in a 4 to 380 K temperature range. To perform the necessary measure-
ments samples with needle shape were usedxi. These samples were mounted in plastic
straws either glued with a special low temperature tape (Kapton tape) or inside a gelatin
capsule secured with cotton strings at the top and bottom. In all magnetic measurement
the secure accommodation of the sample in the straw was always checked. There are
several reasons for this precaution. Among those we can name one that we consider
essential: one of the requirements for a good measurement is the uniformity and cen-
tering of the sample between the superconducting coils. Because the straw contracts
and expands with the variation of the temperature (also the vibrating movement of the
support) the sample could dislocate and a loss of signal could give to erroneous inter-
pretation of the results.
To obtain the sample magnetic parameters such as Curie (TC), Néel (TN) temper-
ature, low field magnetization measurements can be performed. For this purpose the
thermal dependence of magnetization (in low fields) is acquired after the sample has
been cooled without applied magnetic field (ZFC procedure) and/or field cooled (FC
procedure), such that:
Zero field cooling - ZFC , the sample is cooled with H = 0 to the lowest temperature
then, the magnetic field is applied and the subsequent magnetization measure-
ments are performed while sweeping the temperature in a variable range of tem-
peratures (that can go from 4 K up to 380 K).
Field cooling - FC , the sample is cooled down to the desired temperature under an
applied field. The measurement is then performed, with constant applied field,
while heating the sample in the same range of temperatures. In some situations it
is interesting to perform the measurements while cooling. Thus, this type of mea-
surements are designated as FCC or FCH depending wether the measurement
is performed while cooling or while heating, respectively. In the lack of further
information one should consider the measurement performed while heating.
In the following chapters, to compare the magnetization curves at different fields, one
approximates the susceptibility in the ordered phase as defined in Eq. 2.2 (low coercive
fields and remanence).
Isothermal curves (M vs.H curves or M(H)) were also obtained in order evaluate
the saturation magnetization. In these cases measurements were performed while de-
creasing the applied magnetic field from 5 to 0 Tesla.
M(H) curves can also be useful for the calculation of the magnetic entropy variation
of a magnetic material. As described in sec. 1.3 the MCE of a magnetic material can be
evaluated directly by measuring its temperature variation, or indirectly by measuring the
xiNeedle-like samples were used in order to reduce demagnetization effects.
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magnetization and/or the heat capacity. Here, it is possible to calculate the magnetic
entropy variation associated with a variation of the magnetic field in a material. A math-
ematical approximation defined in Eq. 1.9, derived from the use of thermodynamics and
corresponding Maxwell relations relies on M(H) curves as a data source for that end.
Therefore, in our experiments, the M(H) curves used for the calculation of the MCE were
measured as follows: First, the sample was cooled-down to the lowest temperature to
be measured. After stabilizing the temperature, the measurement was performed vary-
ing the field from 0 up to 50 kOe (in 40 steps). At each step the magnetization was
measured at a fixed temperature and field. After the maximum field was reached the
measurement was performed decreasing the field. Once back at initial field (0 kOe) the
sample was heated up all the way into the paramagnetic region. Only then the sample
is cooled to a new measurement temperature above the previous one. This methodol-
ogy was introduced by Caron et al and is referred as the loop process [289]. This was
repeated over the temperature range of interest (usually 0.7 TN < TN < 1.3 TN).
For a detailed description of the experimental apparatus, technical specifications
and measurement principles, see Refs. 290 and 291 or the individual sections, where
detailed information about the proceedings are given.
2.4 Dielectric properties characterization
For understanding the dynamics of dielectric systems, measurements of the complex
dielectric permittivity as a function of temperature play an important role. This can be ob-
tained by making a parallel face capacitor, in which the sample in study is the dielectric,
see Fig. 2.5 (a) (In vacuum) and 2.5 (b) (with dielectric).
Figure 2.5 – Scheme of a capacitor.
The experimental method used consists in the analysis of the impedance of the
system in study. Once the samples are not perfect insulators, the dielectric permittivity
() is a complex quantity having in this way a relationship between the electric current
and the alternate electric voltage in the following way:
I = i!(!)C0V = ! 00(!)C0V + i! 0(!)C0V (2.6)
where C0 is the capacitor capacity. The initial part of the Eq. 2.6 represents the resistive
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part of the circuit, with a equivalent resistance
RP =
1
! 00(!)C0
, (2.7)
connected in parallel with an ideal capacitor, of reactance
1
! 0(!)C0
. (2.8)
The current intensity that passes thought the circuit in the assembly can be defined
as:
I =
 
1
RP
+ i!C
!
V . (2.9)
Comparing with the equations described above, is possible to write:
 0 = C
C0
(2.10)
and
 00 = 1
!RPC0
. (2.11)
The tangent of the angle that measures the phase difference between the current
and the potential is given by:
tan  = 
00(!)
 0(!) . (2.12)
The experimental technique is based on the measurement of the capacity and the
dielectric losses (e.g. conduction, relaxation phenomena, molecular resonances) as a
function of temperature. The measurements presented in this work were performed at
the Polarizable materials and functional nanostructures, group leaded by Prof. Abílio
Almeida at IFIMUP-IN, in Faculty of Sciences of Porto University.
The complex dielectric permittivity was measured with an impedance analyzer (for
the frequency of 1 MHz), that is connected to a cryogenic refrigerator ( 10 K to 300 K)
equipped with a temperature controller and meter, that has the ability to change the rate
of the heating/cooling process. The experimental data were collected with a software
that allows a direct acquisition of the capacity and dielectric losses.
2.5 Local Probe Techniques
Interactions between the nuclear moments (electric and magnetic) and extranuclear
electromagnetic fields are defined as nuclear hyperfine interactions. These interactions,
electromagnetic fields interacting with the nuclear moments lead to a rearrangement
in the nuclear level structure. Therefore, measurement of these interactions offer an
precise method to investigate condensed matter phenomena yielding direct information
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of the local charge distribution and magnetic hyperfine fields. The systems studied in
this work, present very distinct macroscopic properties which in most cases have an
origin in subtle differences in microscopic phenomena. Thus, it becomes clear the great
importance of the use of nuclear hyperfine methods for the studying these solid state
systems.
Among the numerous experimental techniques that rely on hyperfine interactions
and therefore probe a material at a nuclear level, some do not require the use of radioac-
tive probes like nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and nuclear quadrupole resonance
spectroscopies (NQR) while others are based on their use like Mössbauer effect (ME),
 – NMR or perturbed angular correlations (PAC).
As mentioned above, these experimental methods collect information through the
electric and magnetic hyperfine interaction, i.e. the interaction between the nuclear mo-
ments of a specific probe nuclei and the magnetic and/or electric fields induced by the
surroundings (valence electrons, conduction electrons, neighbor atoms, neighboring
defects or distortions). These techniques working at the atomic scale, have many ad-
vantages for studying structural, electronic and dynamical properties of the host atoms,
single impurities, and impurity-defect complexes because they probe only a small sam-
ple volume and they have a high sensitivity.
Moreover, the information obtained by these techniques is of particular interest in
highly correlated materials, where intrinsic disorder requires real lattice atomic scale
studies.
In this section the most relevant aspects of the Perturbed Angular Correlations (PAC)
technique will be presented. The mathematical formalism of PAC is complex and can be
found in detail in several textbooks, PhD thesis and review articles [169,292–294]. There-
fore, only a brief description of the theoretical and experimental aspects of the PAC
technique will be presented.
2.5.1 Perturbed Angular Correlation - PAC
Perturbed angular correlation technique has a special place when compared with the
other hyperfine techniques. This is due to the fact that: the amount of the material un-
der study can be very small (normally small quantities as 1 – 100 mg can be used), it’s
sensitivity is temperature independent (contrary to what happens in MES and in NMR),
can be measured with no external magnetic field and no high-frequency equipment is
required (in opposition to NMR), normally can resolve weaker nuclear quadrupole in-
teraction (than MES) and uses small quantities of radioactive nuclei probes (around
1010 – 1013, that are orders of magnitude lower than for MES and NMR) [292,293,295].
Perturbed angular correlation is based on the emission of two consecutive  rays (or
electrons like in the case of e – ) from internal decay of a probe nucleus (see Fig. 2.6
(a)). A correlation between the emission direction of the first gamma, 1, and the second
one, 2, exists ( ~k1 and ~K2 respectively), because conservation of the angular momen-
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tum, ~I, occurs (see Fig. 2.6 (b)). In fact, in a normal scenario the nucleus spins are
randomly oriented in space and thus the radiation is emitted isotropically. Therefore,
in order for an anisotropic  angular distribution to exist, the population on the nucleus
degenerate sub-levels have to be different, i.e., the state from which the radiation is
emitted has to be polarized or aligned. In the case of angular correlations the oriented
set of nuclei is obtained by choosing only those nuclei whose spins happen to lie in a
preferred direction.
Figure 2.6 – Two gamma nuclear cascade. (From ref. 296)
Let us consider the emission of two successive -rays from a nuclei, where the
initial nuclear state is randomly oriented i.e., equal occupation of the different states.
The observation of 1 in a fixed direction ~k1 (that we can define as the z axis) will de-
termine a group of nuclei in the intermediate state whose magnetic sub-levels are no
longer equally populated. This is a consequence of the angular momentum conser-
vation and the angular distribution of the electromagnetic radiation with respect to its
angular momentum, ~L. An anisotropic emission pattern of 2 will be observed being
angular correlated with respect to the observation direction of 1 due to the alignment
of the intermediate state.
In this way, it is possible to define the probability, W(), of finding 2 in a certain
direction, ~k2, at an angle  with respect to ~k1 and in coincidence with 1 as [297]:
W

~k1, ~k2

= W   = k=kmaxX
k=0
Ak
 
1

Ak
 
2

Pk
 
cos
 

 . (2.13)
The sum runs over for even values of k as a result of parity conservation of the elec-
tromagnetic radiation. The cascade anisotropy terms, Ak(1) and Ak(2), describe the
deviation of the coincidence probability from the isotropic case where W() = 1. Here,
coefficientAk(1) depends only on the first transition and Ak(2) only on the second, more
specifically they depend on the correspondent angular momentum of the involved levels
and on the type and multipolarity of emitted radiation. Finally, the Legendre polynomials
Pk reflect the spatial angular distributions of the emitted particles.
Experimentally, by placing two detectors in a plane, one of them being fixed and the
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other movable, the emission pattern described previously can be obtained (see Fig. 2.7)
Figure 2.7 – Schematic representation of W() anisotropy. The 2 intensity angular dependence
profile with respect to the emission direction of 1, W(), in an experimental  –  angular correlation
setup. Adapted from ref. 293
When the nucleus is surrounded by other atoms interactions will occur. These inter-
actions can be due to fields created by the atomic vicinity. In the presence of external
fields an interaction with the nucleus magnetic or/and quadrupole moments appears
and Eq. 2.13 is no longer valid. When that is the case, a time dependent perturbation
in the angular correlation function of the emitted gammas has to be considered.
The nuclear magnetic sub-levels can be split when the nuclear quadrupole moment
couples with an Electric Field Gradient (EFG) and/or the nuclear magnetic moment cou-
ples with a Magnetic Hyperfine Field (MHF) occurs (see Fig. 2.8). If that is the case,
during the time  that the probe remains at the intermediate state, the nucleus is under
the effect of a hyperfine interaction that promotes different occupations of the magnetic
sub-levels. Thus, the emission probability of 2, in a certain direction, becomes time
dependent.
Figure 2.8 shows the electric quadrupole splitting of nucleus angular momentum
(I = 5/2) by an axially symmetric EFG and evolution of the splitting as the EFG looses
the axial symmetry. The energy splitting between the sub-levels is given by a frequency
triplet !1, !2 and !3. In this particular case for an axially symmetric EFG we have
!2  2!1 and !3  3!1.
Figure 2.8 – Electric quadrupole splitting of nucleus angular momentum (I = 5/2) by an axially sym-
metric EFG ( = 0). Evolution of the splitting as a function of the asymmetry parameter.
The perturbed time differential angular correlation depends on the crystalline struc-
ture of the material where the radioactive source is placed. However, in polycrystalline
materials is greatly simplified. In this case the function is obtained by averaging the
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angular correlation over all possible orientations of the EFG/MHF fields and only the
relative angle between the two emission directions becomes relevant. Moreover, if
the interaction hamiltonian is static and diagonal (as in the case of axially symmetric
quadrupole interactions) it can be expressed by:
W(, t) =
k=kmaxX
k=0
Ak(1)Ak(2)Gkk(t)Pk(cos()) , (2.14)
where Gkk(t) the perturbation factor, contains all the information on the hyperfine inter-
action. In fact, this term gives the information about the energy splitting of the sub-levels
of the intermediate state, and thus the hyperfine fields can be measured through a PAC
experiment.
The perturbation function Gkk(t) for a static axial symmetric electric quadrupole in-
teraction in a polycrystalline sample is then is defined as:
Gkk(t) =
nmaxX
n=0
Skncos(n!0t) , (2.15)
where Skn are the frequency amplitudes, n = jm2 – m02 j/2 for I half integer and n =
jm2 – m02 j for I integerxii.
In order to determine the perturbation factor Gkk(t), where all information about the
hyperfine fields is contained, the coincidence count rates, N, as a function of time be-
tween the emission of the two gamma-rays, 1 and 2, at a fixed detector angle, N(, t)
should be measured. A PAC experimental apparatus consisting of a group of detectors
geometrically arranged in such way that the angles between pairs of detectors is 90°or
180°is used. Usually, more than two detectors are used, allowing for data acquisition to
be statistically accumulated (normally a set-up of four or six detectors is used). In this
way, if a gamma with a correct energy is detected in a detector (1), a clock is started.
After a certain time a second gamma will be detected in one of the other detectors. The
clock will then stop, if this second  has the expected energy. This event will be stored
in the coincidence counter with angular (pair of detector) and time information.
The twelve (thirty) time spectra obtained for all possible combinations of the four
(six) detectors are used, after background subtraction and appropriate averagexiii of all
coincidence rate (N(, t)), to calculate the experimental perturbation function R(t) given
by:
R(t) = 2 N(180
, t) – N(90, t))
N(180, t) + 2N(90, t) . (2.16)
Examples of the R(t) function and correspondent Fourier transforms are given on
Fig. 2.9 for different asymmetry parameters.
xiim and m0 are the projected spin angular momentum quantum numbers of the initial and final state of
the probe.
xiiiGeometric average of all spectra taken at the same detectors angle aims to correct for detector effi-
ciency differences [298].
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Figure 2.9 – Example of a experimental R(t) function for different  values. On the right hand side,
the corresponding Fourier transform is presented. The three frequencies (!1, !2, !3) in the Fourier
transform are characteristic from a spin 5/2 and fully characterize the EFG parameters, VZZ and .
In addition, the experimental perturbation function, R(t), can be related with Gkk(t)
that contains the information about the hyperfine fields. In the case of a static axial sym-
metric electric quadrupole interaction in polycrystalline samples the perturbation function
is given by:
R(t) = Akk
nmaxX
n=1
fnG
0
kk(t) , (2.17)
where f are the relative fractions for different EFG’s contributing to the PAC spectrum
and G0kk(t) the corresponding perturbation factors after taking into account the finite time
resolution of the PAC setup. Therefore, the Gkk(t) (defined in Eq.2.15) is modified mul-
tiplying each term in the sum by P(Fwhm,!n). A second term, D(Fwhm, t), is also mul-
tiplied to account for possible EFG distributions (these terms will be defined below in
section 2.5.1.1 by Eq. 2.24 and Eq. 2.25). The perturbation factor is then written as:
G
0
kk =
X
n
Skncos(!n t)D
 
Fwhm, t

P

Fwhm,!n

. (2.18)
Using PAC technique the electric field gradient around the nuclear probe on a lattice
site can be asserted. The EFG tensor Vij is composed by three diagonal components
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Vxx, Vyy and Vzz that are by definition sorted in descending order of magnitude i.e.:
jVzz j  jVyy j  jVxx j . (2.19)
The EFG tensor is traceless (Vxx + Vyy + Vzz = 0) and fully described by the largest
of the three components Vzz and the asymmetry parameter ,
 =
Vxx – Vyy
Vzz
with 0    1 , (2.20)
representing the deviation of the EFG tensor from axial symmetry ( = 0). The electric
field gradient strength is represented by the quadrupole frequency constant Q, defined
by
Q =
eQVzz
h
= !0
4I  2I – 1
2k , (2.21)
where k = 3 (for I integer) or k = 6 (I half-Integer)
On the other hand, the magnetic dipolar energy Em can be introduced from a clas-
sical description and the following expression be obtained:
Em = – ~ ~B , (2.22)
where  and B are the nuclear magnetic moment and B the magnetic hyperfine field,
respectively.
The splitting between two adjacent sub-levels is
Em = ħ!L , (2.23)
where !L = B is the Larmor frequency.
When both magnetic and electric interactions are present the hamiltonian for such
combined static interactions, in the proper reference frame of the EFG tensor, cannot
be diagonalized analytically and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors must be calculated
numerically.
2.5.1.1 R(t) Attenuation
In PAC experimental results, an attenuation of the time spectrum is frequently present.
This attenuation can arise from static and/or dynamic mechanisms.
Static Interactions - The damping of the static perturbation function stems from two
sources. The first one is due to the finite time resolution of the apparatus (set-up), which
reduces the amplitude of the cosines by a factor related to the time resolution defined
by the full width at half maximum (Fwhm) of the energy gated prompt peak.
The time resolution (prompt) function of the spectrometer (that is a function of the
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observed frequencies) is assumed to be gaussian-like and has the form:
P

Fwhm,!n

= e–
F2whm
16 ln 2!
2
n = e–
1
2
2
set-up!
2
n . (2.24)
The second source of damping is due to a static distribution of the electric-field
gradient components arising from random inhomogeneities in the local environment of
the probe nucleus. Conventionally, is assumed to be either Lorentzian or Gaussian in
shape. In most cases it is considered the case of a Lorentzian fields distribution, and
thus the attenuation function, in time space, can be written as:
DLorentz
 
Fwhm, t
 = e– Fwhm2 t . (2.25)
Here in a Lorentzian distribution the EFG distribution full width at half maximum is
used (Fwhm) and is often given as a fraction () of the fundamental frequency written
as  = /!0 and defined as  = Fwhm/2, where , is the standard deviation when a
Gaussian distribution is considered,
Dynamic Interactions - A third reason for damping of the R(t) function is time de-
pendent changes (fluctuations) of the magnitude and/or orientation of the EFG tensor
within a time-scale comparable to the PAC probe state lifetime. Dynamic effects always
present in matter, e.g. diffusion of impurities or defects in the crystal or slow lattice
dynamics might be observed in the perturbation function to a more or less extent. As
a consequence, when such dynamic process has a characteristic time-scale of the or-
der of the probe state lifetime, a correction to the perturbed time differential angular
correlation function is needed. Because these dynamic interactions can have different
time-scales, three possible cases can be defined. They can be grouped considering the
mean fluctuation time of the given dynamic effect, c, and its relation to the life time of
the probe in the intermediate state, .
Figure 2.10 – Schematic representation of a R(t) function for a EFG with  = 0 with no attenuation
(continuous line), with a static attenuation (dashed line) and with dynamic attenuation (line plus sym-
bol). The correspondent Fourier transforms are shown in the right hand side. In the frequency space
the attenuation to !1, !2, !3 amplitudes diminish by the same factor in the case of damping due to
dynamic interactions while for a static damping the attenuation is proportional to the frequency itself.
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c   - When c is much greater than the perturbation measuring time, there is a
great probability of no fluctuations be observed during the measurement time. In this
case only a static attenuation is considered.
c   - When the fluctuation characteristic time is much smaller than the PAC
measuring scale, the anisotropy present in the creation of the intermediate state tends to
zero, because the random transition between the substates tend to equal the respective
populations. In this case, the perturbation of the angular correlation can be described
simply by an exponential attenuation:
Gkk = e–kt , (2.26)
in which k / c!20 , with !20 being the mean quadratic frequency of the interactions in
the case of static interactions.
c   - When the time of the fluctuation is of the same order of magnitude of the
time of the measurement, the model of random phase approximation is adopted, which
is valid for many cases where we have a variation of the EFG’s, including the lattice
vibration effects and the diffusion of defects. In a first approach we can consider that
the perturbed angular correlation oscillations amplitude due to these interactions is at-
tenuated by a time decreasing exponential factor:
G22 = e–t
X
n=0
s2ncos(n!0t) , (2.27)
for k = 2 and for a single EFG of  = 0.
For a more in-depth knowledge many sources are available, from previous works to
dedicated books about the the hyperfine techniques [292,293,295].
2.5.1.2 Lattice Electric Field Gradient
The information obtained from the analysis of PAC data allows the determination of the
electric field gradient parameters: the principal component of the EFG tensor, Vzz, and
the asymmetry parameter, , which are defined in equations 2.21 and 2.20. The EFG is
non-zero if the charges surrounding the nucleus do not possess cubic symmetry (elec-
trons and ion cores). Therefore, the deviation of charge distribution from cubic symmetry
is characterized by measuring the EFG, which is highly sensitive to the electronic density
in the immediate vicinity of a nucleus.
For a long time, the use of phenomenological models was the only approach to es-
timate EFGs in solids. These models assumed the EFG as sum of two contributions:
one from the neighboring ion cores (ionic lattice contribution, Vlattzz ), and one from the
electrons, probe core electrons, Vcorezz , and conduction electrons, Velzz, (electronic contri-
bution). Summing up these contributions, the EFG is given by [292,299,300]:
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Vzz = Vlattzz + Vcorezz + Velzz where Vcorezz = –1Vlattzz . (2.28)
The contribution of the probe core-electrons results from a polarization effect leading
to an amplification of the lattice EFG, being 1 the Sternheimer antishielding coefficient.
This coefficient ranges from -100 to -10 depending on the element and ion charge state
and can be found tabulated in literature [299–306].
For the case of ionic insulators, with non overlapping ion cores, the EFG can be
approximated as [292]:
Vzz =
 1 – 1 Vlattzz . (2.29)
In metals the computation of Velzz is particularly difficult, due to the fact that the elec-
trons in a metal cannot be treated as uniformly distributed, requiring accurate band-
structure calculations. Nevertheless, a relation between the electronic and lattice contri-
butions to the EFG has been suggested by Raghavan et al [307]. This expression, known
as ”universal EFG systematics”, states that the measured VZZ is also proportional to the
lattice EFG, in the absence of point defects:
Velzz = –KVlattzz
 1 – 1 (with K = 3) . (2.30)
The former relation is the result of a systematic comparison of measured Vzz and
EFG lattice contribution (calculated by point charge model).
From Eq. 2.28 and Eq. 2.30 one can write that the measured Vzz is also proportional
to the lattice EFG:
Vzz = Vlattzz
 1 – 1  1 – K . (2.31)
This phenomenological model allows an estimation of the lattice EFG independently
of the probing atom. By using phenomenological models, the theoretical estimation of
the EFG was limited to point charge models using Sternheimer antishielding factors.
The point charge models (PCM) can provide fair estimations in the case of ionic solids
although in covalent solids large deviations are observed. Still, in the absence of more
sophisticated techniques, this method has been used extensively e.g. to estimate EFGs
at the A site in perovskite oxides [308–314].
In the next sub-sections, both point charge model (PCM) and first principle calcula-
tions will be presented, including details needed for the calculations performed in ABX2
and RCrO3 studied systems.
2.5.1.3 Electric Field gradient point charge model calculations
Point charge model (PCM) calculations are extremely useful in order to obtain an estima-
tive on the value of the EFG around a determined nucleus probe. For this calculations
the ions cores are treated as point charges, Zie, that are located at the ions lattice sites,
giving in this way an approximation to the real lattice contribution to the EFG, Vlattij . In
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order to calculate the EFG, the second partial derivates of potential, at the probe site
due to the influence of external charges zi that are at a position ri in relation to the origin,
must be calculated. The contributions of all lattice atoms, normally within the distance
of a few tens of angstroms and with the exception of the probe itself, have to be added,
resulting in:
VPCMij =
X
i
zie
40r5i
*...,
3x2i – r
2
i 3xiyi 3xizi
3yixi 3y2i – r
2
i 3yizi
3zixi 3ziyi 3z2i – r
2
i
+///- (2.32)
After a diagonalization of the matrix the eigenvalues are obtained, corresponding to the
EFG tensor and are chosen considering that |Vzz j  jVyy j  jVxx j from which  the
asymmetry parameter can be obtained.
In the case of ionic solids this model gives a fair approximation to the observable
EFG. However for covalent solids only poor agreement is obtained. In this work the
PCM was used to obtain information about expected EFG for the 111In probes in the A
and B site in the CdMn2O4 [183,194] and CdCr2S4 structures [122].
2.5.1.4 Electric Field gradient first principle calculations
The development of new materials and their understanding, relies nowadays in a sym-
bioses between experimental results and theoretical modeling. The later, has under-
gone an enormous boom with the development of relatively inexpensive high perfor-
mance workstations or PCs, dropping the need for extremely expensive super comput-
ers.
Nowadays, the complexity of the materials and mechanisms in the field of physics
is sometimes of a staggering complexity that an exact solution it is not always possible
to obtain. In these cases the use of approximations is most of the times enough to ob-
tain an reliable solution. Thus, the use of approximations is only a natural alternative
but one of the most popular approaches to solve the many-electron problem of a crys-
tal applying density functional theory (DFT) [315,316], which is the foundation behind the
computer program Wien2k [317,318]. For example, it has been successfully used to pre-
dict superconductive and magnetic properties of solids, and in chemistry, to calculate
detailed reaction mechanisms.
In fact, ab-initio full potential linearized augmented plane wave (FLAPW) method
using the local spin density approximation (LSDA) or the generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA) has been used for EFG calculations in many studies [319,320].
It has given proofs to be an excellent tool for calculating accurate band structure
calculation scheme allowing also the computation of the hyperfine fields in crystalline
solids requiring only the lattice constants as input [122,259].
Ab initio density functional theory calculations were carried out using linearised aug-
mented plane wave + local orbitals method (LAPW+lo) as implemented in the Wien2k
code [317,318] for the RCrO3 perovskites, which were known to provide accurate results
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including the hyperfine parameters [321,322]. Relaxation of the structural parameters by
minimization of total energy, charge and calculated forces was performed. These cal-
culations have been performed in close collaboration with Ricardo Teixeira (University
of Lisbon).
2.5.1.5 Temperature Dependence of the EFG
The study of the electrical field gradient temperature dependence in solids has been
extensively studied. Distinct trends of experimental data on EFG(T) exist, however the
most common is the increase of Vzz with decreasing temperature. Although, no general
description is available there are several contributions for the temperature dependence
of Vzz and their relative magnitude depend strongly on the details of the studied system.
In a first theory that came forward in an attempt to explain the temperature depen-
dence of Vzz, the EFG was assumed to be proportional to the lattice contribution, where
the changes in Vzz with temperature resulted essentially from thermal expansion of the
lattice parameters and thermal motion. In fact, an EFG can vary with temperature due
to several reasons: variations of the lattice parameters with temperature (thermal ex-
pansion), structural phase transitions with changes on the charge distribution around
the probe (e.g. change of symmetry), or simply due to the dependence of atomic lattice
vibrations on temperature (phonons) [323–326].
This theory explains reasonably well the EFG temperature dependence ionic lattices,
however fails for the case of metallic lattices because it lacks a good comprehension
of the electronic fluidxiv [324,325]. For a ionic crystal, an increase of Vzz with decreasing
temperature might be observed, resulting from a positive (volume) thermal expansion
(Vzz depends on the interatomic distances as 1/r3). However, in solids, the thermal
expansion is very small and rarely can account for the Vzz temperature dependence.
Experimentally, Christiansen et al [327] found out that in most non-cubic materials the
temperature dependence of the EFG follows the so called T3/2 law:
Vzz(T) = Vzz(0)

1 – T3/2

. (2.33)
Although several authors tried to get some insight on this EFG trend [306,328–330],
there is, up to now, no satisfactory theoretical explanation for the T3/2 law and its general
validity is still questioned [331].
2.5.1.6 Sample implantation/diffusion
The first step to perform a PAC experiment is to introduce a radioactive isotope, which
will act as a probe, inside the material under study. This is generally done either by
xivIn metals, the electronic contribution to the EFG temperature dependence is very important since elec-
trons mediate the effect of lattice vibrations on the EFG.
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diffusion of a solution containing the desired isotope, via ion implantation or by chemical
process (in synthesis stage).
The 111mCd and 111In isotopes used in this work to perform the local probe mea-
surements by PAC technique were produce in the Isotope Separator On-Line (ISOLDE)
CERN Genebra. This facility, situated at the Proton-Synchrotron Booster (PSB) at
CERN, is dedicated to the production of a large number of radioactive ion beams for
many different experiments in the fields of nuclear, atomic and condensed matter physics
and biophysics. ISOLDE produce the isotopes by irradiating an appropriated target with
a 1 GeV proton beam delivered by the CERN-PSB. Then isotope ions are accelerated
and mass separated to a chamber where the samples are implanted. During the im-
plantation the beam is swept in order to obtain a homogeneous implanted area. The
current that emerges from the sample during the implantation process is measured and
integrated to dose the isotopes implanted.
The decay scheme of the 111In and 111mCd isotopes are presented in Fig. 2.11.
Figure 2.11 – Simplified decay schemes for 111In and 111mCd nuclei. Intermediate PAC probe state
with energy E = 245.4 keV, half life 1/2 = 84.1 ns and angular momentum I = 5/2. (Adapted from ref.
332)
The 111In probe decays with a half-life 1/2 of 2.83 days by electron capture to the ex-
cited +7/2 state of 117Cd. This state decays by the emission of the 171(1)–245 (2) keV
 –  cascade to the +1/2 ground state of 111Cd. The intermediate level +5/2 is charac-
terized by the quadrupole moment Q = 0.77 b, the magnetic moment  = 0.766 N and
the mean life 1/2 = 84.1 ns. The 117Cd probe decays with a half-life 1/2 of 2.5 hours
by – emission to the excited +1/2 state of 117In. This state decays by the emission of
the 90(1) – 344 (2) keV  –  cascade to the –1/2 ground state of 111Cd. The interme-
diate level +3/2 is characterized by the quadrupole moment Q = –0.59 b, the magnetic
moment  = 0.938 N and the mean life 1/2 = 53.6 ns (adapted from Refs. 332,333).
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Table 2.1 – Magnetic dipole, , and electrical quadropole, Q, moments for the 245.4 keV state (inter-
mediate state of the 111In!111Cd cascade).
Isotope  (N) Q (b) Spin
111In!111Cd
111mCd!111Cd 0.766(3) 0.77(12) +5/2
117Cd!117In 0.938(10) -0.59(1) +3/2
The 111In isotope was also acquired in the form of a high purity solution of Indium
chloride (3 mCi). Initially a pellet shape sample is heated at about 60-80 °C on top of a
watch glass that per se was placed in a heating plate. Secondly the sample is wetted
with the radioactive solution by placing small quantities of radioactive solution ( L) at
the sample surface. A resting period proceeds it until all the liquid is absorbed. After
each drop the sample activity is measured. This procedure is repeated until enough
radioactive solution is incorporated into the sample (about 2 KBq). Finally, a high tem-
perature annealing is performed to facilitate the probe diffusion and its placement at
regular sites. This diffusion process takes place preferentially trough: point defects,
e.g. vacancies and interstitial ions, along line and surface defects which include grain
boundaries, dislocations, inner and outer surfaces, etc.
After implantation the samples are submitted to a high temperature treatment to
recover any damage created by the implantation or to promote diffusion in the case of
the wetting process. For that the samples were placed in a alumina crucible inside a
quartz tube that by its turn was place inside a tubular furnace. The laboratory for sample
preparation includes a tubular furnace allowing the annealing of different samples under
different atmospheres (vacuum, gas flux or air). The temperature of the furnaces is
electronically controlled and the thermal treatments can be performed up to 1773 K.
The annealing conditions used for the different compounds are summarized in ta-
ble 2.2.
Table 2.2 – Annealing conditions used in the post-implantation annealing in the different series of
compounds.
Sample Isotope Atmosphere Temperature (K) Dwell time Type
117Cd
CdCr2S4 111In vacuum 793 20 min Imp.
111mCd
117Cd 20 min Imp.CdMn2O4
111In
Air 973
1 hour Diff.
111In 1273 18 hours Diff.
YbCrO3 111mCd O2 1073 20 min Imp.
111In 1273 48 hours Diff.
ErCrO3 111mCd Air 973 20 min Imp.
111In 1273 48 hours Diff.
YCrO3 111mCd Air 973 20 min Imp.
111In 1273 48 hours Diff.
SmCrO3 111mCd Air 973 20 min Imp.
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2.5.1.7  –  PAC set-up
The PAC experiments were carried out using a normal slow-fast setup with four/six de-
tector pac spectrometer equipped with BaF2 scintillators which have a 650 ps time res-
olution disposed in an 90 and 180 geometry.
The experimental set-up for pac experiments allows us to measure the time depen-
dence of the  –  cascade emitted when the probe decays from from the excited state
to ground state. With 4-detector PAC spectrometer and a set-up of electronic gadgets
twelve spectra from the paired combinations, four from detectors at  = 180o and eight
at  = 90o are produced carrying information about their provenance, in the form of
counts/versus time. Whereas in the case of six detectors thirty spectra are obtained:
six from detectors at  = 180o and twenty four at  = 90o.
To cover a wide range of physical phenomena, the measurements have been per-
formed in a wide range of temperatures in order to span interesting regions (e.g. mag-
netic and dielectric phase transitions). For low temperature measurements (from 10 K
up to room temperature), the samples were attached to the cold finger of a closed-cycle
helium refrigerator equipped with a PID temperature controller. For the study of high
temperature effects (from room temperature up to 1300 K), a small tubular resistive fur-
nace was used. This system allows the use of different atmospheres such as O2, N2
and Ar. Both cryostat and furnace are mounted in such way that the sample is always
at the centre of the detector’s ensemble.
As a matter of fact, in sequence of the work developed in this thesis on local probing,
we were able to play an important role in the creation of a laboratory dedicated to hy-
perfine interactions using PAC spectroscopy in our facility at IFIMUP-IN. From computer
assembly, software installation, electronic rack mounting, wiring connecting to machine
calibration help was given, and now a 4 detector machine that can measure from 10 K
to 1200 K is fully operational. An in-out and up-down set-up was developed for an easy
change between measurements with the cryostat or with the furnace (see Fig. 2.12).
Also, new furnaces were developed and build in order to provide an easy assembly of
the water refrigeration, gas inlet and outlet and sample change.
2.5.2 Pair Distribution Function - PDF
The atomic pair distribution function method of analysis (PDF) has successfully been
used for the study of liquids, glasses and other amorphous materials. This method which
takes the information directly from diffraction experiments describes the distribution of
the atomic distances in a material [334]. Because, PDF and XRD take information from
diffraction experiments, some argue that it should not be applied to periodic structures,
like crystals, where with the aid of the Bragg’s law the structure can easily be determined,
and only should be used where a lack of long-range lattice periodicity exists (e.g. liquids
or glasses). Furthermore, the PDF obtained by powder diffraction is simply a Fourier-
transform of the structure function, S(Q) and thus the PDF carries no less information
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Figure 2.12 – Porto PAC machine. (a) Four slow-fast coincidences with BaF2 detectors set-up in
Porto. (b) Detailed view of the 4 BaF2 detectors. (c) Detailed view of the in-out lift for the cryostat.
than the powder diffraction pattern [335,336]. Thus, in principle one can say that the real-
space PDF analysis is somewhat equivalent to the methods of crystallographic powder
diffraction analysis such as the Rietveld refinement that are carried out in the reciprocal
space [334,337].
The great advantage of the real-space PDF analysis when comparing it to the con-
ventional crystallographic analysis become obvious when the material under scope has
some disorder in the structure. In these cases the former lacks to give the correct infor-
mation about the structure to some extent. A crystallographic analysis that presumes
periodicity will only take the Bragg peaks into account and will ignore the diffuse scat-
tering [338]. Of course, this as a clear impact on the results, because it will only give a
spatially averaged picture of the structure, and local variations in the structure will not
be correctly represented. Furthermore, if the assumption of perfect periodicity is made,
the information regarding the correlation among the local variations is lost. A technique
that utilizes diffuse scattering as well as the Bragg scattering, like the real-space PDF
method, will be able to describe the disorder in a more accurately way. In this case,
if local atomic displacements exists away from the crystallographic sites, they will be
reflected in the crystal only in terms of the large thermal, or Debye-Waller, factor, and
will not be easily separated from the lattice vibration. As we will see in sections 3.1 and
5.3 in some cases the local structure of a solid is different from the average structure.
Here, PDF shows its potential, because it is capable of bringing this difference to light.
If we think about it, few materials are perfectly periodic. Even those that are without
lattice defects, anharmonicity in the lattice can introduce local collective deviations from
perfect periodicity. Many of the materials studied nowadays, which have a technolog-
ical interest present internal disorder making them complex structural cases of study.
Different solid-solutions like in manganese-based perovskite compounds [339,340], lead
chalcogenides [341] or even ferroelectrics [342,343] are among those which are inherently
disordered at the atomic level. Therefore, in these cases we can profit by the combined
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use of the real as well as reciprocal space analysis (which, in fact, are complementary
to each other).
The PDF method takes into account data from both the Bragg and diffuse neutron or
x-ray scattering signals, hence carrying structural information on different length-scales.
We used the PDF method to obtain the precise structure and size information of atomic
structure which is based in the scattering-length weighted measure of the probability of
finding pairs of atoms in the material at distance r, G(r) (see Fig. 2.13), given by:
G(r) = 4r[(r) – 0], (2.34)
where (r) is the atomic pair-density and 0 is the average atomic number density.
Figure 2.13 – Principle of the PDF. (a) A pair correlation function G(r) gives the probability of finding
two atoms/particles at a distance r apart, relative to the probability expected for a completely random
distribution at the same density. (b) Simulated total pair correlation functions for the spinel CdCr2S4.
The individual contributions from the different atoms combination are also shown.
The experimental PDF G(r) or the radial distribution function 4r2G(r) are directly
obtained from the diffraction data by Fourier transforming the reduced total scattering
structure function F(Q) :
G(r) = 2

 1
Qmin
F(Q) sin(Qr)dQ , (2.35)
where F(Q), being [S(Q)−1] rescaled by Q and averaged over all angles, may be written
as:
F(Q) = Q[S(Q)−1] , (2.36)
where Q = 4(sin )/ is the magnitude of the scattering vector (or momentum transfer)
used to obtain the PDF and S(Q) is normalized total structure factor, i.e. the measured
intensity corrected for background, Compton and multiple scattering, absorption, geo-
metric and other factors [344]. For the calculation of S(Q) and G(r) academic software
PDFgetX2 was used [345].
The total scattering experiments allow the same data to be analyzed both in crystal-
lographic mode in reciprocal space using the Rietveld method, which yields the average
crystal structure, as well as in the PDF mode in direct space, which yields the local struc-
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ture. If a longer length-scale is considered in the PDF, the average crystallographic view
is recovered as well.
The scattering experiments for PDF analysis were performed on Beamline 11-ID-C
at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory, over the temperature
range 80 – 220 K. 11-ID-C is a fixed, high-energy beamline operating at 105.091 keV.
This equipment can be used for diffraction measurements on both crystalline and amor-
phous materials having a 2D area detection primarily for structural studies or exploration
of phase changes where a wide array of additional equipment may be used in a com-
bined mode or individually. To vary temperature, an Oxford Cryosystem was used. The
PDFs were modeled using the PDFgui [346] refinement program and the Rietveld refine-
ments used the Fullprof program [347].
Amplitude of the local Cr off-centering,r was calculated using the following expres-
sion:
r =
q
UExpiso – U
Theory
iso . (2.37)
2.6 Studied Materials
2.6.1 Cadmium chromium thiospinel CdCr2S4
Polycrystalline samples of cadmium chromium sulphide (CdCr2S4) of the spinel family
were first synthesized by Passerini et al. in 1931 and later by Haul and Schöning (see
review on the reactivity of sulphides by Chaus et al ref. 348 and references within). In
this work, in order to obtain the CdCr2S4 system, the samples had to be prepared by a
variant of solid state reaction method, where the annealing procedure was performed
in a double evacuated quartz ampoule. Two major reasons were considered for the
necessity of the double evacuated quartz ampoule in the synthesis process. The first
one was to avoid oxide formation and thus obtain the desired phase. The second reason
was related with safety reasons due to the high partial pressure that sulphur reaches
when submitted to the sintering temperatures, which can break the first ampoule. In
this way, the use of a second one, conserves the vacuum required in case the first one
breaks.
Stoichiometric amounts of cadmium sulphidexv, chromiumxvi and sulphurxvii were
mixed and grinded together until very fine powders were obtained. The powders were
then pressed into a pellet of  1 g. Then the pellets were weighted and introduced into
a quartz tube and closed in vacuum (10–5 Torr) with the help of a burner. This ampoule
was then introduced into a larger one that was also filled in vacuum, see Fig. 2.14.
The experimental set-up shown in Fig. 2.14 was developed because the burner could
only heat one side of the tube at a time. Thus, collapsing (due to the vacuum inside the
xvCdS, metal basis, 99.999% purity, CAS-number:1306 – 23 – 6
xviCr, -60 mesh metal basis, purity 99.99%,CAS-number:7440 – 47 – 3
xviiS, purity 99.98%,CAS-number:7704 – 34 – 9
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tube) only the part of the tube that was right in front of the burner. Usually, without our
experimental set-up, the sample encapsulation procedure needed to be performed sev-
eral times until a complete isolation of the tube was achieved. This made the process
extremely difficult since most of the times the tube would break or totally collapse open-
ing an hole into the space where the sample was allocated. Therefore, the necessity
to rotate the tube and get a relative homogenous heating around the tube arose. With
this system we could rotate the tube while heating a certain zone and be able to easily
close the tube. Furthermore, allows for a single person to close the quartz ampoule.
Figure 2.14 – Photos of the synthesis system used for spinel. (a) System developed for closing the
quartz ampoules in vacuum. (b) Double evacuated ampoule with reactants inside.
The double ampoule was placed into an alumina tube for greater protection due to
the high temperature that the ampoule was going to endure (sulphur vapor pressure
at the temperatures of annealing could break the ampoules and therefore cause the
contamination of the furnace).
The firing procedures were performed in several steps (see Fig. 2.15). The furnace
was heated up to 400 C (6.25 C/min), where it rested for 5 hours and then up to 650 C
(0.1 C/min). After 5 days at 650 C the vapor in the ampoule became more transparent
indicating that the majority of sulphur had already reacted and thus the oven temperature
was increased up to 750 C (0.1 C/min). After being at this temperature for 4 days the
furnace was slowly cooled to room temperature ( 1 C/min).
Figure 2.15 – CdCr2S4 synthesis annealings. Evolution of annealing temperature with time.
After this first heat treatment we could observed that, as expected, a small part of the
sulphur did not react remaining in the ampoule wall. After weighting the pellets the mass
loss was compensated by adding sulphur. A new grinding, pelletizing and weighing of
the pellets was then performed.The heat treatment process was repeated again. This
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time a ramp of 10.8 C/min was used to reach the 650 C and from there to the 750 C
at 0.1 C/min rate. Finally the temperature was raised to 800 C (1.0 C/min) where it
stayed for a week. Again  1 C/min rate was used to slowly cool the furnace to room
temperature. After this annealing procedure the sample weight was again measured,
compensated with sulphur for the mass loss, grinded, pressed into a pellet and was
annealed to a maximum temperature of 850 C. The last process was repeated one
more time, in order to obtain homogeneous polycrystalline material with no spurious
phases (see Fig. 2.15).
After every step of the synthesis process a XRD pattern was collected allowing to
follow the evolution of the diffusion reaction. Its possible to observe in Fig. 2.16, the
referred evolution in the XRD pattern after each step and compare the resulting powder
with the XRD patterns available in the literature [349]. All patterns are normalized to the
more intense peak.
Figure 2.16 – CdCr2S4 XRD patterns of the different synthesis steps (top) and the reference literature
(bottom).
After the first synthesis step the XRD pattern already shows the presence of the
desired spinel structure but also the presence of reflections corresponding to the reac-
tants, and to Cr2S3. The second heat treatment proved to be very fruitful, because it
managed to convert almost all reactants into the final product. The third heat treatment,
was enough in order to yield a single phase sample. Nevertheless a fourth treatment
was performed in order to ensure that we would obtain a single phase with no spurious
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secondary phases. Is also possible to observe that, as desired, the last two treatments
improved the sharpness of the peaks, thus increasing grain size.
The preparation of the chalcogenide (CdCr2S4) was performed following a method
kindly provided by Dr. Tsurkan from the Institute of Applied Physics of Moldova Univer-
sity [350].
2.6.2 Cadmium manganese oxyspinel CdMn2O4
The polycrystalline sample of CdMn2O4 studied in this thesis has been prepared by a co-
worker, Tânia Mendonça at CERN during her PhD work. A standard solid-state reaction
method was used, where stoichiometric amounts of CdOxviii and Mn2O3xix powders were
mixed, grinded, pelletized, and sintered at 900 °C for 6 hours in air in a high-temperature
furnace. After sintering, the pellet was crushed, grinded, and pressed to a pellet and
sintered again at 900 °C for 20 hours in air. In each cooling and heating process a ramp
was used of 5 °C per minute (see Fig. 2.17).
Figure 2.17 – CdMn2O4 synthesis annealings. Evolution of annealing temperature with time.
In Fig. 2.18 the sample’s x-ray powder pattern was collected at room temperature
(RT) in a 10 < 2 < 74 range. As can be easily identified by the Bragg reflections (at
the bottom of the figure) corresponding to each phase, a major phase corresponding
to CdMn2O4 and a small a small impurity contribution of CdO are present on the XRD
spectrum.
2.6.3 Orthorhombic rare-earth chromites RCrO3
The RCrO3 (R=Yb, Er, Y, Sm) polycrystalline samples were prepared by solid state
reaction method using high available pure powder component oxides mixed in a stoi-
chiometric ratio and heated supported by high density Al2O3 crucibles (usually) in air,
with several intermediate grinding and fired at a slow heating rate of 5 °C/min in a three
step process (YbCrO3 had an extra step in O2 flow).
In a first step, appropriate amounts of precursor oxides Cr2O3xx and R2O3 (R= Ybxxi,
xviiiCadmium oxide, purity 99.998%,CAS-number:1306 – 19 – 0
xixManganese (III) oxide, purity 99.9%,CAS-number:1317 – 34 – 6
xxChromium(III) oxide, Puratronic, purity 99.97%,CAS-number:1308-38-9
xxiYtterbium (III) oxide, REacton, purity 99.99%,CAS-number:1314-37-0
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Figure 2.18 – Diffraction pattern output of the spinel CdMn2O4 structure at room temperature. Bragg
reflections for CdMn2O4 and CdO.
Figure 2.19 – RCrO3 (R=Yb, Er, Y, Sm) synthesis annealings. Evolution of annealing temperature
with time.
Erxxii, Yxxiii, Smxxiv) were weighed to the nearest milligram in sufficient quantities to give
a 1.0 g sample and mixed in an agate mortar until a fine and homogeneous mixture
was obtained. The resulting powders were then compacted into pellets and fired in a
first heat treatment. This process was repeated two more times until a pure phase was
obtained. The temperature evolution with time of each heat treatment for the different
samples studied is plotted in Fig. 2.19 and summarized in table 2.3 .
All solid state synthesized RCrO3 powders were confirmed to be single phase by
XRD (see Fig. 2.20).
xxiiErbium (III) oxide, Reacton, purity 99.99%,CAS-number:7704-34-9
xxiiiYttrium(III) oxide, REacton, purity 99.99%,CAS-number:1314-36-9
xxivSamarium (III) oxide, REacton, purity 99.99%,CAS-number:12060-58-1
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Table 2.3 – Sintering conditions for polycrystalline chromites RCrO3 (R –– Yb, Er, Y, Sm).
YbCrO3 Temperature (°C) Time (h) Heating Rate (°C/h)
1st Annealing 900 21 300
2nd Annealing 1300 25 300
3rd Annealing 1450 50 300
4rd Annealing 800 18 (O2 flow) 300
ErCrO3 Temperature (°C) Time (h) Heating Rate (°C/h)
1st Annealing 500/800 2/2 300
2nd Annealing 1300 15 300
3rd Annealing 1300 48 300
YCrO3 Temperature (°C) Time (h) Heating Rate (°C/h)
1st Annealing 900 24 300
2nd Annealing 1200 24 300
3rd Annealing 1350 37 300
SmCrO3 Temperature (°C) Time (h) Heating Rate (°C/h)
1st Annealing 900 24 300
2nd Annealing 1200 24 300
3rd Annealing 1300 48 300
Figure 2.20 – Room temperature powder XRD pattern of YbCrO3, ErCrO3, YCrO3 and SmCrO3
samples after the final heat treatment.
CHAPTER 3
Macroscopic and local scale studies on
CdCr2S4 Spinel
3.1 Dynamic off-centering of Cr3+ ions and short-range
magneto-electric clusters in CdCr2S4
The cubic spinel CdCr2S4 gained recently a vivid interest, given the relevance of relaxor-
like dielectric behavior in its paramagnetic phase. By a singular combination of local
probe techniques namely Pair Distribution Function (PDF) and Perturbed Angular Cor-
relation (PAC) we firmly establish that the Cr ion plays the central key role on this exotic
phenomenon, namely through a dynamic off-centering displacement of its coordination
sphere. We further show that this off centering of the magnetic Cr – ion gives rise to a
peculiar entanglement between the polar and magnetic degrees of freedom, stabilizing,
in the paramagnetic phase, short range magnetic clusters, clearly seen in ultra-low field
susceptibility measurements. Moreover, the Landau theory is here used to demonstrate
that a linear coupling between the magnetic and polar order parameters is sufficient to
justify the appearance of magnetic cluster in paramagnetic phase of this compound.
These results give insights on the hotly debated magnetic and polar interaction, setting
a step forward in the reinterpretation of the coupling of different physical degrees of
freedom. For sake of section completeness we review here again the most important
aspects from literature relevant for our analysis. This chapter is based on the published
work [169]: G. N. P. Oliveira, A. M. Pereira, A. M. L. Lopes, J. S. Amaral, A. M. dos San-
tos, Y. Ren, T. M. Mendonça, C. T. Sousa, V. S. Amaral, J. G. Correia, and J. P. Araújo,
Physical Review B 86, 224418 (2012).
3.1.1 Overview
Materials with multifunctional physical properties are crucial for the modern society, es-
pecially those, which display a strong coupling between magnetic and polar degrees of
freedom, the so-called magnetoelectrics. This by far unexploited capability promises
new paradigm-shift technologies for magnetic data storage, high-frequency magnetic
devices, spintronics and micro-electro-mechanical systems [43,351]. However, conven-
tional models and theories cannot explain the strength of this coupling observed in many
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examples of multiferroic materials [26,73]. A complete understanding of these macro-
scopic properties requires a thorough treatment of their atomic-level origins. This cou-
pling is correlated with local distortions, and thus the roles of local polar and mag-
netic clusters must be determined [352]. Particular interest is currently focused on lo-
cal distortions in a class of disordered materials, the relaxor-like ferroelectrics, that
frequently exhibit a competition/coexistence between short-range and long-range or-
ders [353]. CdCr2S4 is among these relaxor-like systems and is one of the rare com-
pounds that exhibits four colossal effects (the magnetocapacitive, electrocapacitive,
electroresistive and magnetoresistive effects) [159]. CdCr2S4 crystallizes in the spinel
structure, with Cd occupying the tetragonal position in the lattice (A – site) and Cr3+ oc-
cupying the octahedral site (B – site) [123] (see Fig. 1.11).
The discovery of dielectric relaxational dynamics above the Curie temperature (TC),
which is responsible for the strongly increased dielectric permittivity of CdCr2S4, has
driven an intense debate in the research community [128,160].
Hemberger et al [128] described CdCr2S4 as a multiferroic relaxor, due to the ob-
served relaxor-like dielectric properties and colossal magnetocapacitance (surpassing
500%). However, Catalan et al [160] argued that the observed results could originate from
a conductive artifact. They went further, arguing that the polarization hysteresis loops
published by Hemberger et al [128] had an uncharacteristic ferroelectric shape and that in
fact it resembled more those of a lossy dielectric, like in the case of some semiconduct-
ing thiospinels. Furthermore, they point out that just the fact that the larger “remanent”
polarization in comparison to the pyroelectric one, should suffice to question the validity
of the results, because the switchable polarization must always be smaller than the pyro-
electric polarization. Here, the observed pyroelectric polarizations were relatively small
for any proper ferroelectric (0.05–0.07 C cm–2), and were in accordance with thermally
stimulated discharge of space-charge injected during poling.
Hemberger et al were able to counter point each of these arguments, however the
doubt about the ferroelectric character of CdCr2S4 would linger among the scientific
community and the origin for the intrinsic multiferroic behavior still undisclosed.
First-principles calculations excluded softening of the polar modes as a possible
origin of the anomalous dielectric behavior [119]. Other models proposed that the spin-
driven polar moments originated from the off-centering of the Cr3+ ions [128]. Sun et
al [161] observed a glassy dipolar state near TC and a ferroelectric ordering near TP 
56 K. The Fd Ý3m space group of the overall crystal structure forbids the existence of
ferroelectric order, but Gnezdilov et al. recently suggested a symmetry reduction below
TC from the Fd Ý3m to the F Ý43m non-centrosymmetric space group, which permits the
existence of electric dipoles. Interestingly, the discovery of phonon anomalies at TF <
130 K by means of Raman light scattering suggested that the electronic polarizability
was enhanced by the Cr – S distance and respective bond hybridization [163].
Still shrouded is the origin of the strong coupling of magnetization and dielectric per-
mittivity in this compound. As pointed out, the relaxation dynamics of the polar moments
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is accelerated below TC [129], but it remains to be clarified what is the microscopic origin
of the detected relaxation dynamics and why the dynamics couples so strongly to the
magnetic order parameter. A coupling via exchange-striction, i.e., volume changes aris-
ing from the magnetic exchange energy seems possible [129]. The onset of spin order
leads to a softening of the lattice thereby reducing the energy barriers against dipolar re-
orientation and thus enhancing the mean relaxation rate. As an alternative explanation
one could also consider a magnetic-field-induced variation of charge-carrier mobility or
density. Though much scientific effort has been dedicated to unveil the nature of such
effects and to settle multiferroism in this system, the understanding of these phenom-
ena requires an adequate description of the structural, magnetic and charge degrees of
freedom.
Several studies on this topic are available, but the origin of this peculiar dynamic
dielectric regime above TC remains unexplained, and detailed local structural character-
ization and local probe techniques can provide insights into this phenomenon. Herein,
we use Pair Distribution Function analysis of x-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data to
directly study the local environment of the Cr3+ ion. This study is combined with a
hyperfine local probe technique, Perturbed Angular Correlation, which examines the
properties and dynamics of the atomic-scale distortions. Spin-lattice correlations are
evaluated through low-field magnetization measurements and are phenomenologically
described using a modified Landau theory model including a magneto-electric coupling
term.
3.1.2 Experimental Details
The CdCr2S4 polycrystalline samples were synthesized by solid state reaction in a dou-
ble evacuated quartz ampoule. Several firings were required in order to obtain a single
crystallographic phase. The sample’s crystallographic structure and lattice parameters
have been attained. Room temperature X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) using a Rietveld
refinement, has confirmed the presence of a single Fd Ý3m phase [116,122].
The scattering experiments for PDF analysis were performed on Beamline 11-ID-C
at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory, over the temperature
range 80 – 220 K. Fourier transforms (Ft) were computed using PDFgetX2, and the
fits were performed using PDFfit2 [346]. We used the PDF method to obtain the precise
structure and size information of atomic structure which is based on the probability of
finding pairs of atoms in the material at distance r, given by G(r) (see Eq. 2.34). G(r)
is the scattering-length weight measure of the apart obtained via Fourier transform of
the reduced total scattering structure function obtained from the combination of Eq. 2.35
and Eq. 2.36:
G(r) = 2

 1
Qmin
Q[S(Q) – 1] sin(Qr)dQ, (3.1)
where S(Q) is the structure function obtained after correction and normalization of the
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diffracted intensity from the sample and Q is the magnitude of the scattering vector. r
was calculated using the Eq. 2.37 defined in subsection 2.5.2.
We used PAC technique to study the electrical field gradient (EFG) and magnetic hy-
perfine field (Bhf) at an atomic level, specifically at the Cr and Cd site in this work. The
111In and117Cd isotopes used were produced in the Isotope Separator On-Line (ISOLDE)
CERN Genebra, by ion implantation at 30 keV. To perform the local probe measure-
ments by PAC technique, a six detector spectrometer (BaF2) in the temperature range
from 300 K to 10 K was used. After the implantation an annealing was performed to
the samples in an evacuated quartz ampoule with a sulphur excess. The annealing
was performed during 20 minutes at a temperature of 500 C (793 K). These annealing
conditions have been previously shown to be ideal to allow the system to recover from
the implantation damage and keep the sample properties unchanged [122].
PAC experimental anisotropy function R(t) fit was performed by numerical diagonal-
ization of the interaction Hamiltonian [292,354]. When in the diagonalized form the EFG
principal component Vzz and the axial symmetry parameter () fully characterize the
EFG tensor [292]. In case of a static electric quadrupole interaction, considering the rela-
tion between the three components of the EFG tensor (see Eq. 2.19) and the asymme-
try parameter  (see Eq. 2.20) the perturbation factor for polycrystalline samples can be
described as a sum of oscillatory terms and considering the effect of a Lorentzian EFG
distribution of relative width  (defined in Eq. 2.25):
Gkk(t) = Sk0 +
X
n
Skn cos(!nt)e–!nt . (3.2)
The frequencies represented by !n are those of the transition frequencies between
the hyperfine levels created when a nuclear state is split by the hyperfine interaction (in
the case of 111Cd the intermediate level is characterized by nuclear spin momentum of
I = 5/2). The quadrupole interaction splits this level into three sub-levels and thus in the
Fts we observe a triplet of frequencies (!1, !2, !3 = !1 + !2) for each non-vanishing
EFG distribution present in the system). For a static interaction the anisotropy function
obtained experimentally, can be written as
R(t) =
X
AkkGkk(t) (3.3)
where Akk are the angular correlation coefficients of the nuclear decay cascade and Gkk
contains the perturbation of the angular correlation. In the case of a dynamic electric
quadrupole interaction a different approach is required to characterize the perturbed
angular correlation oscillations amplitude. When the characteristic time of the electric
field gradient fluctuation is of the same order of magnitude of PAC time scale, the model
of random phase approximation is adopted [355]. In this case, considering the additional
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term e–t, the perturbation factor for each electric field gradient can be described by:
Gkk(t) = e–t *,Sk0 +
X
n
Skn cos(!nt)e–!nt+- , (3.4)
where  is related to the EFG fluctuation rate [356].
Low-field DC magnetization measurements were performed using a commercial
magnetometer (MPMS from Quantum Design) over the temperature range 5 – 370 K
in a field cooling procedure [357] (see section 2.3.2).
3.1.3 Results and Discussion
3.1.3.1 Structure characterization
The high quality XRD pattern of the CdCr2S4 final sample was analyzed by Le Bail
refinement (applying a pseudo-voigt function to fit the peak shape), allowing the de-
termination of the space group and cell parameters. Next the full Rietveld refinement
was performed and parameters like the atomic positions, isothermic vibration factor and
atomic site occupancy were determined. Figure 3.1 presents the observed pattern (red
dots), calculated (black solid line), reflections of the correspondent phases (green tick
marks) and fit deviation (blue solid line in the bottom) of the resulting Rietveld refine-
ment. The fit deviation line shows the good quality of the performed refinement.
Figure 3.1 – Rietveld fit of XRD pattern of CdCr2S4.
The XRD pattern was fitted with only one phase corresponding to the space group
Fd Ý3m [116,122] expected for the chalcogenide spinel CdCr2S4. The refinement parame-
ters obtained are summarized in table 4.2.1, allowing to verify the high quality sample,
and that the lattice parameters are also in a good agreement in those found in the lit-
erature [116,122]. A good way of following and guide a Rietveld profile is by observing
the graphical representation given in Fig. 3.1, minimizing the difference between the
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experimental and calculated profile. A more quantitative way of doing so is following
the reliability factors (RP; Rwp; Rexp) follow the evolution of the fit. As can be seen in ta-
ble 3.1 the profile, the weighted-profile and experimental reliability factors are present.
It can be observed by the low value of the 2 = 3.51 the goodness of the fit, where
2 = Rwp/Rexp.
Table 3.1 – Summary of obtained structural parameters and atomic positions for CdCr2S4 system at
room temperature.
Space Group Fd3m
Unit Cell a = b = c =10.23234(17)
V (Å3) 1071.334(31)
Z 8
N. Points 4993
Effective 2 10-90
N. Refined Param. 15
RP; Rwp ; Rexp 4.54; 4.77; 2.80
2 3.51
Atom x y z Biso Occ
Cd 0.12500(0) 0.12500(0) 0.12500(0) 1.699(44) 0.233(313)
Cr 0.50000(0) 0.12500(0) 0.12500(0) 1.699(44) 0.233(313)
S 0.26478(16) 0.26478(16) 0.26478(16) 2.081(16) 0.993(99)
Atomic positions: Cd: 8a (1/8, 1/8, 1/8); Cr: 16b (1/2, 1/2, 1/2); S: 32c (x, y, z)
3.1.3.2 Polar nanodomains
Relaxor materials are most of the times identified by a key feature, which is the appear-
ance of a broad temperature (TM) and frequency dependent maximum of the dielectric
permittivity (T,!), as well as the absence of long-range ferroelectric order in zero field
at any temperature [358]. Another relaxor property feature is an extremely slow relax-
ation below TM, which indicates the onset of relaxor freezing behavior. The characteris-
tic relaxation time diverges at the freezing temperature TF according to the well-known
Vogel–Fulcher relation:
 = 0 exp
"
Ea
k
 
T – TF
 # , (3.5)
where 0 represents the inverse attempt frequency, Ea the activation energy, and TF the
Vogel–Fulcher or freezing temperature. For obvious reasons, Eq. 3.5 only makes sense
for T < TF. A typical empirical method used to analyze the dielectric permittivity (T,!)
is to consider the dielectric maximum temperature T = TM as a function of frequency.
One may then define a relaxation time  = 1/! , which is found to satisfy the above
Vogel–Fulcher relation [359]. However, in this thesis we used a Vogel–Fulcher law repre-
sentation of the reciprocal dielectric permittivity maximum peak position as a function of
temperature for extracting the freezing temperature. For that we started by measuring
the complex dielectric permittivity as a function of temperature and frequency.
The temperature dependence of the complex dielectric permittivity obtained in the
10 K to 300 K temperature range for 500 kHz, 1 and 5 MHz frequencies (applied field
1 V/m) are shown in Fig. 3.2 (a) and 3.2 (b), real and imaginary parts, respectively.
Besides the small increase on the complex dielectric permittivity  at TC, a broad
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Figure 3.2 – Temperature dependence of real (a) and complex (b) part of complex dielectric permit-
tivity. The CdCr2S4 sample was measured to a frequency of 500 kHz, 1 and 5 MHz.
frequency-dependent peak in the temperature-dependent dielectric susceptibility (–1 =
4–1) is observed. This peak shift appears between TM  150 and 250 K which is
consistent with a report from literature [128]. In that work a freezing temperature of 150 K
was estimate. This behavior was attribute to the controversial presence of ferroelectric
relaxor strongly correlated to typical strong dispersion effects that are many times as-
sociated with the freezing of ferroelectric clusters [128]. Nevertheless, in the reciprocal
1/′ (not shown), a strong deviation from the expected Curie-Weiss law for paraelectric
systems is observed as well as anomalies in the imaginary part (see Fig. 3.2). These
features are signatures of a dynamic freezing (at T = 130 K) or a glass-like transition in
CdCr2S4 unraveling the presence of polar nanodomains (see Fig. 3.3) [128,129,160].
Figure 3.3 – Vogel-Fulcher Law representation of the reciprocal dielectric permittivity maximum peak
position as a function of temperature.
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3.1.3.3 Off-centering of Cr atoms
A representative experimental PDF of CdCr2S4, collected at 80 K (blue dots), is de-
picted in Fig. 3.4 along with the corresponding refinement fit beginning with cubic spinel
symmetry (Fd Ý3m) [349] (red line) and the residual curve (green). For the complete set of
temperatures where experimental PDF were collected see Appendix A.
Figure 3.4 – PDF of the spinel CdCr2S4 structure at 80 K.
Refinements of similar quality were obtained from the data analyses at different tem-
peratures, and the lattice parameters obtained at room temperature are in agreement
with findings from previous reports [123]. The T dependences of the lattice parameters,
[a(T)], obtained from the Rietveld refinement of the PDFs are depicted in Fig. 3.5.
From the date presented in Fig. 3.5, three distinct regimes were observed over the
temperature range 80 – 220 K. For T > 130 K, a(T) exhibits the conventional linear con-
traction with cooling as can be observed in Fig. 3.5 (a). This monotonic trend reverses
at TF  130 K, where the material begins to exhibit negative thermal expansion, as has
been previously observed [123,360]. In 1976, Göbel [154] observed that the lattice param-
eter in CdCr2S4 expanded anomalous with decreasing temperature, however this was
only reported to happen below TC. This negative thermal expansion regime exists within
a narrow temperature range, and the negative coefficient of expansion reaches a maxi-
mum at TPM  115 K before the material returns to the typical thermal contraction regime
at lower temperatures. This anomalous thermal behavior is unequivocally indicative of
a local structural distortion [341]. In Fig. 3.5 (b), we present the temperature dependence
of the isotropic atomic displacement parameter (ADPs [Uiso]) of the Cr3+ site and Cd
and S [inset of Fig. 3.5 (b)], which were refined from the undistorted model. A linear
behavior for the Cd and S atoms was observed over the entire temperature range, and
no significant deviations from the Einstein Model (EM) (dashed lines in Fig. 3.5 (b)) were
observed in the ADPs (see inset of Fig. 3.5 (b)), whereas for Cr atom it is only observed
for T > 160 K. A deviation from the EM is observed for T < 160 K and is more pro-
nounced at TF = 130 K. In fact, previous Raman scattering experiments also indicated
pronounced anomalies in the intensities and frequencies of optical phonon modes that
arose at the same temperature, and these anomalies are consistent with our PDF mea-
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Figure 3.5 – Tendency of PDF output parameters.. (a) The temperature-dependent lattice parameters.
(b) Isotropic ADPs of the Cr atom; inset:Isotropic ADPs of the Cd and S atoms. (c) Amplitude of the
local Cr off-centering. (d) Schematic representation of the local environment of Cr3+ as a function of
temperature based on our findings.
surements [163]. This finding is consistent with the appearance of random Cr3+ off-center
displacements that do not break the cubic symmetry at temperatures below T [341]. The
temperature dependence of the amplitude of the Cr off-centering displacements (r) is
presented in Fig. 3.5 (c), using Eq. 2.37. A maximum value of 0.012 Å was obtained
and is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.6.
The observed displacement amplitude is one order of magnitude lower than that
observed in ferroelectric BaTiO3 [342] (r = 0.24 Å and P = 30 C/cm2) and the more
recently observed value in chalcogenide compounds (PbTe) [341], where off-centering
displacements of Pb2+ were observed using the same technique. The displacement
obtained here is in good agreement with the lower values of polarization observed for
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Figure 3.6 – Schematic representation of the local environment of Cr3+ as a function of temperature
based on this work.
the CdCr2S4 system (r = 0.012 Å and P = 0.075 C/cm2) [160].
3.1.3.4 Cr atoms local dynamics
In order to understand the nature of these displacements at the atomic scale we per-
formed PAC measurements, that is an excellent tool to probe and study the phenomena
present at a microscopic level.
Figure 3.7 – PAC spectra collected at different temperatures.
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The experimental R(t) anisotropy function (blue points on the left) and the respective
Ft (red lines on the right) as functions of temperature (294 K > T > 92 K) were obtained
using the PAC technique and are depicted in Fig. 3.7. Two coexisting local environments
were observed from the 111Cd probes at the Cd (30 %) and Cr (70 %) sites (111Cd probe
is fed by the 111In radioactive decay [111In!111Cd]). These results are consistent with
a previous work by Samokhvalov et al. [122] where the same probes distribution among
the Cd and Cr site were obtained. The authors verified that the ratio between the part
of probes with non-cubic and with cubic surroundings can be changed by a thermal
treatment of the sample. Quenching of the sample in H2O would freeze the distribution
of the probes between two nonequivalent sites (44% A-site and 56% in the Cr-site).
However a normal cooling (quench to air) would maximize the percentage of probes in
the non-cubic site, i.e the Cr site. This was the procedure adopted in our experiments.
The authors, further justify their results based on the comparison between the theo-
retical (first principles calculations) and experimental electric field gradient and magnetic
hyperfine fields values obtained. Additionally, they show the validity of their findings by
combining the results of a set of different isotopes. The set of probes have the same PAC
intermediate state, therefore giving a sustained background for this claim. In this way,
our fits at T > 200 K, included two static EFG distributions. EFG1 is characterized by an
observable frequency, !01 = 68(2) Mrad/s (Vzz = 3.6(2)1021 V/m2), and an asymmetry
parameter,  = 0.10(5), characteristic of an EFG with a small deviation from axial sym-
metry as expected for probes at the Cr site [122]. EFG2 is characterized by an extremely
broad frequency distribution with !02  0 Mrad/s, which is associated with probes at
the Cd cubic site. At T < 200 K, the R(t) and Ft plots are visibly altered, particularly
between 119 K and 92 K where R(t) becomes increasingly damped as the temperature
decreases. This increased damping of the R(t) spectra is attributed to time-dependent
interactions [170], i.e., EFG fluctuations within the PAC timescale (1s>  > 1 ns;  -
characteristic fluctuation time) [361]. This effect can be modeled by including a dynamic
attenuation parameter () in the standard static fit function [361] (as introduced in Eq. 3.4).
Figure 3.8 presents the fit results at different temperatures; the fraction of each EFG,
the asymmetry parameter and the fundamental frequency are shown at top, middle and
bottom, respectively. Other than the increase of the dynamic attenuation parameter
associated with EFG1 (Cr site), no changes were observed in either EFG.
As shown in Fig. 3.9, the temperature dependence of the natural logarithm of the
dynamic attenuation parameter follows an Arrhenius law with an activation energy of
Ea = 0.1 eV [362]. The PAC measurements revealed that the Cr site experiences ultra-
slow dynamics ( > 1 ns) in the 92 – 119 K temperature range, while no change was
observed in the local environment of the Cd site (the local symmetry remains cubic).
These results are in agreement with a model in which the Cr ions hop between equiv-
alent potential energy minima towards an order-disorder-like type phase transition [363]
occurring below TC similarly to what is observed in lead chalcogenides [341]. Additional
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Figure 3.8 – EFG temperature dependent parameters in the CdCr2S4 system.
Figure 3.9 – PAC dynamic attenuation parameter characteristic of probes at the Cr site as a function
of the inverse temperature.
measurements using the 117Cd!117In probe (117Cd probe replaces only the Cd position)
corroborate these results (see Fig. 3.10).
Figure 3.10 depicts representative PAC spectra, Fourier transforms and correspond-
ing fits, obtained from RT to 13 K temperature range for the 117Cd probe in the CdCr2S4
system. Our results (in accordance with previous one [122]) in the 91 K to RT temper-
ature range, paramagnetic state, show only a time independent EFG, characteristic of
an A – site substitution. Knowing the A – site has local cubic environment, then a null
EFG should be expected. However, experimentally it is common to observe instead
a large EFG distribution around zero, like in the present case. Note that, in T > 91 K
temperature range no changes are observed, in the R(t) spectra. Whereas an “expo-
nential” damping of the R(t) function would be expected if a dynamic interaction was
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Figure 3.10 – RepresentativeR(t) functions, corresponding fits and respective Fourier transform taken
at different temperatures for the 117Cd probe.
present in a certain range of temperatures. Furthermore, the PAC technique is majorly
sensitive to nearest neighbors. In this way, Cr and Cd local environment will be mostly
affected by the Cr – S and Cd – S bonds respectively. Thus, the absence of changes in
the R(t) spectra above TC points for the fact that no dynamic distortions occur around
the Cd site. Therefore, the dynamics distortions observed in the previous results (using
the 111In probe) can be exclusively attributed to the B – site. In the ferromagnetic state,
as expected [122], the presence of a single magnetic interaction having a high Larmor
frequency is observed.
The combined analysis of the PDF and PAC results indicates that the dynamic Cr3+
off-center displacements occur well above TC (T < T). Furthermore, the average size
of the randomly oriented dipoles (formed by the off-centering of the Cr ions) increases
as the temperature decreases and saturates at TPM (see Fig. 3.6). The onset of the
dynamic slowing-down of these entities is also observed at approximately TPM. These
ultra-slow dynamics exhibit the signatures of a phase transition with order-disorder fea-
tures and eventually result in the recently reported Fd Ý3m to non-centrosymmetric F Ý43m
phase transition [163]. In fact, a recent LSDA + U calculation suggests that the origin
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of the observed relaxor behavior in CdCr2S4 is distinct from a displacive polar soft
mode [119], which was experimentally verified using far-infrared analysis [124].
3.1.3.5 Short Range Magnetic Clusters of Cr atoms
Because the Cr3+ ions are magnetic ions, displacements of these atoms should produce
macroscopic anomalies in the magnetization properties. In fact, in the very low field
measurements (H < 103 Oe), we observed a step-like behavior in the temperature de-
pendence of the reciprocal susceptibility (–1 = H/M) that has not yet been reported [de-
picted in Fig. 3.11 (a)]. This step occurs in the temperature range between the ordering
temperature TC  86 K and TPM  116 K. This feature in the paramagnetic (PM) regime
indicates the presence of short-range magnetic clusters (SRMC) [357]. As H increases,
–1(T) tends to have only one plateau [see Fig. 3.11 (a)], and the magnetic susceptibility
data at H  100 Oe shows a trend nearly identical to that of the high-temperature data.
Nevertheless, we highlight that even at T  TC and H > 100 Oe, some small curva-
ture in –1 is still observable, which indicates that a cooperative short-range process
is still present up to T  160 K [see inset in Fig. 3.11 (a)]. These observations are in
agreement with the PDF results, which indicate that the Cr atomic displacement seem-
ingly persists up to T. Above this temperature, –1(T) enters a nearly linear regime,
and an effective paramagnetic moment of eff = 4.15 B/Cr can be determined [see
inset in Fig. 3.11 (a)]. This value is higher than the expected value of 3.87 B/Cr3+(half-
filled lower t2g triplet with a spin S = 3/2 and g = 1.984, as measured by Berzhansky
et al. [364].), demonstrating the presence of short-range magnetic correlations even at
higher temperatures.
In fact, SRMC has been in the origin of exhibited complex magnetic behavior in dif-
ferent materials. Haines et al. showed that this was the case in the electronic origin
of 3d transition metals Fe, Co, and Ni [365]. Greedan et al. studying the relatively sim-
ple material LiMnO2 observed that crystallographic distortions due to the presence of
the Jahn-Teller ion Mn3+, result in a Mn sub-lattice of folded and distorted hexagonal
layers that per se result in short-range magnetic correlations [366]. YBaCo4O7, Fe  – 
transition, R5(SixGe1 – x)4 (R –– Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho), just to name some, have also shown that
SRMO plays an important role in defining their magnetic properties and therefore defin-
ing the systems multiferroic properties [367–370].
The observed SRMC are dependent on the magnetic field, which results in differ-
ent –1(T) slopes that correspond to different magnetic cluster sizes [357]. Applying a
Curie-Weiss Law in the TC < T < TPM region, a eff = 4.1 B/Cr for H = 103 Oe and
9.4 B/Cr for H = 1 Oe were obtained. This result demonstrates that only a small num-
ber of ions are involved in the SRMC, which is in agreement with the correlation length
of 5.3 Å obtained from the PDF data (at T = 100 K, where the Cr off-centering has its
maximum). This result was obtained by using the method described by Xiangyun Qiu et
al considering the Cr – Cr(Cd,S) bond lengths [371]. This magnetic effect overcomes the
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mysterious behavior previously observed using ESR, for which a polaron-like mecha-
nism was suggested [372]. The atomic displacements of the Cr3+ ions lead to correlated
polar and magnetic effects in the para-magnetic/electric regime and indicate the pres-
ence of a polar-magnetic coupling. Comparing the effect of a magnetic field unveiled by
our results and those in ref. 128 (Fig. 2b) one observes that the magnetic and dielectric
responses seem to oppose each other, i.e. whereas magnetic clustering decreases with
the magnetic field, the low-frequency dielectric response is enhanced by it [128]. This re-
sult suggests that the Cr ions in a cluster tend to displace towards each other to enhance
their coupling at low fields, while larger fields cause the ions to become displaced in a
uniform direction, producing an increased dielectric permittivity.
Figure 3.11 – Magnetic reciprocal susceptibility of CdCr2S4. (a) –1(T) at different applied magnetic
fields 1 – 101 Oe; Inset: –1(T) measured upon heating and with H = 103 Oe. (b) –1(T) resulting
from theoretical calculations of the phase transitions using the Landau theory, considering a linear
magneto-electric coupling.
3.1.3.6 Landau modeling of P-M coupling
In a typical Landau theory free energy expansion (G), (considering the simplest form of
magnetoelectric coupling for a multiferroic system with different ordering temperatures
for the magnetic (TC) and electric polarization (T
0
C) components, under null applied elec-
tric field), in powers of magnetization (M) and polarization (P), including magneto-electric
coupling terms (PM) up to the second order (spin-lattice coupling) and ferroic behavior
for both order parameters, the free energy is given by:
G = 12A
 
T – TC

M2 + 14BM
4 + 12A
0  T – TPM P2 + 14B0P4 – MH – PE – PM (3.6)
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where A,B,A0,B0 and  are constants, E is the electric field, TC is the macroscopic
ferromagnetic ordering temperature (86 K) and TPM is the temperature value at which
the multiferroic clusters emerge, i.e., the Cr ion distortion is close to its maximum.
By minimizing the free energy in respect to P(dG/dP = 0), we obtain the dependence
of the equilibrium value of P on M:
P =
*,27MB02 +
r
108

T – T0C
3
A03B03 + 7292M2B04)+-
1/3
3  21/3B0 –
–
21/3(T – T0C)A
0
*,27MB02 +
r
108

T – T0C
3
A03B03 + 7292M2B04+-
1/3 . (3.7)
Which can then be expressed as an expansion in M, resulting on a modified –HM
term,
which acts as an effective magnetic field that is non-zero for T < T0C, resulting in
non-zero magnetization values for TC < T < T
0
C. This explains the downturn of the in-
verse susceptibility values at T  T0C, which becomes progressively less relevant for
increasing external applied magnetic fields. An immediate conclusion from this formu-
lation (Eq. 3.6) is that a non-zero magnetization value for TC < T < TPM can emerge as
a consequence of magneto-electric coupling. The order of the coupling term will affect
the general properties of these dependencies, which will be visible in the –1(T) plots
when only the terms with a linear dependency on M are considered. Behavior similar to
that of the experimental –1(T) is reproduced [see Fig. 3.11 (b)] when simulating with the
applied magnetic field values (and E = 0). Numerical values for the A and B coefficients
were obtained by fitting the Arrott plots of the magnetization data for H > 1 kOe. The A0
and B0 coefficients were chosen to produce  10 C/cm2 values of P, as an estimate
of the local polarization [128]. The resulting value of the linear magneto-electric coeffi-
cient is then   1  10–2 mV/(cm Oe), which is within the typical range of single-phase
multiferroics [26]. A similar behavior of the inverse magnetic susceptibility is achieved
considering the magnetoelectric coupling term as proportional to P2M. If the magneto-
electric coupling dependence is in higher orders of M, the –HM term of the free energy
expansion is unaffected, and so the low-field susceptibility behavior does not reproduce
the same characteristic behavior observed in the experimental measurements.
These findings provide evidence for a scenario in which a magneto-electric cou-
pling is present (magnetization$polarization) and the magnetic and electric anomalies
arise from the Cr3+ displacement, in accord with our findings. Note that these abnor-
mal reciprocal susceptibility features have also been observed in other compounds that
present strong interplay between the lattice and spin degrees of freedom (R5[Si, Ge]4
and La[Sr, Ca]MO) [357,370,373,374]; thus, a similar analysis may explain these observa-
tions.
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3.1.4 Conclusions
In summary, our experimental PDF, PAC and M(T) results demonstrate the existence of
a dynamic state caused by the presence of simultaneous polar and magnetic nanoclus-
ters, indicating that the system exhibits a birelaxor nature. Our results are consistent
with a model in which the effects described in the recent literature arise from atomic
displacements of Cr3+ ions occurring well above the magnetic ordering temperature.
Our combined analysis clearly reveals that the increase in the average size of randomly
oriented dipoles saturates at TPM, concomitantly with the onsets of their dynamic slow-
ing and the Cr3+ – Cr3+ magnetic correlations. Finally, we further demonstrate that an
ultra-slow Cr3+ displacement dynamics precedes the recently reported Fd Ý3m to non-
centrosymmetric F Ý43m phase transition, suggesting its order-disorder-type origin. This
Cr3+ dynamic off-centering is intrinsically entangled with the formation of local dipoles
and is also responsible for the observed magnetic correlations between adjacent Cr3+
neighbors. We further confirm this coupling of electric and magnetic orders by modeling
the peculiar low-field –1(T) measurements using Landau theory with a linear magneto-
electric term. We believe that this is a step forward in understanding the exotic behavior
of (bi)relaxor systems and their entanglement with lattice distortions.
3.2 Unveiling the nature of local clusters in CdCr2S4
through hydrostatic pressure
The results of DC magnetization and X-ray diffraction measurements under hydrostatic
pressure are presented for the CdCr2S4 spinel compound. Magnetization measure-
ments were performed in a polycrystalline sample up to 14 kbar in the 30 – 220 K tem-
perature range. At low applied magnetic fields a susceptibility anomalous behavior,
associated to magnetic clusters, persists up to 14 kbar. The magnetic transition tem-
peratures TC and TPM response in the opposite directions but with the same slope, i.e.
the higher the pressure, the lower the TC, and the higher the TPM. The x-ray diffraction
spectra acquired under pressure show a direct relation between the lattice parameters
variation and that of the Cr – Cr distance whereas the angles in the Cr octahedral be-
tween Cr and S atoms remain constant. Furthermore, the monotonic X-ray diffraction
spectra acquired under pressure reveals the same origin of the observed anomalous
susceptibility behavior: an pressure enhanced antiferromagnetic coupling between Cr-
Cr. Clearly the CdCr2S4 magnetic properties are strongly sensitive to pressure vari-
ations and the Cr local distortions observed in this compound promote a competition
between direct antiferromagnetic and superexchange ferromagnetic interactions within
such short-range magnetic clusters. The competition between the superexchange ferro-
magnetic interaction in the Cr octahedral between Cr and S atoms with the pressure en-
hanced antiferromagnetism results in the lower TC under pressure, while the enhanced
antiferromagnetic direct exchange in the short-range antiferromagnetic clusters in the
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paramagnetic matrix results in the higher TPM (increase of temperature span over which
the clusters are observed). For sake of section completeness we review here again the
most important aspects from literature relevant for our analysis. This chapter is based
on the submitted work: G. N. P. Oliveira, A. M. dos Santos, Z. Gai, G. Halder, J. P.
Araújo, A. M. L. Lopes and A. M. Pereira., Submitted to Applied Physics Letters (2016).
3.2.1 Overview
Nowadays there is a high demand for materials with multifunctional physical properties.
They promise novel applications, especially those which display a strong coupling be-
tween magnetic and electric orders, the so-called magnetoelectric. [43,128] A complex
interplay between electronic, magnetic, and lattice degrees of freedom is usually at
the base of the peculiar properties exhibited by magnetoelectric materials. [128] Con-
sequently promising technologies for magnetic data storage, high-frequency magnetic
devices, spintronics, and micro-electromechanical systems are being explored. [43,351]
Among such complex magnetic materials one finds the system ACr2X4 spinels (A=
Zn, Cd, Hg; X= O, S, Se) with their unique physico-chemical properties. [132,375] In these
Cr based systems, the lattice constant increase with the A-site cation radius, leading to
a change of the magnetic properties such as a variation Curie-Weiss temperature (CW)
from negative to positive values due to the enhancement of the ferromagnetic (FM) ex-
change interactions over the antiferromagnetic (AFM) ones. The same is true when
going from the smaller oxides to the larger chalcogenide spinels. [146] This reveals that
in ACr2X4 family of compounds a strong competition between FM and AFM interactions
exist inclusively inducing bond frustration in the oxides. [376,377] Additionally, significant
spin-phonon coupling is active in these systems near their magnetic ordering temper-
atures. [126] For example, in the case of A –– Hg and in the AFM state is responsible for
the occurrence of a magneto structural transition [146,377]. Finally, a close connection
between the local structure and macroscopic electrical polarization is observed for the
magnetoelectric members of this family, special for CdCr2S4. [169,378]
In the ACr2X4 spinels, the Cr ion presents a 3d3 configuration where the electrons
occupy the three lower t2g orbitals in the octahedral site, and an almost complete quench
of the orbital angular momentum is observed (L  0). Thus, the Cr ion is the only ion
that mainly contributes to magnetism. The magnetic properties of these materials result
essentially from direct and indirect exchange interactions of Cr3+ ions. [121,379] In the
case of X –– O, the magnetic state at low temperatures is AFM, as the direct overlap of
the t2g orbitals dominate (AFM direct Cr3+-Cr3+ interaction). Here the superexchange
arising from Cr-O-Cr is weak (FM interaction due to 90 between Cr-O-Cr). [376] On the
other side the chalcogenide spinels with X=S, where the distance between the Cr3+ ions
is larger than in the case with X –– O, the superexchange interaction becomes stronger,
leading to a FM ground state (e.g. TC '84.6 K in CdCr2S4). [377]
Hemberger et al discovered a dielectric relaxational dynamics above the Curie tem-
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perature (TC), which was responsible for a strong increase of the dielectric permittivity
of CdCr2S4. [128] Further studies using LSDA+U calculations suggested that the origin
of this relaxor behavior was distinct from a displacive polar soft mode, [119] and this as-
sertion was later experimentally verified using far-infrared analysis. [124]
In fact, in our previous work on CdCr2S4, we found a dynamic off-centering of the
Cr3+ ions through the combined use of local probe techniques, pair distribution function
and perturbed angular correlation. This off-centering fosters the entanglement between
the polar and magnetic orders stabilizing, in the paramagnetic phase at  116 K (TPM),
in short-range magnetic clusters. [169] These distortions lead to a local symmetry lower-
ing where a local non-centrosymmetric space group sets in (Fd3m to F43m) supporting
a multiferroic behavior. The abnormal thermal expansion behaviour, the broadening
of the x-ray peaks and the phonon anomalies at TF <130 K further suggests that the
electronic polarizability is enhanced by the Cr-S bond hybridization and thus supporting
this claim. [128,133,159,160,380] More recently Kitani et al showed with magnetization un-
der low field and ac susceptibility measurements in the CdCr2S4 that the ferromagnetic
phase showed signs of spin-glass-like behavior, even though it is often regarded as a
conventional ferromagnet. [377]
The tight coupling between structural, vibrational, magnetic, and charge degrees
of freedom in these materials, makes external pressure an appealing route for tuning
CdCr2S4 physical properties. Measuring the pressure dependence of the magnetic tran-
sition temperature will give insights about the ordering mechanism and its relationship to
the electronic structure (e.g. disordered local moments coupled with frustration mech-
anisms). [381] In fact, external pressure is an efficient method to control the material’s
structure and consequently overlap between electron orbitals. A shift and/or split of the
energy levels and changes in exchange interaction strength in response to pressure
variations does occur. [382] When compared to chemical pressure (sequence of chemi-
cal substitutions) external pressure, is a cleaner tool as it avoid substitutional induced
disorder and spurious effects due to the use of multiple samples of different composi-
tions. Indeed, several studies report structural and electronic transitions under pressure
for various Cr-based spinels. [146,379,382–384] Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge,
studies on the relaxor-like temperature regime are not yet reported.
In this framework, the present study will focus on the pressure effects on the relaxor
properties and TC, correlating the magnetic and lattice degrees of freedom contributing
to a comprehensive knowledge of this system properties and in particular on those of
the short-range magnetic clusters.
3.2.2 Experimental Details
The CdCr2S4 polycrystalline sample studied in this work was synthesized using a solid-
state reaction in a double evacuated quartz ampoule and its structural and magnetic
characterization at ambient pressure was reported in detail in the previous section [169]
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(see section 3.1).
The magnetization measurements under pressure up to 14 kbar were performed,
while heating, using a clamp-style high pressure cell (BeCu) with a commercial MPMS
Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID). The zero-pressure measure-
ment could not be performed in the pressure cell since a residual pressure has to be
applied at all times in order to seal it. Therefore the data used for the zero-pressure was
obtained using a sample in the standard loading, in a gel capsule.
The pressure values were determined by measuring the shift of the superconducting
transition temperature (in the range of 5 to 7.2 K) of a small piece of lead (Pb) loaded
together with the sample. Silicon oil was used as pressure-transmitting medium. One
should note that the medium presents a much smaller diamagnetic moment when com-
pared to the sample, and that it is constant with temperature, thus not interfering with
the main conclusions of the present work.
The work is focused on the relative variation of the Curie (TC) and polar-magnetic
interaction (TPM) temperatures induced by the external pressure. In order to determine
the TC temperature we have taken the minimum of the temperature derivative of the
magnetic susceptibility ( @@T ), by fitting the obtained curve with a lorenztian function. In
the case of TPM, the second temperature derivative of magnetization was employed to
achieve the same purpose. A constant magnetic field of 3 Oe, was applied during all
the measurements, and after an initial quenching of the superconducting coils.
The room-temperature high-pressure synchrotron powder diffraction measurements
were carried out at beamline 17-BM at the Advanced Photon Source using a 100 m
monochromated x-ray beam at a wavelength of =0.727750 Å. Variable pressure diffrac-
tion data were collected in situ using a Perkin Elmer amorphous-Si flat panel detector
centered on the x-ray beam. The sample-to-detector distance was nominally set at 300
mm, yielding an available 2 scattering angle of 27.5, corresponding to access of Bragg
reflections with d spacing as low as 1.52 Å. The diffractometer geometrical parameters
(such as precise sample-to-detector distance and tilt of the detector) were optimized
with respect to a NIST i a LaB6 (660a) standard.
The CdCr2S4 powdered sample was loaded in a membrane-driven diamond anvil
cell fitted with a pair of 800 m culet diamonds. Gold was added to the sample as a
pressure manometer and silicone oil was used as pressure-transmitting medium.
The pressure values were determined by fitting the measured gold unit cell volume
to a third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state using the parameters V0 =67.850
Å3, B0T =167 GPa, and B00T =5.77, where V0 is the Au primitive cell volume at ambient
conditions, B0T is the bulk modulus, and B0 is its first pressure derivative. [385,386]
Rietveld refinement using Fullprof software package [347] of the X-ray powder diffrac-
tion were performed to determine the sample’s crystallographic structure and lattice
parameters under applied pressure.
iNational Institute of Standards and Technology.
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3.2.3 Results and Discussion
3.2.3.1 Pressure effects on TC and TPM
The magnetization over magnetic field curves as a function of temperature (MH (T) curves)
under different applied hydrostatic pressures (ranging from 0.0 to 14 kbar) are displayed
in Fig. 3.12. These curves measured under high pressures exhibit the similar behavior
to those measured at ambient pressure, as they all show two features, one consistent
with the FM transition, and at higher temperature the deviation from the CW curve that
is ascribed to the cluster formation at TPM. For zero pressure, at  85 K the system un-
dergoes a second order transition from a paramagnetic (PM) into a ferromagnetic (FM)
state. When analyzing the pressure effect, one can clearly identify two main features:
a decrease of TC and a decrease of magnetization magnitude (MH (T)) with increasing
pressure.
Figure 3.12 – Magnetic susceptibility curves at different applied pressures. Solid lines between 20
and 50 K are guides for the eyes. Upper inset: Contour plot of temperature derivative of susceptibility
( @
@T ). Lower inset: Magnetization at 30 K at different applied pressures (The continuous line represent
a 30K =  [1 – |P/P0|2] fit to the data points, with  = 0.019(2) emu Oe–1 and P0 = 26(1) k bar).
The evolution of TC, towards low temperatures with pressure increase is well patent
in the contour plot representation of the first derivative of the magnetization data (see
Fig. 3.12 upper inset).
Portrayed on the lower inset of Fig. 3.12 is the MH value taken at 30 K for the different
applied pressures. A magnetization significant reduction of about 33% can be observed
when reaching a pressure of about 14 kbar. Since the magnetic field was kept constant
for all measurements, the magnetization loss is an intrinsic magnetic effect and not an
artifact due to the experimental procedure (H = const during all measurements). Addi-
tionally we observe that below TC, specifically between 20 and 50 K, the MH (T) curves
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slope varies from negative to positive, with increasing pressures. The negative slope
(characteristic of FM) is observed for pressures .12.5 kbar, whereas a change to a
positive one (characteristic of AFM) is observed for pressures &12.9 kbar. Due to the
pressure rating of this cell we were not able to further increase pressure to further verify
this trend.
A possible explanation for the observed results near TC can be given by considering
the exchange interactions responsible for the magnetic behavior in spinels, in particular,
the competition between FM/AFM interactions. Indeed, in the cases where two different
interactions are present, TC can be defined as: [387]
TC =
2
3
S(S + 1)
kB
 
z2JFM – z1JAFM
 , (3.8)
where S is the spin, kB the Boltzman constant and zi the number of corresponding neigh-
bors. Thus, increasing pressure, JAFM will increase or/and JFM will decrease leading to
a decrease of TC as observed. Previous experimental high-pressure magnetic stud-
ies on spinels (e.g. HgCr2S4), showed strong competition between FM and AFM ex-
change. [146,379] This is further supported, by several studies in other spinels ACr2X4
(A= Zn, Cd, Hg; X= O, S, Se) showing that strong competition between FM/AFM inter-
actions is responsible for the evolution of CW/TC values. These studies also set a strict
relation to the cell parameters evolution (A, X atomic sizes). [121,133,146,379,388]
In fact, the strength of the magnetic interactions can be followed by studying the evo-
lution of the Curie-Weiss temperature with pressure extracted from HM (T) (see Fig. 3.13).
Extrapolating from these data, it can be seen that, above 16 kbar one can expect an
inversion sign of CW, consistent with the AFM interaction, thus being in accordance
with the slop change below TC in the HM (T) data.
Figure 3.13 – Curie-Weiss temperature as a function of pressure. Dashed line is a guideline for the
eyes.
Regarding the anomalous behavior in the magnetic reciprocal susceptibility around
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116 K, arising from Cr3+ local displacements, [169] the magnetic measurements under
applied pressure still exhibit similar anomalous behavior near TPM (step-like behavior),
as at ambient pressure (see Fig. 5a of ref. 169).
TPM value and its broadening is best observed by analysis of the second derivative
of magnetic susceptibility (see Fig. 3.14).
Figure 3.14 – Second temperature derivate of magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature.
inset) Reciprocal susceptibility under selected values of pressure.
A decrease of @2M/H
@T2 magnitude and a shift of its peak (TPM) towards high temperatures
is evident as the pressure value increases in contrast with TC. In the previous section
(see section 3.1), we have shown that this step like behavior was due to short-range
magnetic clusters [169] that were present at very low magnetic field, but are undetectable
by the application of even moderate ones (> 100 Oe), while TPM remained constant.
With pressure the TPM value changes evidencing that a different mechanism is in place.
The present results, seems to indicate that pressure is tuning the magnetic correlations
within the clusters.
Based on these observations a phase diagram can be assembled and is depicted in
Fig. 3.15. When increasing the pressure a linear decrease in TC value is accompanied
by a linear increase in the value of TPM.
The pressure derivative of the Curie temperature ( @TC@P ) was found to be negative, with
a value of -1.15 Kkbar–1. This value is in agreement with the one previously reported in
literature (-0.83 Kkbar–1) both in signal (negative, characteristic of ferromagnets) as in
magnitude. [121,384,389]
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that TC and TPM change at approximately the
same rate ( @TC@P  =1.15 K kbar–1   @TPM@P  =1.13 K kbar–1, supporting the idea that the
same mechanism is responsible for both phenomena. That being the case, that would
mean that a strengthening of the JAFM is behind this inverse evolution of these charac-
teristic temperatures, contributing in a similar manner.
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Figure 3.15 – Phase diagram for TC and TPM as a function of pressure. PM, DC, FM stands for
paramagnetic, dynamic clusters and ferromagnetic, respectively.
3.2.3.2 Pressure effects on structure
Since the clusters arise from the Cr displacement [169], our results suggest that the mag-
netic interactions between Cr – Cr within the clusters are governed by JAFM being re-
inforced with the pressure. Thus the presence of such clusters is observed at higher
temperatures with pressure increase. In order to support this scenario, pressure depen-
dent X-ray diffraction data was acquired at room temperature.
Figure 3.16 – (a): Contour plot of the x-ray diffraction data as a function of pressure. (b): Detailed 2
from 21 to 24°of the X-ray diffraction data.
A contour plot representation of the X-ray diffraction spectra as a function of pressure
in the 10o <2 <32o range is represented in Fig. 3.16 (a). In a first inspection of the
results a shift of the peaks towards higher angles with increasing pressure is clearly
evident (as expected due to the reduction of the cell parameter). As an example this
evolution can be better observed in Fig. 3.16 (b) where the peaks corresponding to the
(511) and (400) reflections are plotted in more detail.
The synchrotron high resolution X-ray diffraction pattern measured at room temper-
ature and zero applied pressure revealed that the sample crystallizes as a cubic Fd3m
spinel with a lattice constant of a0 = 10.2425(5) Å (spectrum not shown). This result was
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used as a starting point to the Rietveld refinement which was performed in all spectra
obtained under applied pressure.
Figure 3.17 – (a) Bragg reflections for CdCr2S4, Au and Diamond phases, respectively. x-ray diffrac-
tion spectra acquired at 81.8, 52.5, 31.3, 16.8 and 8.9 kbar. (b) x-ray diffraction Rietveld refinement
output of the spectrum at room temperature and 8.0 kbar with spinel CdCr2S4, Au and Diamond
structures. (c) Experimental pattern (), fit curve (_) and residual difference (_).
In Fig. 3.17 (a) are represented the Bragg reflections corresponding to the different
phases present in (or near) the sample. Note that the diamond anvil cell (111) single
crystal reflection appears only at the highest pressures. In Fig. 3.17 (b) are represented
illustrative x-ray diffraction spectra obtained under applied pressure. In Fig. 3.17 (c) is
represented the Rietveld fit output for the spectrum measured at 8.0 kbar.
The Rietveld profile fitting results of the spectrum in the studied range of applied pres-
sures, showed that while the expected unit cell volume reduction is clearly observed,
no space group change is detected (Fig. 3.18 (b) left scale). The obtained parameters
from the structural refinements (Rietveld refinement fits) are summarized in table 3.2.
To verify the system symmetry constrains, we have studied the lattice parameter (a),
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Table 3.2 – Summary of obtained structural parameters and atomic positions for CdCr2S4 system at
room temperature at selected pressures.
Pressure (kbar) 0 8.0 31.3 81.8
Space Group Fd3m
a (Å) 10.2425(5) 10.2100(6) 10.1319(1) 9.9995(8)
V (Å3) 1074.54(3) 1064.35(1) 1040.09(7) 999.87(5)
 (g/cm3) 4.196 4.284 4.299 4.342
dCr:::Cr 3.621(9) 3.609(8) 3.582(2) 3.535(3)
S-Cr-S (1) (o) 97.270 97.266 97.075 96.340
S-Cr-S (2) (o) 82.73 82.24 82.45 83.28
Cd Biso (Å2) 0.942 1.658 1.253 0.714
Occ 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.043
Cr Biso (Å2) 0.670 1.042 0.404 0.268
Occ 0.080 0.079 0.077 0.078
S x, y, z 0.2645(6) 0.2654(7) 0.2650(7) 0.2635(3)
Biso (Å2) 0.875 1.918 0.902 0.826
Occ 0.166 0.166 0.164 0.160
2 (%) 4.15 8.38 18.8 42.6
No Reflections 151 22 22 30
Atomic positions: Cd: 8a (1/8, 1/8, 1/8); Cr: 16b (1/2, 1/2, 1/2); S: 32c (x, y, z)
distances between adjacent Cr atoms and angles between S – Cr – S as a function of ap-
plied pressure, which are plotted in Fig. 3.18, left and right scale and inset respectively.
Figure 3.18 – Lattice parameter a (left scale), distances between adjacent Cr atoms (right scale) and
the ]S – Cr – S inside the Cr octahedral environment (inset) as a function of pressure obtained from
the XRD pattern fit.
Since no change in symmetry is observed, the Cr – Cr distance follows monotonically
the lattice contraction, with the bond angle remaining unchanged. These findings are
consistent with the picture where the observed changes in the magnetization data are
due to the strengthening of the AFM, within the AFM/FM competition, as the crystallo-
graphic analyses show no changes in the]CrSCr angle and a Cr – Cr distance reduction
with pressure increase.
Assuming that no symmetry breaking is induced with pressure, the applied pressure
would lead to a shortening in the Cr – Cr distances, conserving the 90° superexchange
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interaction Cr3+-X2 – -Cr3+ angle leading to a strengthening of JAFM.
One can comprehend the effect if we consider that for large distances between Cr3+
ions, a strong FM behavior is observed, governed by a dominant 90° Cr3+-X2 – -Cr3+ fer-
romagnetic superexchange interaction (JFM). Conversely, when the distance between
the Cr3+ ions decreases, the overlap of t2g bands from Cr-Cr becomes considerably
stronger and the AFM behavior is enhanced.
In a first approach our results point to a similar picture where AFM correlations are
strengthened when compared to the FM ones.
Figure 3.19 – Detailed schematic representation of the CrO6 octahedra, where the important ex-
change interactions between Cr3+ are evidenced in the different temperature ranges. Above TPM the
sample is in the paramagnetic state. Between TPM and TC the antiferromagnetic interactions inside
the magnetic clusters. Below TC, both JFM and JAFM interactions. Direct antiferromagnetic exchange
JAFM (blue lines) and ferromagnetic superexchange JFM (orange lines)
This competition induces a temperature shift of the magnetic order i.e., a reduction
in the TC value. In Fig. 3.19 a schematic representation illustrates the possible evolution
of the exchange interactions with temperature herein discussed. Our x-ray diffraction
data taken under pressure, show that a small variation of volume ( 1%) corresponding
to a variation of the dCr–Cr distance (dCr-Cr =0.01310.3%) is enough to enhance the
AFM interactions as the ones driven by direct proximity.
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3.2.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, our results suggest that the magnetic properties of CdCr2S4 can be tuned
by the application of pressure resulting in an enhancement of JAFM. Despite the opposite
response in TC and TPM the underlying operating mechanism seems to be correlated.
We believe that the magnetic clusters in this compound develop from JAFM interactions
among Cr3+ spins. Approaching TPM from a higher temperature, the Cr3+ displacement
promotes the formation of short range magnetic clusters which are antiferromagnetic in
a paramagnetic matrix. With pressure increase the distances between the Cr ions are
reduced and the antiferromagnetic direct exchange increases and TPM shifts toward
higher temperatures. Between TPM and TC we observe an competition between JAFM
and JFM, in which JFM overcomes the JAFM at TC.
Thus, in order to have an overall picture of the mechanism that are playing rule
here, measurements of pressure diffraction patterns for low temperature and transport
properties under applied pressure should be performed to fully understand also the elec-
tronic mechanism. These studies are envisaged for a future opportunity. However, in
this chapter we were able to demonstrate that spin-lattice coupling in CdCr2S4 is strong
which is an important factor to the multiferroic properties and strong magnetoresistance
observed in this material.
CHAPTER 4
Local Symmetry Lowering in CdMn2O4
spinel
In this chapter it is presented an atomic scale study of the electric field gradient (EFG)
in the tetragonally distorted CdMn2O4 spinel manganite. The EFG temperature depen-
dence at the Cd and Mn sites was followed via perturbed angular correlation measure-
ments with the 111In and 111mCd probes, from 873 down to 12 K at Isolde-CERN. The
results show that in the 12 – 600 K temperature range a single Jahn-Teller distorted lo-
cal phase exists. However above 100 K, a dynamic lattice distortion, evidenced by time
dependent EFG fluctuations sets in, suggesting a structural instability. Above 600 K a
local MnO6 octahedra with relaxed Jahn-Teller distortions emerge and grow in the low
temperature matrix, although no macroscopic tetragonal to cubic phase transition was
observed. For sake of chapter completeness we review here again the most important
aspects from literature relevant for our analysis. This chapter is based on the published
work [390]: G. N. P. Oliveira, R. Teixeira, T. M. Mendonça, M. R. Silva, J. G. Correia, A.
M. L. Lopes, and J. P. Araújo, Journal of Applied Physics 116, 223907 (2014).
4.1 Overview
A substantial research effort has been employed in order to understand the physical
properties of the 3d transition-metal oxides, in particular those of the spinel type (e.g.
spinel oxides AB2O4) [165]. The continuous scientific and technological interest which
has been devoted to them has resulted in many important applications in electronics,
optics, magnetic, catalysis, energy storage and conversion [166].
Alongside with the interesting applicability, these materials provide a fertile play-
ground for fundamental physics where (the potential) frustration, local distortions, local
range order and dynamic mechanisms are yet to be fully understood (e.g. in CdCr2O4,
CdCr2S4, Sr2RuO4) [132,167–170]. Moreover, the distribution and valencies of the metal
ions in the spinels are of great importance, therefore under the spotlight, for the in-
terpretation of the magnetic, electric, and crystallographic properties of these materi-
als [167,168].
In particular, manganite spinels AMn2O4 represent such multifunctional materials
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in which the tuning of the quantity and the chemical identity of A2+ permits to reach a
wide range of properties [171]. These spinels belong to a family of compounds which are
isomorphous with the mineral hausmannite (Mn3O4), characterized by a full replacement
of the Mn2+ ions on the tetrahedral sites by Zn2+, Mg2+ or Cd2+ ions accompanied by
large tetragonal distortions [172].
More particularly yet, CdMn2O4 spinel was found to be an excellent candidate for
being used as an active component in highly sensitive mixed potential electrochemical
sensors of oxygenic gases such as NOx [174–178].
The CdMn2O4 crystal structure can be described as a tetragonal spinel with only
diamagnetic cations (Cd2+) on tetrahedral A – sites and magnetic Mn3+ cations on the
distorted octahedrally coordinated B – sites (normal spinel) with space group I41/amd
and c/a  1.6 [Fig. 4.1 (a)] [185].
Figure 4.1 – (a) Polyhedron model of the CdMn2O4 structure. (b) Illustration of tetragonal distortion
(elongation) for an octahedral complex.
The tetragonal distortions are caused by the Jahn-Teller (JT) instability of the Mn3+
(d4) ions [165]. Whereas the divalent A – site cation has a fully filled shell and, thus, it
is JT inactive, the trivalent B – site (Mn3+ cation), is not. The Mn3+ cation has four d
electrons and since they are surrounded by six oxygen atoms in the center of the oc-
tahedral sub-lattice, the five degenerate 3d orbitals split into three t2g orbitals and two
eg orbitals. Three electrons out of these four occupy the three t2g orbitals with spin up,
respectively. As result of the effective exchange energy (Jeff) being larger than the crys-
tal field strength, the fourth electron occupies one of two eg orbitals with spin up. Since
the eg levels are partially filled, the system can lower its energy if the degenerate levels
are split by lattice distortions making the Mn ion JT active. In this way, the system will
lower the crystal symmetry from cubic to tetragonal, in order to compensate the energy
gain equal to one-half of the JT splitting energy (see Fig. 4.1 (b)). However, the energy
splitting of t2g orbitals, does not contribute to the energy gain in d4 systems because the
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center of gravity is conserved.
In the majority of the cases, the structural distortion can be controlled in some extent
by suitable parameters, e.g., the substitution of A or B site cations, [173] and it is known
that the JT effect increases with increasing size of the A – site cation [165].
In the last decade many studies have been dedicated to deepen the understanding
of the JT effect and its role in the distortion effect in spinel manganites.
These studies included the measurement of the JT splitting by X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) [165] in AMn2O4 (A =Zn,Mg, and Cd) as well as the suppression
of Jahn-Teller distortion in the case of the LiMn2O4 particles [179]. In addition, high pres-
sures have been used to study the parallelism between lowering the temperature and
increasing the pressure and their effect in inducing a transition to another tetragonal
phase, as a consequence of the increase of the Mn occupation at tetragonal sites [180].
The importance of these phenomena is highlighted in recent literature [181,182].
The work of S. K. Dey et al. [183] opened already a pathway in comprehending the
physical properties observed in CdMn2O4. Two important aspects found between 600–
700 K were evidenced in that work: a broad discontinuous peak on differential thermal
analysis curves and a deviation from linearity on the magnetic susceptibility measure-
ments. These reported anomalies were, in a final way, ascribed to a crystallographic
phase change.
The literature shows several spinel families where it is possible to observe a high
temperature phase transition, which is usually connected to the sample’s oxygen sto-
ichiometry change [186–192]. However, this has not been observed in CdMn2O4. In
MgMn2O4 and ZnMn2O4 systems [193,194] a JT- distortion and a cubic to tetragonal transi-
tion was reported at high temperatures (> 1000 K). Also, in some spinel, it was observed
a local symmetry lowering at high temperatures. Here the point symmetry of some sites
is subjected to modifications and these local structural instabilities can be observed in
the form of anomalies in macroscopic properties [169,170,195].
Considering these ideas, it becomes desirable to carry out additional investigations,
specially with the help of nanoscale characterization techniques, to further examine lo-
cally the crystallographic, magnetic and electric structure properties of these spinel sys-
tems. In this context, hyperfine methods such as perturbed angular correlation (PAC)
spectroscopy are of the highest relevance. In fact, information on structural properties
such as lattice transformation and/or distortion can be extracted by studying the electric
field gradient (EFG) tensor obtained from the nuclear quadrupole hyperfine interaction.
The EFG in the vicinity of the probe atom, which is due to asymmetries on the local
charge distribution, allows to reconstruct the atomic and electronic environment of the
atomic probe in the material. Furthermore, PAC has given proofs to be a valuable tech-
nique to study this kind of local anomalies [169,170,352].
The aim in this chapter, is to provide new data, which will assist in clarifying the nature
of the previously observed anomalies and relate them with the magnetization behavior,
Jahn-Teller distortion and the possible structural phase transformation observed in the
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CdMn2O4 system [165,172,183,185].
4.2 Experimental Details
The polycrystalline sample of CdMn2O4 studied in this work has been prepared by a
standard solid-state reaction method where stoichiometric amounts of CdO and Mn2O3
powders were mixed, grinded, pelletized and sintered at 1173 K for 20 hours in air. In
order to check the sample properties, structural and magnetic characterization was per-
formed after the sample preparation. The x-ray powder diffraction pattern was collected
using a Bruker D8 Discovery diffractometer with Cu K radiation at room temperature
(RT) and 820 K in a 10 < 2 < 74 range. Magnetic susceptibility measurements in the
5 – 350 K temperature range, carried out using a commercial superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) magnetometer, were performed under an applied magnetic
field, H = 100 Oe, using the zero-field-cooling (ZFC) and field-cooling (FC) procedures
(see section 2.3.2).
PAC spectroscopy has been applied to study the atomic scale properties of this
compound. To perform the EFG measurements, meaning – PAC measurements [292],
the sample was implanted with 111mCd ions [111mCd!111Cd, t1/2= 49 minutes] or 111In ions
[111In!111Cd, t1/2 = 2.8 days] (same PAC probe state with I = 5/2 and Q = 0.77(12) b)
with a small dose of 1011 atoms/cm2 (dose lower than 1 ppm of the Cd/Mn concentration)
and 30 keV energy at the Isolde-CERN facility.
In both cases the measurements were performed using the same intermediate nu-
clear state of the PAC probe (245 keV 111Cd state) fed either by the 396.2 keV 111mCd
or 416.6 keV 111In decay. In the 111In particular case this process occurs through elec-
tron capture (EC) of an electron from the probe K shell. An electron-shell recombination
follows the EC decay and leaves the probe in a highly ionized state.
Normally, the inner electron shells are filled in a very short time (t < 10–14 s) leaving
the PAC spectra unaffected [391]. Nevertheless, in some specific cases as in insulators
and wide band gap semiconductors, the recovery rates of the outer shells and their
nearest neighbor ions towards the equilibrium electronic configuration can be of the
same order of the PAC time scale (10–9 – 10–6 ns). This slow re-arrangement of the
probe and neighborhood atom’s to a final stable configuration (so-called after-effects,
AF) can, sometimes, affect the experimental PAC function. Due to delayed electron-
shell recombination transient EFG’s might then be observed in the PAC spectra and
this situation could be described by time-dependent hyperfine interactions, in particu-
lar, described by a unidirectional relaxation process [391,392]. In this case, a stochastic
transition from an initial “unfilled” state to a final stable one after electron recombination
would be expected. The initial state would be described by a strongly damped EFG dis-
tribution whereas the final one by an unperturbed EFG. This would lead to a reduction
of the PAC spectra amplitude for times longer than a few ns. Slow relaxation of trapped
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electronic defects have been observed in La2O3, Cr2O3, ZnO [391,393–395] and other wide
band gap semiconductors (E > 3 eV) due to low availability of charge carriers in the
host matrix [395].
To exclude the existence of after-effects in our 111In!111Cd spectra measurements
using 111mCd probe were performed. After-effects cannot be observed in 111mCd PAC
spectra due to this probe metastable nature.
In the case of the studies with the 111In parent probe, the results were also com-
plemented by measurements performed in Lisbon at CFNUL where the 111In was in-
troduced in the sample by diffusion process. The process was carried out by wetting
the sample in a 111In activated solution. To fully recover from implantation damage the
sample was annealed for 20 min at 973 K in air (in the case of the implantation process)
and 1 hour at 973 K in air (in the case of the diffusion process). PAC measurements
performed in the 873 – 12 K temperature range were carried out on a 6-BaF2 detec-
tor spectrometer [294] or in a 4-BaF2 detector spectrometer (in the case of the diffusion
procedure).
In this way, PAC experimental anisotropy function R(t) is measured, containing infor-
mation about the EFG tensor at the Cd and Mn sites, which can be fitted by performing
a numerical diagonalization of the interaction Hamiltonian. A more detailed description
has already been given in subsections 2.5.1 and 3.1.2 or can be further pursued in
Refs. 292,352,354,396.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Crystal Structure of CdMn2O4
The sample’s crystallographic structure and lattice parameters have been fully checked
and refined by means of x-ray powder diffraction (XRD) taken at RT (300 K) and 820 K.
A Rietveld refinement of the spectra using Fullprof software [347] was performed. The
resulting normalized spectra are presented in Fig. 4.2.
The fit solutions shows that the sample, more specifically the Mn3+O6 octahedra, is
strongly tetragonally distorted from spinel structure (as reported in refs. 185,397,398)
with a,b = 5.811(1), c = 9.794(1) and c/a = 1.685 in the space group I41/amd. A small
impurity contribution of CdO was also found on the XRD spectrum ( 5(2)%). The XRD
spectrum acquired at 820 K was refined with similar parameters (space group, lattice
parameters, atomic positions, etc.) to those of room temperature and only a slight in-
crease in the lattice, atomic vibration parameters and CdO (200) plane reflection was
observed. The increase in those parameters is attributed to temperature effects. No
macroscopic phase transition could be observed. However, we cannot rule out the pos-
sibility of local symmetry change from tetrahedral to cubic with no collective effect [169] or
even the existence of a JT distortion relaxation [181]. Albeit, a JT distortion was observed
by means of soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) investigation. [165] A Mn-K edge
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Figure 4.2 – XRD Rietveld refinement output of the spinel CdMn2O4 structure at room temperature
(a)) and at 820 K (b)). Experimental pattern (), Fit curve (_), Residual difference (_), Bragg reflections
for CdMn2O4 (|) and CdO (|).
XAS investigation on this system [195] pointed out the presence of Mn(II) in the CdMn2O4
tetrahedral sites of the spinel structure, when prepared with a cadmium defect, which is
not the case of this work. The same authors showed that the presence of small quan-
tities of Cdt1 – xMn(II)
t
xMn(III)
o
2O4 could be regarded as local inhomogeneities, where the
average should appear as the normal spinel compound [195]. Sinha et al [185] have ob-
served stable hybridized bond orbitals in the cadmium manganese oxide spinels pointing
out that the existence of disorder is unlikely and even if present it is very difficult to be
observe.
Table 4.1 – Structural parameters for CdMn2O4 and CdO systems.
Phase CdMn2O4 CdO
Space group I41/amd Fm3m
Parameters 300 K 800 K 300 K 800 K
2 2.4(2) 2.9(3) 2.4(2) 2.9(3)
a (Å) 5.814(9) 5.834(8) 4.691(9) 4.720(7)b (Å)
c (Å) 9.801(2) 9.871(9)
Phase(%) 96(2) 96(3) 4(2) 4(3)
Density (g/cm3) 5.754 6.045 7.510 11.208
Volume (Å3) 331(1) 336(1) 103(1) 105(1)
In our work, considering the family of compounds (Cd1 – xMnx)Mn2O4, the values
obtained are typical for a sample in which the total substitution of the A-site by the Cd
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atoms is present (CdMn2O4). On the opposite end member (isostructural Mn3O4) the
distortion is less pronounced (c/a = 1.16) [185]. Also, when considering the intensity of
the XRD peaks, we observe that the 101 reflection is very weak, which is characteristic
of normal spinel type (note that for the cases of inverted or random spinel type, a strong
or medium 101 reflection respectively, should appear). Additionally, the 112 reflection
is very strong, whereas in the case of inverted type spinel should be weaker than the
101. Furthermore Irani et al. [186] also describe the expected ratios of some reflections
intensities which are characteristic of the different type of spinels. For example, the
I200/I004 (normal 1 : 7, random 1 : 2 and inverted 1 : 1) and I312/I303 (normal 1 : 3,
random 1 : 5 and inverted 1 : 1) ratios, when compared to our results (1 : 10 and 1 : 2
respectively), points also to a spinel with normal distribution.
The surface morphology and composition of the sample was checked by SEM and
EDS. Some micrographs taken with secondary electrons (SE) are presented in Fig. 4.3
(a) and 4.3 (b).
Figure 4.3 – Scanning electron microscope photographs performed in CdMn2O4 sample using sec-
ondary electrons (SE) and backscattered electrons (BSE). With a magnification: (a) 500 (SE), (b)
4000 (SE), (c) 500 (BSE) and (d) 4000 (BSE) . (e) EDS results of 3 different zones.
According to the results the sample surface topography seems to be composed of
relative large agglomerate of grains ( 100 – 200 m). Upon a closer inspection (see
4000 magnification on Fig. 4.3 (b)) we can observe that these agglomerates are in fact
composed by smaller grains with a large size distribution. As seen in Fig. 4.3 (c) and 4.3
(d) some bright spots seem to be scattered in the surface of some agglomerates (a
contrast between lighter and darker areas). Therefore, the grains were analyzed to
obtain the corresponding elemental composition, using EDS analysis of X-rays. The
analysis was performed in different agglomerates for acquiring information about the
elements present at different points of the samples (see Fig. 4.3 (c)) and the results are
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sumarized in graphs and table in Fig. 4.3 (e).
For Zone 1, the areas where the bright spots were observed, an anormal proportion
of the Cd and Mn is observed. We believe that this areas are richer in the spurious phase
CdO observed by XRD data. Zone 2 a proportion of 1 : 2 is observed between the Cd
and Mn atoms, characteristic of the CdMn2O4 phase. In the analysis of the general area
the proportion between the atoms is also in accordance (inside the experimental error).
4.3.2 Magnetic Characterization
In Fig. 4.4 (a) the molar magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature for the
ZFC and FC measurements is shown. Comparing the two curves no major differences
can be observed, i.e., a complete overlap between them is observed, thus assuring
the system reversibility as a function of temperature. Isothermal magnetization at 5 K
acquired with sweeping of the magnetic field from 5 T to -5 T is represented in Fig. 4.4
(b). Accordingly, the M(H) curve shows no hysteresis and no saturation up to 5 T.
Figure 4.4 – Magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature measured at H = 100 Oe, in ZFC
() and FC () modes. c) Isothermal magnetization at 5 K acquired with sweeping the magnetic field
from 5 T to –5 T. d) Reciprocal susceptibility as a function of temperature measured at H = 100 Oe ,
in FC mode. inset: Mass reciprocal susceptibility as a function of temperature (data taken from ref.
183). Dashed lines are guides for the eyes.
The reciprocal magnetic susceptibility of the cadmium manganite as a function of
temperature shows a Curie-Weiss behavior above RT with a very broad short range
ordering of the spins that begins around 230 K, see Fig. 4.4 (c)). Below this temperature
the spin arrangement on the octahedral sites gives rise to a temperature independent
antiferromagnetic (TIP) susceptibility, which has been explained as if all the spins would
order antiferromagnetically in low-anisotropy planes [183,184].
Approximately at 70 K the antiferromagnetic interaction of the Mn3+ ions becomes
dominant and a magnetic phase transition can be observed. The works of Azzoni
et al. and Troyanchuk et al. suggest that CdMn2O4 exhibits only a single magnetic
sub-lattice of antiferromagnetically interacting Mn3+ ions, possibly with a spin glass-
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type behavior [115,173,183]. In another work by Dey et al [183,184] on the study of antifer-
romagnetic CdMn2O4, it is argued that since the A-site ion has no magnetic moment
and, in the absence of any appreciable long-range order, the magnetic configuration of
the B sites may be compared to groups of four magnetic ions, which are exchange-
coupled amongst themselves but are isolated in a diamagnetic matrix, if neglecting
super-superexchange [183]. According to the authors only local structures are involved
rather than a cooperative phenomenon among many ions. Furthermore, if the local
structures exhibit weak net magnetization, behaving like canted or spiral antiferromag-
nets below the transition temperature [183], it is possible that an applied field can align
the spins to produce a net spontaneous magnetization (see Fig. 4.4 (c) inset) [183].
4.3.3 Probing Local Instabilities
The hyperfine technique, PAC, as pointed out previously (see section 2.5.1), has a
great potential in probing at a local scale, and therefore, was employed aiming to clar-
ify the anomalous phenomena observed in this system. In a first stage, these prop-
erties were studied using 117In probe (117In probe fed by the 117Cd radioactive decay
[117Ag!117Cd!117In]). Fig. 4.5 depicts the experimental R(t) anisotropy function (left)
together with the Fts (right) as a function of temperature (297, 293, 80 and 12 K) obtained
in the CdMn2O4 system. The fits to the R(t) functions are shown by the continuous lines
in the spectra.
A single local environment was observed with the 117In probe and assigned to the
Cd lattice site (A – site). This assignment was based in the chemical properties of the
probe and those of the lattice elements together with point charge model calculations
[VPCMzz (Cd site)  65.6 V/Å2 with   0 and VPCMzz (Mn site)  85.4 V/Å2 with   1].
Therefore, our fits included one static EFG distribution in all temperature range. This
EFG is characterized by an observable frequency !0 = 248(1) Mrad/s (Vzz = 55(1) V/Å
2)
and an asymmetry parameter  = 0.08(5), which is characteristic of an EFG with a small
deviation from axial symmetry (see Fig. 4.8 (b) and 4.8 (c)).
After these first results, the local properties were studied using 111Cd probe (111Cd
probe fed by the 111mCd radioactive decay [111mCd!111Cd]). Figure 4.6 depicts the
experimental R(t) anisotropy function (left) together with the Fts (right) as a function of
temperature (529 K > T > 279 K) obtained in the CdMn2O4 system. The fits to the
R(t) functions are shown by the continuous lines in the spectra. As in the case of the
117In probe, a single local environment was observed with the 111mCd probe and was
also assigned to the Cd lattice site (A – site). The assignment was based in the same
principles used for the previous isotope probe. Therefore, our fits included one static
EFG distribution in all temperature range. This EFG is characterized by an observable
frequency !0 = 95(2) Mrad/s (Vzz = 54(1) V/Å
2) and an asymmetry parameter  =
0.10(5), which is also characteristic of an EFG with a small deviation from axial symmetry
(see Fig. 4.8 (b) and 4.8 (c)).
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Figure 4.5 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits, and respective Fourier transforms
taken at different temperatures using the 117Cd probe.
The A – site for spinels with cubic crystallographic symmetry is expected to be cubic
also i.e., null EFG at A – site [169]. The present results show that the CdMn2O4 material
does not have a regular tetrahedral A – site, as expected for the tetragonally distorted
manganese spinels. This comes in agreement with the results obtained by XRD diffrac-
tion data. The tetragonal crystallographic phase due to JT distortions of the octahedral
B – site leads to changes in the lattice in a way that also the A – sites are altered.
Finally, apart from a damping visible in the temperature evolution of the R(t) spectra,
no other changes are present, and the EFG parameters show a constant thermal de-
pendence behavior. The observed damping in the R(t) spectra on Fig. 4.6 (more evident
if we compare the evolution of the R(t) spectra, at T = 529 K and at T  293 K), can
be caused by a static EFG distribution and/or dynamic fluctuation of the EFG. However,
the model that best fitted the results (better 2) was the one considering a larger static
distribution, i.e., larger distribution of the EFG components (which arise from random
inhomogeneities in the local environment of the Cd probe nucleus).
The Vlatticezz values derived for 117In and 111Cd are remarkably similar to each other,
i.e., 1.8(3)1020 V/m2 and 2.2(2)1020 V/m2, respectively, meaning that the In and Cd
ions are in the same lattice environment.
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Figure 4.6 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits, and respective Fourier transforms
taken at different temperatures using the 111mCd probe.
In order to better understand these results, additional measurements were per-
formed using the same I = 5/2 111Cd intermediate level, but in this case fed by the
111In radioactive decay (111In!111Cd). Figure 4.7 depicts representative PAC spectra,
Fourier transforms, and corresponding fits, obtained from 873 K to 12 K temperature
range in the CdMn2O4 system.
The final fit solutions were obtained after careful consideration of the different tested
models, choosing the one that gave the best 2 and consistent temperature dependence
tendency. In the end we could observe that our results showed three distinct regions in
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Figure 4.7 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits (Partial fits, corresponding to each
individual EFG, are represented in blue and green and sum in red) and respective Fourier transform
taken at different temperatures using the 111In probe.
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the temperature range from 873 K to 12 K. The first one from the highest temperature
down to  600 K, where three frequency triplets corresponding to three coexisting lo-
cal environments (three EFG) can be observed (see Fts in Fig. 4.7 ); the second from
 600 K to  100 K, where only two coexisting local environments exist with only electric
quadrupole interactions. A third region below 100 K where combined hyperfine inter-
actions, electric quadrupole and magnetic dipolar interactions coexist, within the same
two local environments. Additionally, one can realize, by simple picture inspection, that
below  600 K the R(t) become increasingly damped as the temperature decreases.
The probe site distribution was determined taking into account the EFG results ob-
tained with the 111mCd isotope, PCM calculations, previous results in spinel materi-
als [399–402] and considering that the 111mCd and 111In probes have the same PAC in-
termediate state, therefore giving a sustained background for our claim.
In the first region, the fits to the R(t) experimental data were performed considering
three static EFG distribution assumed to be Lorentzian-like. At Tmax = 873 K, the probes
sites were settled in the following manner: EFGCd site (26(5)%), EFGMn1 site (49(5)%)
and EFGMn2 site (25(5)%). The ratio between probes at Cd and Mn sites was set as
Cd/Mn=25/75 and maintained constant in the whole temperature range.
In this way, the spectrum obtained at high temperature (873 K) revealed an EFGCd
characterized by an observable frequency!Cd0 = 90(1) Mrad/s [V
Cd
zz = 51(1) V/Å
2] with an
asymmetry parameter Cd = 0.27(3), characteristic of an EFG with a small deviation from
axial symmetry as expected for probes at the Cd site. Two EFGMn associated with the
Mn – site are characterized by an observable frequency !Mn10 = 190(1) Mrad/s(V
Mn1
zz =
108(1) V/Å2) with an asymmetry parameter Mn1 = 0.60(2) and !
Mn2
0 = 182(1) Mrad/s
[VMn2zz = 104(1) V/Å
2] with an asymmetry parameter Mn2 = 0.50(2) characteristic of
EFG’s with a non axial symmetry as expected for probes at the Mn site.
The thermal dependence of the EFG’s parameters (Vzz,  and probe distribution
site) obtained by our fits for the 111Cd [111In!111Cd] probe are depicted in Fig. 4.8 (a)
and 4.8 (b). One should bring to attention that the error associated with EFGCd and
EFGMn2 is greater due to a lower percentage of probes in these sites and a much larger
static frequency distribution when considering those of EFGMn1 . This phenomenon can
be observed as well in the case of 111mCd, with both implantation or diffusion process
therefore excluding any influence of the preparation method.
The EFG attributed to probes substituting Cd sites in the lattice (EFGCd) shows a
slight monotonic increase in the EFG principal component (Vzz) when decreasing the
temperature, whereas the asymmetry parameter () and percentage of probe at this
local site show an almost constant value in the entire temperature range.
The two EFGs attributed to probes substituting Mn sites in the lattice (EFGMn),
show that the EFGMn2 principal component and asymmetry parameter increases to-
wards EFGMn1 , merging completely one into another below  600 K. EFGMn1 shows a
slight increase on both parameters, Vzz and  when lowering the temperature.
As mentioned, in the two local environments observed in the entire temperature
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Figure 4.8 – a: Experimental electric field gradient principal component (dots). The continuous lines
represent a least-squares fit of the function Vzz(T) = Vzz(0)[1 +T ] to the data points. b: Asymmetry
parameter. c: Local probe distribution in the lattice sites. d: Dynamic (left scale) and static (right scale)
attenuation parameters of EFGMn1 . (inset) Natural logarithm of the dynamic attenuation parameter
of EFGMn1 . Continuous lines are fits to the data and dashed lines are guides for the eye.
range, EFGMn1 and EFGCd, an increase of the Vzz is observed when decreasing the
temperature. It is known that the temperature dependence of the Vzz is governed by
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the atomic vibrations in the vicinity of the probe atom. Therefore, as the sample tem-
perature is decreased, the quadrupole interaction frequency of the system will increase
monotonically, which could be least-squares fitted according to:
Vzz = Vzz(0)(1 + T) , (4.1)
with  = 1 [182]. The obtained coefficients for Cd and Mn are respectively, Cd = –6.8(1)
10–5 K–1 and Mn = –4.9(1)  10–5 K–1 and are associated to thermal lattice expansion
and atomic vibrations (see solid lines in Fig. 4.8 (a). This Vzz trend is similar to those
presented by manganites with perovskite structures, albeit the values of  are one order
of magnitude lower (2.9  10–4 K–1) [182].
Between 600 and 100 K a small deviation from this linear trend is observed for VMnzz .
Indeed, this deviation is attributed to the attenuation observed in the R(t) spectra, which
is caused by EFG fluctuations within the PAC time scale, as referred before. The model
that best fit the data in that temperature range (600 K–100 K) considers time-dependent
interactions [170], i.e., EFG fluctuations within the PAC time scale (1 s >  > 1 ns;
 is characteristic fluctuation time), associated to the EFGMn [169,361]. This effect can
be modeled by including a dynamic attenuation parameter () in the standard static fit
function [361] (as introduced in Eq. 2.26). The temperature dependence of the dynamic
attenuation parameter () is shown in Fig. 4.8 (d). An exponential increase can be
observed below  600 K, reaching a maximum just above RT (323 K).
The (T) follows an Arrhenius type behavior with:
(T) = e
Ea
KBT , (4.2)
where Ea denotes the activation energy, which can be extracted from the slope of the
linear plot between log() and 1/T. This is shown in the inset of Fig. 4.8 (d), where the
temperature dependence of the natural logarithm of the dynamic attenuation parameter
allowed to determine an activation energy of Ea = 0.21(2) eV [169,362].
The PAC measurements revealed that the Mn site senses an ultraslow dynamics
( > 1 ns) in the 600 – 100 K temperature range. In fact, the dynamic effect is not only
observed in the Mn – site, since using 111Cd probe (111mCd!111Cd), an increasing atten-
uation is also observed in the Cd – site in this temperature region. However, in this case,
the effect is not so pronounced and thus, as mentioned before, we opted to perform the
fit considering a static attenuation parameter mimicking the dynamic effect. [403,404]
The increase of the attenuation observed in the PAC spectra measured using the
111mCd probe rules out after-effects related time-dependent interactions when using the
111In probe. In fact the observed EFG fluctuations seem to be present in 600 – 100 K
temperature range independently of the used PAC probe. As mentioned above after-
effects are usually observed in insulators and wide band gap semiconductors. AMn2O4
manganite spinels are typically narrow band gap-semiconductors with relatively high
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charge mobility and charge carrier availability [405]. The observed time dependent hy-
perfine interactions are thus a consequence of a material´s intrinsic effect.
One can observe in Fig. 4.7 a strong damping in the R(t) spectra below TN (100 K).
This feature in the R(t) spectra and the frequencies splitting in the FT transforms reveal
that the probes interact now with a magnetic hyperfine field, in addition to the EFG.
Accordingly, the fits were performed considering a magnetic hyperfine field below TN.
The obtained magnetic hyperfine field (MHF) at 80 K was BCdhf = 2.5(3) T and B
Mn
hf =
10.0(2) T, for probes substituting the Cd and Mn sites respectively. At 12 K the values
increase slightly: BCdhf = 3.8(4) T and B
Mn
hf = 10.8(2) T. The angle between the magnetic
hyperfine field and the principal component of the EFG was found to be Cd = 107(4)
and Mn = 85(4). These values were found to be constant in all temperatures below
TN within error bars.
Face to our XRD results, one cannot ascertain for a cubic to tetragonal phase tran-
sition occurring concomitantly with the magnetic anomaly around 650 K, as suggested
in the literature. However, a local structural instability might occur in this system and it
might justify the magnetization and differential thermal analysis data.
In fact our PAC results show an emerging second EFG along with the reciprocal sus-
ceptibility curve slope change. A second EFG at high temperatures is compatible with
the existence of local inhomogeneities within the tetragonal matrix. This new local envi-
ronment with lower and decreasing axial asymmetry may be related with a JT distortion
relaxation of some MnO6 octahedra towards the cubic symmetry. Note that in a cubic
space group (e.g. Fd3m) a regular octahedra around Mn3+ ion (equal Mn – O bonds)
should be expected and no JT distortion should be observed. Consistently, above 700 K
we observe a continuous increase of the number of sites with a more regular MnO6 oc-
tahedra in detriment of the number of sites within the distorted low temperature matrix.
We can speculate that with further temperature increasing, the relaxed JT octahedra
phase will continue to increase and eventually will become the dominant one [193,194].
Similar behavior has been reported in the orthorhombic-rhombohedric (O – R) phase
transition region for LaMnO3 [406,407] and LaMnO3.12 [181] by means of local probing. In
fact a phase coexistence of fully JT distorted Mn3+ and regular octahedra persist well
above the O – R transition in those systems.
The mentioned local structural instability might also be at the origin of the dynamic
lattice distortion, evidenced by the time dependent EFG fluctuations with its onset below
 600 K. These EFG fluctuations are observed in the temperature region spanning from
100 K to 600 K where EFGMn1 , with JT distorted MnO6 octahedra, is the solo phase.
Note that at such temperatures, especially at room temperature and below, it is very un-
likely that the EFG fluctuations arise as a consequence of Cd/O and/or defects diffusion.
Also one should rule out the hypothesis of these time-dependent effects arising due to
the electron capture decay of the 111In isotope, as EFG fluctuations seem to be present
also in the measurements with the metastable 111mCd isotope. Thus the observed EFG
fluctuations should be an intrinsic effect of the system and might have its grounds on
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local instabilities of the JT MnO6 octahedra. Also here a correlation between the electric
and magnetic degrees of freedom might be present. One should note that the dynamic
effect seems to halt around 100 K where the complete magnetic ordering into an antifer-
romagnetic state is observed. These results point to a lattice-spin coupling as observed
in other spinel systems. In fact in Sr2RuO4 the local dynamic effects were presented as
a pre mechanism of a spin ordered state [170].
Although dynamic effects have been observed in perovskites manganites [408] or
spinel systems [169,170] the actual nature of the dynamic lattice distortion observed in
CdMn2O4 needs further investigation with complementary techniques.
4.3.4 Conclusions
The local lattice properties of CdMn2O4 have been studied by means of Perturbed An-
gular Correlations. The EFG measurements at the Cd and Mn sites in the 12 – 600 K
temperature region clearly demonstrate that a single Jahn-Teller distorted local phase,
compatible with the long-range tetragonal average structure, exists. Above the mag-
netic phase transition, TC = 100 K, and up to 600 K a dynamic lattice distortion, related
with a local structural instability, is observed.
In the high temperature region, i.e. above 600 K, a second EFG emerges along with
the reciprocal susceptibility curve slope change. The existence of local inhomogeneities
within the tetragonal matrix, also signed by the magnetic anomaly, is however not fol-
lowed by a tetragonal to cubic phase transition. Instead, a phase segregation in two
distinct Jahn-Teller distorted local phases was found. In this high temperature region a
relaxed Jahn-Teller distorted octahedral phase grows in the low temperature tetragonal
matrix. In order to assertively understand the origin of the dynamic effects observed
in this compound, additional studies with complementary local probe techniques are
necessary.
Nevertheless this work gives insides on the CdMn2O4 local lattice structure that
might contribute to AMn2O4 spinels better understanding.

CHAPTER 5
On the properties of Perovskites RCrO3
5.1 Magnetocaloric effect and refrigerant capacity in
polycrystalline YCrO3 (non magnetic R ion)
Rare earth orthochromites (RCrO3) have attracted much interest in recent years due
to their physical properties which arise from the orthorhombically distorted perovskite
structure. They also show great potential application as multifunctional materials. In
this work we present the results of structural, DC magnetization measurements and
magnetocaloric properties for YCrO3 hard magnet. The magnetocaloric effect was in-
vestigated by means of field dependence magnetisation measurements in a tempera-
ture range from 98 K to 182 K. The magnetic entropy change, –SM = 0.36 J kg–1K–1,
and the refrigerant capacity, RC = 7.1 J kg–1, was obtained near the transition tempera-
ture TN = 140 K, for applied fields up to 50 kOe. For sake of section completeness we
review here again the most important aspects from literature relevant for our analysis.
This section is based on the published work [409]: G. N. P. Oliveira, P. Machado, A. L.
Pires, A. M Pereira, J. P. Araújo and A. M. L. Lopes, Journal of Physics and Chemistry
of Solids 91, 182-188 (2016).
5.1.1 Overview
Magnetic refrigeration (MR) based in the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) has given giant
steps in recent years and nowadays promises to become a cooling tool for both cryo-
genic and room temperature applications [83,91]. Alongside with a lower noise and higher
efficiency it shows a great ecological advantage compared to conventional refrigeration
systems, since this type of MR does not require the use of freon gases [90,91,94].
On magnetic refrigeration technology, apart from the magnetic field source, the mag-
netocaloric material is a crucial issue since its efficiency scales directly with the gener-
ated entropy change [94]. Therefore, the development of new MR systems is accompa-
nied by the search for materials presenting large MCE at moderate magnetic fields.
Research in this area, has already highlighted potential magnetocaloric materials
based on La(Fe, Si)13 and (La, Ca, Sr)MnO3 [410] which have been tested in mag-
netic cooling systems with very good results [83,91,411]. Beside these examples, many
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other materials show promising properties valuable for new technologies (e.g.: R5(Si,
Ge)4 [90], (Fe, Rh)1 [412], Ni-Mn-In(Co) [413] and MnAs [97] based alloys). Besides all these
systems that show a potential application near room temperature, some new materials
can be explored to be applied to MR near liquid nitrogen temperature.
In fact, almost a decade ago, Sahu et al found that rare earth orthochromites with the
formula RCrO3 (R=Ho, Er, Yb, Lu or Y) exhibit rich and varying physical properties, in-
cluding octahedral distortions, relaxor-like behavior, spin-phonon coupling, ferroelectric
and multiferroic properties [208,218,230,414].
As a typical pervoskite-like compound these materials have a canted antiferromag-
netic (AFM) transition (113 – 140 K range) and exhibit different types of field induced
spin reorientation wherein the weak ferromagnetic component becomes parallel to the
direction of the applied magnetic field [415,416]. Additionally, this family of compounds is
believed to be multiferroic with a claimed ferroelectric (FE) transition in the 472 – 516 K
temperature range.
Of particular interest is the YCrO3 perovskite which below TN = 140 K presents a
canted AFM order (G type-AFM) with an additional weak ferromagnetic component, a
reported FE transition at TE = 410 K and a octahedra tilting, which may have a geomet-
ric, electronic and/or magnetic origin [417].
Given the YCrO3 complex nature where several kinds of order parameters coexist,
and therefore are likely to offer new kinds of functionalities, it is worthwhile to study
the effect of the magnetic entropy change [418]. Hard magnetic materials like YCrO3
have been left at bay in preference for soft magnetic ones, at least in what concerns the
MCE [419]. Thus, we will show that despite these materials show hysteresis and therefore
have losses by the form of heat, no significant effect will be observed in the magnetic
entropy change [289]. In this work, we present the results of structural, DC magnetization
measurements and MCE properties for polycrystalline YCrO3.
5.1.2 Experimental Details
A polycrystalline sample of YCrO3 was prepared using a conventional solid state reac-
tion method. The sample was synthesized from high purity Y2O3 (99.99%) and Cr2O3
(99.9%) powders, mixed in a stoichiometric ratio and heated in air up to 1173 K (5
Kmin–1) in high density Al2O3 crucibles in the final heat treatment.
The structural properties of the powder sample were evaluated from the x-ray diffrac-
tion patterns (XRD) recorded at room temperature using a Panalytical, X’Pert Pro diffrac-
tometer with a CuK radiation and  = 1.54056 Å at 50 kV and 40 mA. The crystallo-
graphic structure was determined by Rietveld refinement of the XRD spectrum using
the Fullprof software package [347].
The magnetic properties measurements were carried out in a commercial (MPMS
Quantum Design) Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) magnetome-
ter in the 5 – 370 K temperature range. The isofield M(T) curves were measured under
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an applied field of 0.1 kOe and the isotherms M(H) curves were measure between 0
and 50 kOe from 98 K to 182 K. Afterwards, the magnetic entropy change [–SM(T)]
was estimated using the Maxwell relations as report in ref. 289.
5.1.3 Results and Discussion
5.1.3.1 Crystalographic characterization
Figure 5.1 (a) presents the graphical output of the rietveld refinement performed to the
XRD pattern of the YCrO3 sample after the final annealing treatment.
Figure 5.1 – a: XRD Rietveld refinement output of the perovskite YCrO3 structure at room tempera-
ture. Experimental pattern (), Fit curve (_), Residual difference (_) and Bragg reflections (|). b: Linear
fit using the Williamson–Hall relation. (the slope represents the mean strain and the line interception
gives the inverse particle size).
The values obtained in the last refinement cycle are summarized in table 5.1.
Table 5.1 – Structural parameters and atomic positions for YCrO3 system at room temperature.
a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)
SG:Pnma 5.5157(4) 7.5308(5) 5.2419(2)
Atom x y z Uiso(Å
2) Occ
Y: 4c (x, 0.25, z) 0.0654 0.25 -0.0179 0.2148 0.7314
Cr: 4b (0, 0, 0.5) 0 0 0.5 0.2630 0.7398
O(1): 4c (x, 0.25, z) 0.4721 0.25 0.1026 0.0796 0.7386
O(2): 8d (x, y, z) 0.2996 0.0542 -0.31144 1.26675 1.6382
Cr-O1-Cr=146.9 Rwp = 16.6 Rp = 18.6 Rexp = 16.2 2 = 1.24
All the diffraction peaks were indexed within the orthorhombic perovskite structure
(single phase pattern) that belong to the space group Pnma [238]. The obtained values
are in good agreement with those reported in the literature evidencing the good quality
of the sample [420]. Furthermore, the pattern is characterized by sharp and well defined
peaks that reveal high crystallinity.
The average crystallite size of the YCrO3 particles (dXRD) was calculated using the
Williamson–Hall relationship in order to consider the possible contribution from the in-
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ternal strain [421–423]:
total = size + strain =
k
dXRD cos 
+ 4 tan  , (5.1)
where total is the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the XRD peak (combination
of both instrument and sample dependent effects), k is the Debye-Scherrer constant
( 0.94 for spherical crystallites),  is the incident x-ray wavelength,  is the diffrac-
tion angle, and  is the microstrain parameter. For all samples, the microstrain can
be considered negligible ( < 0.1%) and therefore does not play a significant role
in the main physical properties of the bulk sample. Figure 5.1 (b) shows a plot of
total cos 
k vs.
4 sin 
k , where an approximation to the average crystallite size of the parti-
cles, dXRD = 180(10) nm was extracted.
5.1.3.2 Magnetic characterization
Figure 5.2 – a: (T) measured at H = 0.1 kOe, in ZFC () and FC () modes (Red dashed line (–)
depicts @ /@T curve.). b: –1(T) measured at H = 0.1 kOe, in FC mode while cooling and heating.
c: Isothermal M(H) curves at 5 and 300 K. (Inset: T as a function of temperature.) d: Magnetic
coercive field as a function of T.
The molar magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature for the ZFC and FC
measurements are shown in Fig. 5.2 (a). A single sharp transition is observed at 140 K,
for both ZFC and FC modes, which is associated with the ordering of the Cr3+ magnetic
sub-lattice from a high temperature paramagnetic state to a canted antiferromagnetic
(CAFM) order with a weak ferromagnetic contribution at low temperature [415]. The tran-
sition temperature value (TCrN ) was extracted by the inflection point in @ /@T (see red line
in Fig. 5.2 (a)). Below TCrN a splitting of the curves is observed and the magnetisation
increases until it saturates at different values at very low temperatures. The suscep-
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tibility value at 5 K in FC mode is almost ten times greater than that for ZFC mode.
Weak ferromagnetism was pointed out as a plausible explanation to the origin of this
observation [415].
The temperature dependency of the inverse magnetic susceptibility –1(T) for FC
while cooling and heating modes are plotted on Fig. 5.2 (b). Firstly, a slight variation
of the onset of magnetic ordering (TN  1 K) has been verified to increase in the
FC heating compared to the FC cooling measurements. Udagawa et al pointed that
this thermal hysteresis was due to a change in the unit cell volume near the magnetic
transition (change in exchange interaction energy) [424]. Secondly, it is observed that
–1(T) curve does not follow a perfect linear behavior characteristic of a material in
a paramagnetic regime, where the Curie–Weiss (CW) law could be applied. In fact,
two different slopes can be identified in the paramagnetic regime. A first one above
 220 K (red line), with an estimated moment eff = 4.56 B (from the C-W fit), which
is in agreement with those reported in literature [204,415] but higher then the theoretical
one. A theoretical value of eff = 3.87 B is expected for Hund’s rule ground state of the
Cr3+ when the orbital moments are quenched due to crystal field effects as expected
for a d3 ion in octahedral environment. Additionally, a negative Curie-Weiss constant
 = –452 K was observed for YCrO3, indicating the predominance of antiferromagnetic
interactions in the chromium perovskite [230,415,425,426]. A second linear regime exists
below  220 K, down to TCrN (green line), where a value of eff = 5.3 B was obtained.
Actuality, this behavior was also reported by Durán et al [427] by specific heat mea-
surements and attributed to spin fluctuations, i.e., the observed difference seems to
be the build-up of magnetic correlations preceding the transition to the long-range an-
tiferromagnetic ordering (i.e. development of a short-range order above TN). This is
further supported by pair distribution function results which showed that local noncen-
trosymmetic regions appear below 470 K [219]. The correlation between the change in
local symmetry and anomalous behavior in –1(T) has also been observed in other sys-
tems [169].
In order to better understand the magnetic behavior, several magnetization isotherms
were acquired between 5 and 300 K sweeping the magnetic field from 50 kOe to –50 kOe
(see inset in Fig. 5.2 (c)). As expected, for the magnetization isotherm above 140 K
there is no loop opening since the sample is in its paramagnetic state. However, below
140 K the M(H) curve shows hysteresis and no saturation up to 50 kOe. The hystere-
sis plot is symmetric with field and magnetization axes and thus, there is no indication
of exchange bias effect in this sample. This type of magnetization loop is attributed
to the existence of weak ferromagnetism where DC magnetization increases linearly in
the larger magnetic field region and the magnetization evolves as M(H) = AFH + MS;
where AFH is the antiferromagnetic contribution and MS is the saturation magnetiza-
tion of the weak ferromagnetism (see ref. 427). The FM contribution for YCrO3 can be
obtained by subtracting the AFM contribution from the total magnetization curve. The
saturation magnetization is then obtained by the extrapolation of the linear part of M(H)
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curve to zero (MS  0.91 emug–1). The high coercive field (11.4 kOe) and the remanent
magnetization ( 0.84 emug–1) are also indicative of the extent of the ferromagnetic
component [428].
From the temperature dependence of the magnetic coercive field (HC) extracted from
the M(H) curves (acquired below TN) the blocking temperature of the magnetic domains
(TB) can be estimated using the Bloch’s relation:
HC = HC0
"
1 –
 
T
TB
! #
, (5.2)
where HC0 is the coercive field at T = 0 K and  is the Bloch’s exponent for bulk ma-
terials ( = 3/2) [429] The fit of HC vs T (Fig. 5.2 (d)) reveals a good agreement with the
temperature dependence regime where HC0 could be estimated to be  12 kOe and
TB  196 K.
Interestingly, an electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) study in YCrO3 showed
that IEPR increases continuously with the temperature decrease (starting from room tem-
perature), exhibiting an inflection point at T = 220 K and a maximum at T = 182 K. The
inflection point indicates the presence of additional absorption process, and was pro-
posed to be originated by magnetic fluctuations at those temperatures. Measurements
of specific heat [430] also suggest this process, where the magnetic specific heat contri-
bution begins to dominate the phonon specific heat contribution at temperatures below
 225 K. With further temperature decrease, IEPR rapidly diminishes until TCrN = 139 K
(in this region the quantity of absorbing centers diminishes considerably due to the pro-
cess of antiparallel spin alignment) [426]. This comes in good agreement with the –1(T)
data in the paramagnetic region where it is observed a slope change around 220 K
and with the extrapolated domain blocking temperature of 196 K, further supporting the
development of short-range order preceding the antiferromagnetic transition.
5.1.3.3 The magnetocaloric effect
Setting the nature of the magnetic properties of YCrO3 one can proceed to the study
of its MCE through the study of the variation of the magnetic entropy. The MCE of a
certain material, i.e., the isothermal magnetic entropy change (–SM(T)) can be quanti-
fied by performing isothermal measurements and then applying the Maxwell relation as
reported in ref. 289.
In our experiments, the M(H) curves were measured as follows: First, the sample
was cooled-down to the lowest temperature to be measured. After stabilizing the tem-
perature the measurement was performed varying the field from 0 up to 50 kOe (in 40
steps). At each step the magnetization was measured at a fixed temperature and field
(H "). After the maximum field was reached the measurement was performed decreas-
ing the field (H #). Once back at initial field (0 kOe) the sample was heated up all the
way into the paramagnetic region (T = 190 K  TN). Only then the sample is cooled
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Figure 5.3 – Isothermal M(H) curves at different temperatures from 98 K to 182 K with an interval of
3 K measured while (a) increasing [H "] and (b) decreasing [H #] the magnetic field between 0 kOe to
50 kOe (red lines). Isofield M(T) curves obtained from M(H) curves (blue).
to a new measurement temperature above the previous one. This was repeated over a
temperature range of 98 – 182 K (T = 3 K) (Fig. 5.3 (a) [H "] and 5.3 (b) [H #]) [289].
In a first inspection of the results, one can identify, an abnormal behavior of the
isothermal curves in increasing field mode, negative magnetization values for low fields,
which was related to the presence of a negative remanent field. However this does not
invalidate the nature of our findings. Thus, we focus our calculations into the measure-
ments in decreasing field mode where this type of influence is minimized.
The approximate temperature dependence of isothermal magnetic entropy change
SM, corresponding to a magnetic field change H starting from zero field (or from
Hmax), can be numerically calculated from the discrete magnetization data by means of
the expression obtained from the Maxwell relationship:
SM(T,H) = S(T,H) – S(T, 0) =
 H
0
 
@M
@T
!
H
dH . (5.3)
Magnetic entropy change versus temperature for different magnetic field changes is
shown in Fig. 5.4 (a) [H "] and 5.4 (b) [H #]. The positive sign of –SM and the curves
shape, at a first glance indicates the FM nature and a conventional magnetic cooling
effect by adiabatic demagnetization in the present compound [431]. Also, no distinct tem-
perature alteration of the peak position of –SM vs T curves under variable magnetic
field is observed showing its second order nature.
The maxima in –SM(T) for different maximum variations of the applied magnetic
field Hmax, are peaked close to 140 K, which marks the onset of the antiferromagnetic
phase transition (TN = 140 K). It is interesting to note that above the antiferromagnetic
ordering, under small applied magnetic field which doesn’t disturb the YCrO3 ground
state, a small positive entropy change is observed confirming the presence of the weak
ferromagnetic interactions due to anisotropy in the system (Dzialoshinski–Moriya type
antisymmetric exchange interaction of Cr3+ – Cr3+ ions) [428]. Additionally, in Fig. 5.4,
when comparing the –SM(T) for Hmax = 50 kOe varying the field in increasing or de-
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Figure 5.4 – Magnetic entropy changes with respect to temperature at different field changes for
YCrO3 sample.
creasing mode, the same maximum value and an overlap of the curves is observed
above TN. However, below TN a difference between the two curves is evident. A possi-
ble explanation for this observation lies on the fact that the ordering temperature of Cr3+
is sensitive to the thermal cycling history of the sample when an external field is applied.
The difference observed near TN is, as referred before, due to the competition between
weak ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions [413,415].
Curiously, as pointed out previously the same –SmaxM was observed in the cases
of H # and H ". One should stress that each isothermal measurement was made after
the sample is heated, with no applied field, up to the paramagnetic region (well above
TN). Thus, the available thermal energy simply overcomes the interaction energy be-
tween the spins. This is an indication that a big variation of M due to the presence of
magnetic domains does not affect the magnitude of –SM but will affect its shape for
T < TN. Furthermore, we observed that the nature of the magnetic material (hard/soft),
in which usually hard magnets were preferred, does not have a large influence in the
MCE. Therefore, new pathways can be pursuit using the coupling of soft and hard mag-
nets in different applications fields, without the concern of losses under the form of heat
in systems showing hysteresis [419].
The calculated –SM was found to be positive in almost all temperature span. An
increase with field of the maximum value is observed, reaching a value as high as
0.36 J kg–1K–1 for a field change of 50 kOe. This value is significantly larger than that
obtained for a similar perovskite LaCrO3 (TCrN = 285 K), where –SM = 0.067 J kg
–1K–1
for the same magnetic field Hmax = 50 kOe [212]. In both YCrO3 and LaCrO3 the A-site
cation has a zero magnetic moment (J = 0), same spin value for B-site (JCr3+ = 3/2)
and have the same elements ratio and therefore for a higher TN a lower –SM is ex-
pected [100,432]. On the other hand DyCrO3, which belongs also to the RCrO3 family,
has a –SM = 8.4 J kg–1K–1 (Hmax = 40 kOe) calculated near the spin reorientation
temperature (TDyCrO3SR  15 K) [433]. Though a direct –SM comparison for DyCrO3 and
YCrO3 cannot be made, a higher SM value is expected for DyCrO3 due to the rare
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Figure 5.5 – (a) RC evaluated for different fields at different temperature. (b) Maximum magnetic
entropy change versus maximum field variation two thirds power. (Dashed lines are guidelines for the
eyes.)
earth magnetic ion contribution to the system entropy.
In the cases where –SmaxM / H
2/3
max we should expect that the magnetization proper-
ties can be explained by a mean field theory. Figure 5.5 (b) pictures that dependency,
where by a simple inspection a linear dependency seems to be present. This seems
to hint that a mean field theory approach should suffice to explain the YCrO3 magnetic
behavior for high fields. However, nowadays a more comprehensive expression and a
complete field dependence of –SmaxM is known, where the implications for the use of
the H2/3 model are further discussed [434]. Having this in mind it should be interesting for
a future work a detailed study on the critical exponents.
5.1.3.4 The relative cooling power
A further parameter used in magnetocaloric materials is the refrigerant capacity (RC),
which can be used to determine the interest of a material for a real application and repre-
sents the amount of heat transferred in one thermodynamic cycle. For a given magnetic
refrigerant, the optimum refrigeration cycle occurs when the RC has a maximum value.
RC is represented by the expression:
RC(H) =
 T2
T1
SM(T,H)dT . (5.4)
It can be also estimated for each value of field variation by the product of the maximum
magnitude of j–SmaxM j and its full width at half maximum (Tfwhm), plotted in Fig. 5.5
(a). An estimated RC = 7.1 J kg–1 for bulk YCrO3 was achieved near the transition
temperature at 140 K for H = 50 kOe [83,212,433].
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Figure 5.6 – Belov-Arrott plots at different temperatures for bulk YCrO3 sample.
5.1.3.5 Arrott-plot representation
According to Banerjee criterion [435], it is possible estimate the order parameter of the
field-induced magnetic transition by the presence of positive/negative slope in Arrott
plots. Negative for a first-order magnetic phase transition and positive when the transi-
tion is of second order. Therefore, we have constructed Arrott plots for YCrO3, which are
shown in Fig. 5.6. Observing the figure, neither an inflection point nor a negative slope
is observed, therefore evidencing the occurrence of a second-order magnetic transition
further confirming the above statement concerning the –SM peak invariability.
While SM change is smaller than that observed in some other magnetocaloric ma-
terials, including Gd metal [83], understanding the mechanisms producing the MCE in
YCrO3 may lead to better materials in the future. Furthermore these materials can
be used to operate in different temperature intervals like near the liquid nitrogen tem-
perature. One can point out that the magnitude of the MCE depends strongly on the
sample magnetization, therefore if one would increase the weak ferromagnetic moment
by tuning the Cr – O1 – Cr bond angle an increase of SM in the system would be ex-
pected [415,427]. In fact, modifying this bond angle may also increase the magnetic transi-
tion temperature, which is desirable to many applications. This interplay of the transition
temperature and magnitude of the MCE will require a careful control of the bond angles
in YCrO3. Possibly the doping with magnetic rare earth ions would optimise the proper-
ties of the system for magnetocaloric applications.
5.1.4 Conclusions
We have synthesized polycrystalline YCrO3 and confirmed an orthorhombic structure
with the Pnma space group using structure refinement. Magnetization measurements
reveal an antiferromagnetic transition with weak ferromagnetism below TN  140 K.
The magnetocaloric effect was calculated by measuring the isothermal magnetic en-
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tropy change, which shows a maximum of 0.36 J kg–1K–1 for a field of 50 kOe and a
refrigerant capacity RC = 7.1 J kg–1. No difference in the magnitude of the MCE was
observed for increasing and decreasing field modes, reinforcing the idea that hard mag-
nets should also be included in the search for new MCE materials. The positive slope
of the Arrott plots at all high fields implies that the field-induced magnetic transition in
YCrO3 is second-order in nature.
YCrO3, a canted antiferromagnetic system with weak ferromagnetism, possessing
rich physics due to the complex coupling among different degree of freedoms, is a model
of chromium perovskites and may provide further information to possible applications in
MR in liquid nitrogen temperature range.
5.2 Effect of Chemical Pressure on the magnetocaloric
effect of RCrO3 perovskites (R=Yb, Er, Sm and Y)
A comparative study of the magnetocaloric effect and refrigerant capacity properties of
orthorhombic perovskite-like isostructural compounds RCrO3 (R:Yb, Er, Sm and Y) was
carried out. A comparison between the magnetocaloric effect in the different samples
is discussed considering the effect of using R cations with and without a nill magnetic
moment and different cation size (R = Yb, Er, Y and Sm). It is shown that the magne-
tocaloric effect is higher near the rare earth ion ordering temperature than that at the
Cr ordering temperature. Two scales of values can be observed at the Cr3+ and R3+
ordering temperatures. The first one with values ranging –SM(TCrN ) = [0.15; 0.72] and
the second one ranging –SM(TRN) = [–0.2; 12.5]. An inverse magnetocaloric effect was
observed at TRN for Sm. The evolution of –SM with R
3+ ion radius increase and with
total paramagnetic system moment are also discussed. For sake of section complete-
ness we review here again the most important aspects from literature relevant for our
analysis.
5.2.1 Overview
Magnetic refrigeration based in the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) has given giant steps
in recent years and nowadays promises to become a cooling tool for both cryogenic and
room temperature applications [26,83,91]. Apart from the explicit advantages of using this
type of technology at room temperature, there is also great interest in the applications to
cryogenic temperatures where the current dominant technology is helium based. Fac-
ing the decline of the global amount of helium, its liquefaction cost is only expected to
increase. Thus, leading to a more costly technology based on it (e.g. scientific and
medical instrumentation based in superconducting magnets) [433,436].
Here, the high energy efficiency walks alongside with a great ecological advantage
since this application is not based in freon gases (i.e., as conventional refrigeration sys-
tems) [90,91,94,100]. However, this technology requires the search for promising materials
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which can then be used in suitable applications. Ideally, these materials might present
a coexistence of several types of orders and thus are more likely to offer new kinds
of functionalities [419]. In this respect, one can find those which are very appealing due
to the coupling between ferroelectric and ferromagnetic orders (magnetoelectric multi-
ferroics) giving the capacity to control them electrical and magnetically [26,437]. Among
multiferroic we can find those in which the ordering temperatures and the polarization
values are usually very high but the magnetoelectric coupling is rather weak. In these
materials, type-I multiferroics, ferroelectricity and magnetism have different origins and
different ordering temperatures. On the other, a second group of multiferroics in where
ferroelectricity appears as a consequence of the magnetic order. Here, a strong mag-
netoelectric coupling is observed but the ordering temperatures and polarization values
are typically very low.
In the last years, there has been a few reports on rare-earth orthochromites (RCrO3)
suggesting them as potential magnetoelectric multiferroic materials [218,230]. Still under
debate are the ferroelectric transition temperature and its origin. The RCrO3 magnetic
properties have been described as G-type antiferromagnetic (AFM) [433], more especifi-
cally as having a canted AFM transition and a claimed ferroelectric (FE) transition in the
113–140 K and 472–516 K temperature range, respectively. The magnetic properties of
these compounds arise from the different possible magnetic spin interactions (exchange
interactions), namely: Cr3+-Cr3+, Cr3+-R3+, and R3+-R3+, which are isotropic, symmet-
ric, and antisymmetric anisotropic, respectively. In these compounds the antissimetric
Dzialoshinski-Moriya (D-M) interaction might also act on the Cr3+ spins originating a
weak ferrimagnetic component [265]. In this way, the RCrO3 exhibit three important tran-
sitions: the antiferromagnetic Neél temperature TCrN for Cr
3+ sub-lattice ordering, TSR
due to spin reorientation and finally TRN for R
3+ sub-lattice ordering. These characteris-
tic temperatures tend to shift towards higher values with the increase of the R cationic
radius. By its turn, these increase are associated with the decreasing of the lattice dis-
tortions and increasing Cr3+-O2 – -Cr3+ bond angles approaching the ideal 180.
In general, RCrO3 perovskite-type oxides are very fascinating materials for both fun-
damental physics and applied related issues. Together with their capacity to adopt a
variety of different structural distortions, which can be driven by external parameters
like temperature, pressure or chemical composition makes them an interesting object
of study [207]. Additionally, the different ferroic orders that these multiferroic perovskites
may exhibit, such as ferromagnetism, ferroelectricity, and/or ferroelasticity, adds a large
contribute to this interest [26,91].
In the present work, we report the MCE studies of rare-earth orthochromites RCrO3
with magnetic A-site ions (Er, Sm, Yb) and compare with previous works with magnetic
(Gd and Dy) [433,438] and non magnetic (Y, La) R ions [212,409]. Thus, exemplifying the
role of rare-earth magnetism in the MCE in these materials.
We show that ErCrO3 presents a significant magnetic entropy change, –SM =
13 Jkg–1K–1 while SmCrO3 has an inverse MCE effect of –0.3 Jkg–1K–1. The refrig-
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erant capacity, RC calculated near the transition temperature of the R3+ ion for applied
fields up to 50 kOe varies between 0.2 and 75 Jkg–1.
5.2.2 Experimental Details
Polycrystalline samples of RCrO3 (R = Yb, Er, Y and Sm) were prepared by solid state
reaction of stoichiometric quantities of R2O3 and Cr2O3 at 1173 K for several hours fol-
lowed by two more grinding and heating steps. Phase purity was confirmed by Rietveld
refinement on the x-ray powder diffraction data collected with a Panalytical X’Pert Pro
diffractometer (and analyzed with the Fullprof software package [347]). The magnetic
properties measurements, isothermal magnetization curves M(H) were carried out in a
commercial (MPMS Quantum Design) Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
(SQUID) magnetometer in several temperature spans, depending on the sample. M(H)
isotherms were obtained by varying the field between 50 to 0 kOe for all samples. Pre-
vious to the measurement and in order to minimize any remanent field present in the
superconducting coils and destroy any previous field effect on the sample, at room tem-
perature, the field was set to 10 kOe and then to 0 in an oscillating mode. The sample
was then cooled-down to the lowest temperature to be measured. After stabilizing the
temperature, the measurement was performed varying the field from 50 down to 0 kOe
(in 40 steps). At each step the magnetization was measured at a fixed temperature and
field. Once back at initial field (0 kOe) the sample was heated up all the way into the
paramagnetic region (T  TCrN ). Only then the sample was cooled to a new measure-
ment temperature above the previous one (loop preocess) [289]. The temperature range
was adjusted in order to span over the ordering temperatures of the Cr3+ and R3+ sub-
lattices. Afterwards, the magnetic entropy change [–SM(T)] was calculated using the
first quadrant isothermal M(H) curves.
The refrigerant capacity (RC), an important parameter to evaluate magnetocaloric
materials is determined for each value of field, by the magnitude of –SM and its full
width at half maximum (Tfwhm). The values of the magnitude of –SM and its full width
at half maximum were obtained by fitting the –SM(T) with a Lorentzian peak function.
5.2.3 Results and Discussion
5.2.3.1 Crystalographic characterization
The crystallographic propertied were investigated using XRD analysis. The resulting
XRD pattern were analyzed using Fullproof software and all chromites samples RCrO3
(R –– Yb, Er, Y, Sm) presented an orthorhombic perovskite structure, that belong to the
space group Pnma. The results are summarized in table 5.2.
All solid state synthesized RCrO3 powders were confirmed to be single phase by
XRD. The obtained parameters from the structural refinements (Rietveld refinement fits)
are summarized in table 5.2. The results are ordered by ionic radius size increase,
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Figure 5.7 – Room temperature of Rietveld refined powder XRD pattern of YbCrO3, ErCrO3, YCrO3
and SmCrO3 samples after the final treatment.
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Yb!Er!Y!Sm, where it was considered a trivalent positive charge and an eight-fold
coordinated site, obtaining the values 1.042, 1.060, 1.075 and 1.133 Å respectively.
Table 5.2 – Summary of obtained structural parameters and atomic positions for RCrO3 system at
room temperature and magnetic transition temperatures.
R= Yb Er Y Sm
Ionic radius () 0.985 1.004 1.019 1.079
a () 5.4991 5.5091 5.5157 5.4970
b () 7.4847 7.5212 7.5309 7.6436
c () 5.1918 5.2275 5.2419 5.3670
V (3) 213.7 216.6 217.7 225.5
 (g/cm3) 8.190 9.316 5.902 8.166
Cr-O1-Cr 143.27 146.60 146.89 153.14
R x 0.0676 0.0669 0.0654 0.0525
z -0.0221 -0.0151 -0.0179 -0.0141
Biso (2) 0.49 0.03 0.22 0.60
Occ 0.84 0.77 0.74 0.54
Cr Biso (2) 0.56 0.94 2.83 0.08
Occ 0.82 0.88 0.60 0.56
O (1) x 0.4507 0.47838 0.4721 0.48822
z 0.1078 0.1055 0.1026 0.0842
Biso (2) 0.78 1.38 0.08 0.89
Occ 0.62 1.17 0.74 0.72
O (2) x 0.2998 0.2961 0.2996 0.2916
y 0.0404 0.0568 0.0542 0.0465
z -0.2821 -0.3124 -0.31144 -0.2954
Biso (2) 0.31 2.74 1.27 2.17
Occ 1.45 2.53 1.64 1.74
2 (%) 1.54 2.45 1.24 1.37
TCr
3+
N (K) 118 134 141 193
TSR (K) 12 22 – 34
TR
3+
N (K) 3
[265] 6.5 – 20
Atomic positions: R: 4c (x, 1/4, z); Cr: 4b (0, 0, 1/2); O (1): 4c (x, 1/4, z) and O (2): 8d (x, y, z)
The distorted perovskite structure with orthorhombic symmetry [space group Pnma
(Nº 62)] was confirmed to all RCrO3 chromites [265]. The unit cell volume increase with
the ionic radius due to the linear increase of b and c parameters and an almost constant
value of a cell parameter. We should point out that in the case of R –– Sm a reduction of
the lattice a parameter is observed. Nevertheless the volume increase is still observed.
The decrease of the lattice parameter a is compensated with a larger increase of the
b and c parameters. Simultaneously with the increase of the R cationic radius size
(Yb!Sm: = +0.094 ) a decrease of the octahedral tilting of the perovskite cell (distor-
tion of the structure from the ideal RBO3 cubic perovskite) is observed. The significant
increase of the average Cr – O1 – Cr bond angle from 143 to around 153 towards the
ideal 180 of non distorted perovskites (Yb!Sm: = +10) trends with an increase of
TCrN .
5.2.3.2 Magnetic characterization
Concomitantly with the increase in the octahedral tilting angle, towards that of the undis-
torted perovskite, an increase of the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature TCrN (118 K
! 193 K) is verified. This rise is due to the increase of the Cr3+-Cr3+ exchange interac-
tion which determines the magnetic properties of the system above about 100 K. Below
this temperature the influence of the Cr3+-R3+ interaction becomes increasingly impor-
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tant and at the temperatures in the liquid helium range, where the R sub-lattice orders
at TRN, the R
3+-R3+ interaction enters into consideration.
The characteristic magnetic transition temperatures obtained for these compounds
are also summarized at the bottom of table 5.2 and are in good conformity with data
present in the literature [208,248,439].
In Fig. 5.8 (c) are represented the M(T) curves taken from 5 to 350 K with an applied
field of 0.1 kOe for the RCrO3 perovskites studied in this work. The effective paramag-
netic moments of the magnetic atoms is depicted in the same figure.
As one can observe the magnetization curves shape of these perovskites exhibit
different behaviors depending on the R-ion and in the thermal history of the sample
(cooled with an applied magnetic field or not). In a general way, the Cr3+ spins in the
RCrO3 perovskites systems order antiferromagnetically below TCrN . A weak ferromag-
netic moment also arises due to the canting of the Cr atoms. One should point out that
when R ion presents a non zero magnetic moment, two spin lattices are present in the
system, which can be uncoupled or not. In the case of a zero field cooled mode, the Cr
and R substructures are uncoupled and experience the same external applied field and
thus contribute independently to the total magnetization. Whereas, in the FC measuring
mode, when the Cr sub-lattice moments order at TCrN a local field will be impose over the
R moments. Hence, the R sub-lattice experiences a local field, which is the sum of the
internal field due to the Cr sub-lattice and the external field. The resulting magnetization
depends on the relative contribution of the sub-lattices and their temperature dependent
magnetic behaviors.
For example, in the case of YbCrO3 (the system with the smaller R radius in the
Yb!Er!Y!Sm series) the canted Cr moments are coupled antiferromagnetically with
Yb, leading to an antiparallel polarization of the Yb magnetic moments with respect
to the ferromagnetic component of the Cr spins. As the temperature decreases the
Yb moments eventually align with the internal field of the chromium moments. At the
compensation temperature the Yb sub-lattice contribution equals that resulting from the
Cr sub-lattice. Below that temperature a negative net magnetization is observed as the
Cr sub-lattice component is overcome by the Yb moments polarization [248].
Successive isothermal magnetization measurements M(H) (and respective isofield
M(T) curves obtained from those measurements), as shown in Figure 5.8 ((a), (b), (d)
and (e)), YbCrO3, ErCrO3, YCrO3 and SmCrO3, were used to extract further information
on the effect of the R ion substitution on the magnetocaloric behavior. On the left side
of Fig. 5.8 are the curves centered on TRN and on the right side centered on T
Cr
N . As
expected for R –– Y, which has a zero magnetic moment no low temperature R-ordering
exists and so no measurements were made in that temperature range for YCrO3.
As we can observe, the difference of R-site cations has a clear impact on the mag-
netic susceptibility temperature behavior. All samples exhibit a paramagnetic behavior
at room temperature and undergo several magnetic transitions upon cooling (see ta-
ble 5.2). The characteristics magnetic transitions are easily identified by a simple figure
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Figure 5.8 – Isothermal [M(H)] and isofield [M(T)] curves at different temperatures ranges (around
the R3+ and Cr3+ sub-lattices ordering temperatures) while decreasing the magnetic field from 50 to
0 kOe for the YbCrO3, ErCrO3, YCrO3 and SmCrO3 (a,b,d and e respectively). (c) Isofield [M(T)]
curves for the different systems taken with an applied field of 0.1 kOe.
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inspection (colored lines). As mentioned above, TCrN evolves towards high temperatures
with the increase of the ionic radius, while TRN and and TSR, do not seem to to follow an
obvious trend (see bottom of table 5.2). Due to the low values of TRN and their proxim-
ity with TSR hereafter we will refer the low temperature transition observed in the M(H)
curves simply as TRN.
Above TCrN the M(T) curves behaves linearly, indicating a non correlated spin be-
havior. Upon TCrN , where the system goes from a paramagnetic to a canted antiferro-
magnetic state, the M(T) curves show an increase in the magnetization value. Below
that temperature the magnetization seems to saturate with the exception of ErCrO3.
This magnetization trend is observed for the measurements performed in all range of
applied magnetic fields. Furthermore, the Cr3+ ordering temperature of each system
(magnetization step increase) seems to be independent of the applied field.
In the case of the measurements at lower temperatures (left side of Fig. 5.8), a
small bump around TRN is observed for the lowest applied magnetic field for YbCrO3 and
ErCrO3. The bump maximum shifts towards lower temperatures and is accompanied
by its broadening when going for the largest applied field. The SmCrO3 sample shows
an almost field independent behavior with a step decrease in the magnetization value
at TRN. At low fields, the magnetization increase, that is observed since below T
Cr
N , alts
at TRN and a decrease in magnetization is in place below this temperature. For higher
applied magnetic fields this inversion in the magnetization increase ceases to manifest
and only a continuous increase is observed. This seems to hint that with lower applied
magnetic fields, a certain degree of uncoupling of the two magnetic sub-lattices is still
present, similarly to what happens to the isofield zero field cooled measurements.
The highest magnetization values were recorded in the low temperature transition
(TErN ) in ErCrO3 (110 emu g
–1) while the lowest value was recorded for SmCrO3 ( 1.35
emu g–1) for the high temperature magnetic transition (TCrN ). This comes in good agree-
ment when considering the magnetic moment variation of the cations of this systems,
4.53, 9.59, 0.85 and 3.87 B for Yb, Er, Sm and Cr respectively (see Fig. 5.8 (c)).
The coercive field (HC = (H# – H")/2, where H# and H" are the left and right coer-
cive fields), described as field necessary to reduce the magnetization to zero, can be
a source of information about the intrinsic mechanism of a system ordering. By over-
lapping the coercive field and magnetic susceptibility information additional knowledge
concerning the system ordering intrinsic mechanism can be achieved. Figure 5.9 shows
the normalized coercive field and Isofield [M(T)] curves as a function of temperature for
the different materials.
The YCrO3 results presents the more simple interpretation for the reason that it has
only one magnetic ion in its formula. Here, the coercive field mimics the behavior of
the magnetic susceptibility. In the paramagnetic regime a zero value is observed, which
increases below TCrN reaching an almost temperature independent stage at the lowest
temperature measured.
For the cases of SmCrO3 and YbCrO3 we observe a concomitantly increase of the
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Figure 5.9 – Normalized coercive field and isofield [M(T)] curves for the YbCrO3, ErCrO3, YCrO3 and
SmCrO3.
magnetization susceptibility with the increase of the coercive field below TCrN .
Furthermore, the coercive field temperature variation seems to follow the magnetic
susceptibility curve almost down to the spin reorientation temperature. Here, the de-
crease in the magnetic susceptibility is preceded by a decrease in the coercive field.
Decreasing further the temperature the coercive field increases, showing a maximum
before the TRN. This sudden increase in HC results from the development of an exchange
anisotropy due to the reorientation of the R3+ moments with respect to the canted Cr3+
components. Further down, the decrease in coercivity suggest a strong AFM contribu-
tion from R3+ ions that dominates at low temperature, giving rise to a complex behavior
at low temperatures. For the case of ErCrO3 the presence of a coercive field is already
perceived at a much higher T than TCrN . This seems to hint to a different mechanism
present in this compound in the paramagnetic regime. For lower temperatures the HC
seems to go accordingly to the other systems.
5.2.3.3 Magnetocaloric effect
Magnetic entropy change versus temperature was calculated applying Eq. 1.9 to the
M(H) curves of Fig. 5.8 for different magnetic field changes and for the different systems
in study are shown in Fig. 5.10.
The maxima in isothermal magnetic entropy change versus temperature [SM(T)]
for different maximum variations of the applied magnetic field (Hmax), are peaked close
to TRN and T
Cr
N , left and right side of figure respectively. The –SM plots show a sharper
peak near TCrN than near T
R
N (or TSR) for all systems. It is at T
Cr
N in SmCrO3 that the
smallest value of the full width at half maximum (fwhm) is obtained. This behavior is
expected because it is in SmCrO3 and at TCrN that the transition spans over the narrowest
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temperature range. Furthermore, the transitions at TSR and TRN are very close to one
another resulting in a variation of the magnetization in a larger temperature range and
therefore a broader peak in –SM.
The entropy change due to the MCE is related to the slope of the temperature de-
pendence of the magnetization. Thus ErCrO3 is the sample studied in this work showing
the greatest greatest magnetic entropy change 0.75 JK–1kg–1 for a Hmax = 50 kOe (see
table in Fig. 5.10 (c)). Furthermore, the ordering of large magnetic moments, such as
the 9.5 B of the Er3+ ion, can cause a large change in magnetization, and is therefore
expected to have a large MCE.
Literature shows that SmCrO3 shows a peculiar magnetic behavior due to the com-
petition between the external field, thermal activation energy and antiparallel Sm3+ – Cr3+
spin interaction [245] which leads to the observation of a magnetization reversal and ex-
change bias. The R3+ sub-lattice orders antiferromagnetically to the Cr3+ sub-lattice
causing a decrease in the magnetization. As a result, the magnetocaloric effect should
be larger at a transition which involves the larger portion of the available magnetic en-
tropy. Generally, one would expect that the splitting of the total available magnetic
entropy would decrease –SM near the two successive transformations. Additionally,
the Cr3+ ordering at TCrN results in a small –SM. Therefore, a Cr
3+ spin-reorientation
transition is not likely to cause a significant –SM [433]. The magnetic field can decrease
the antiferromagnetic order and finally convert it to the ferromagnetic one. This process
is accompanied by a field-induced MCE (and –SM) sign change [440] i.e.., the SmCrO3
sample possesses both inverse (positive) and normal (negative) MCE in the low tem-
perature regime. The presence of two successive MCE peaks in this temperature range
leads to a large operating temperature window ( 47 K) with one thermodynamic cycle.
In all samples and in both temperature ranges, an increase of the intensity of the
magnetic entropy change with the increase of the maximum magnetic applied field is
also observed.
The evolution of –SM considering the ionic radius and the total effective param-
agnetic moments in the RCrO3 samples are plotted in Fig. 5.11 (a) and Fig. 5.11 (b),
respectively. From these figures we can observe that two scales of values are present,
one for –SM at TRN and one for –SM at T
R
N. All systems present larger –SM (in mod-
ule) at TRN. This is not unusual because in the higher temperature transition almost only
the Cr3+ – Cr3+ interactions contributes to the sample magnetism. While at lower tem-
peratures we have the full contribution of all magnetic ions to the system magnetization.
Furthermore, –SM at TCrN was found to monotonically decrease with the ionic ra-
dius increase, with the exception of ErCrO3 (purple zone) where the largest value was
obtained (–SM = 13 Jkg–1K–1). The values R –– La, Gd, Dy from literature, were also
included [212]. For the values obtained near TRN, a maximum is evident
[433]. The same
is true at TRN when studying –SM with the evolution of the total effective paramagnetic
moment. In the case of the values obtained at TCrN a monotonic increase seems to be
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Figure 5.10 – Magnetic entropy changes with respect to temperature at different field changes for
YbCrO3 , ErCrO3 YCrO3 and SmCrO3, near TRN (left) and T
Cr
N (right), from top to bottom respectively.
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in place, with the increase of the total paramagnetic momenti and decrease with R ion
radius decrease.
Finally we see in Fig. 5.11 (b) that the use of a R magnetic ion helps to enhance the
magnetic entropy variation near TCrN , i.e. the highest –SM are observed for samples
with the highest eff. This clearly shows that already at this temperature, where the Cr
magnetic sub-lattice orders, the system, or more specifically the Cr ions interactions are
already influenced by the magnetic R ions.
Figure 5.11 – Magnetic entropy changes with respect to the different R3+ ions (a) and to total effective
paramagnetic moment total (b) for a field variation of 5 T. (c) and (d) show the refrigerant cooling
power for the different systems near TCrN and T
R
N, respectively.
5.2.3.4 Refrigerant cooling power
An estimation of the refrigerant cooling power (RC) value for bulk RCrO3 samples was
performed. The results are depicted in Fig. 5.11 (c) and Fig. 5.11 (d) near TRN and near
TCrN , respectively. As expected from the previous results, ErCrO3 presents the largest
capacity to be applied as a material for magnetic refrigeration (at both ordering temper-
atures). Also, an almost linear increase is observed with the increase of Hmax.
Note that these values are an approximation since in some of the results the extrac-
tion of –SmaxM and fwhm is not straight forward and is prone to large errors.
Furthermore, the results show a lesser difference between all systems for the cal-
culations near TRN than for T
Cr
N where a larger distribution of values are observed. For
TRN the values range from 0.2 with an applied field of 10 kOe to a maximum of almost
75 for an applied field of 50 kOe. No major difference between the other systems is
evident. All systems shows an increase of RC with applied field, where YbCrO3 shows
the largest increase [83].
We foresee that mix cations systems or even doping with other ions may be a good
approach to enhance the observed effect [83,433,438]. This would provide a more in depth
itotal =
r
effR3+
2 + effCr3+2
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knowledge of these systems and could pave the way to the applications of materials in
magneto refrigeration system.
While this systems present smaller values than those observed in some other mag-
netocaloric materials, including Gd metal [83], understanding the mechanisms producing
the MCE in RCrO3 may lead to better materials in the future.
5.2.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, a comparative study of the magnetization, magnetocaloric effect and re-
frigerant capacity properties of orthorhombic RCrO3 compounds was carried out. The
R ions radius increase was found to slightly increase the Cr3+ ordering temperature.
The magnetic entropy change due to the magnetocaloric effect was calculated from
the isothermal magnetization measurements, and was found to increase with the total
paramagnetic moment increase. The use of a R magnetic ion helps to enhance the
magnetic entropy variation at TCrN .
We show that ErCrO3 presents a significant magnetic entropy change, –SM =
13 Jkg–1K–1 while SmCrO3 has an inverse –SM of –0.3 Jkg–1K–1. The refrigerant
capacity, calculated near the transition temperature of the R3+ ion for applied fields up
to 50 kOe varies RC =
0.2 – 75 Jkg–1.
5.3 Local Probing RCrO3 perovskites
This work presents an atomic scale study of the electric field gradient (EFG) in the rare
earth orthochromites RCrO3 (with R= Yb, Er, Y and Sm) with perovskite structure. The
EFG temperature dependence at the R site was followed via perturbed angular corre-
lation measurements with the 111In and 111mCd probes. The results are compared with
ab-initio calculations performed to obtain the EFG at the R site in the RCrO3 system with
different rare-earth elements. For each compound the EFG was studied in the 1000 K to
10 K temperature range in order to obtain information across the systems phase transi-
tions. In particular, ErCrO3 sample shows an EFG change from a slightly distorted axial
symmetry to a EFG with axial symmetry, providing a microscopic evidence that the local
point symmetry of the crystal has changed. YCrO3 PAC results are compatible with the
appearance of local P21 symmetry observed by PDF. Our data on SmCrO3 show that a
distortion of the high temperature local environment start to develop below 300 K within
the paramagnetic phase. The emergent distorted local environment is compatible with
the structure change from Pbnmii to Pna21. Although our data might be compatible with
the most recent reports, where polar octahedral rotations and/or cation displacements
are at the origin of a polar order in the paramagnetic state, remarkably, they point to a
iiIn some publications, a Pnma or a pseudo-cubic lattice are introduced for RCrO3 perovskites. There
is a 45°rotation between the Pbnm and the pseudo-cubic indexing. Axes are switched between the Pbnm
and Pnma indexing.
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more subtle scenario, where locally an inhomogeneous state emerges. In this new state
regular and distorted environments (most probably polar and non polar states) coexist.
For sake of section completeness we review here again the most important aspects
from literature relevant for our analysis.
5.3.1 Overview
Almost a decade ago, it was found that rare earth orthochromites with the formula RCrO3
(e.g. R=Yb, Er, Y, Lu and Sm) exhibit rich and varying physical properties, including
magnetic, semiconducting, ferroelectric, multiferroic properties and so on. Thus, making
RCrO3 perovskite-type oxides an interesting and meaningful object of study, for both
fundamental physics (either in theory or experimental point of view) and applied related
issues. The development of any suitable application is, obviously, dependent on the
fundamental understanding of the material properties [59,441].
RCrO3 compounds originate from an ideal cubic structure, however, due to the sizes
of the ions, they crystallize in the orthorhombic GdFeO3-type perovskite structure (space
group Pnma) [218,219]. Here, the larger atoms R are located at the center of a cube, the
Cr atoms are on 8 vertices and oxygen atoms occupy 12 positions in the middle of
each side of the cube. Different structural distortions are present in these compounds
(from cubic to orthorhombic or rhombrohedric symmetry) [203–206], which can be driven by
external parameters like temperature, pressure or chemical composition. Additionally,
distortions in this structure may lead to new magnetic and electrical properties, with great
scientific and technological interest [207,208]. Furthermore, the different ferroic orders
that these multiferroic perovskites may exhibit, such as ferromagnetism, ferroelectricity,
and/or ferroelasticity, adds a large contribute to this interest [26,91,212].
Canted antiferromagnets with a weak ferromagnetic component, their Néel magnetic
transition temperature (TN) decreases with decreasing radius of the R3+ ions (e.g., TN =
288 K in LaCrO3 and TN = 112 K in LuCrO3). Some RCrO3 compounds with R=Nd, Sm,
Gd, Er show Cr3+ spin-reorientation transitions at lower temperatures [245,261]. At very
low temperatures, spins of R3+ ions undergo antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering. Some
members of the RCrO3 family show magnetization reversal (or negative magnetization)
phenomena [245–248].
Rare-earth orthochromites of the formula RCrO3 are currently at the center of great
controversy regarding ferroelectricity. When R=Dy, Pr, Ho, Yb, Er, Y, Lu, Sm they are
claimed to be ferroelectric while when R –– La, Nd are not [218,219,230,253]. While dielectric
permittivity anomalies near 400-500 K in the heavier rare-earth chromites were associ-
ated with non-centrosymmetry others claim that the polarization observed in these sys-
tems is due to the combined effect of the poling-field that breaks the R ion local symmetry
and the exchange-field on the R ion from the Cr sub-lattice [208]. Accordingly, no sponta-
neous ferroelectric polar-order exists in these systems and the presence of a magnetic
R-ion is essential to induce a metastable ferroelectric state. Contrarily, the appearance
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of ferroelectricity without any correlation to the magnetic order, arising from polar octa-
hedral rotations and/or cation displacements, was recently claimed [259]. Although these
systems have been claimed as potential magnetoelectric materials additional efforts are
needed to definitely validate this claim. In fact, ferroelectricity in RCrO3 (R=Ho-Lu and
Y) have not yet been demonstrated in contrast to the La1−xBixCrO3 system where fer-
roelectric hysteresis loops were observed [442].
Since these properties might arise from local structural features that are not well
described by methods based on long-range average structural models, the use of local
probe studies is essential [205,218,245,259,427].
In this context, hyperfine methods, such as perturbed angular correlation (PAC)
spectroscopy, might provide relevant additional knowledge. Considering these ideas,
it becomes desirable to carry out additional investigations, specially with the help of
nanoscale characterization techniques, to further examine locally the crystallographic,
magnetic and electric structure properties of these perovskite systems. In this context,
hyperfine methods such as perturbed angular correlation (PAC) spectroscopy are of the
highest relevance. In fact, information on structural properties such as lattice transfor-
mation and/or distortion can be extracted by studying the electric field gradient (EFG)
tensor obtained from the nuclear quadrupole hyperfine interaction. The EFG in the
vicinity of the probe atom, which is due to asymmetries on the local charge distribution,
allows to reconstruct the atomic and electronic environment of the atomic probe in the
material. Furthermore, PAC has given proofs to be a valuable technique to study local
anomalies [169,170,352].
Information on local lattice properties can be extracted by studying the electric field
gradient and can assist in clarifying the validity of the claimed ferroelectricity [441] in
RCrO3.
In this work RCrO3 (R = Yb, Er, Y, Sm) compounds (also known as orthochromites)
were studied. The samples were produced by means of solid state method and analyzed
by X-Ray Diffraction. The temperature dependent EFG study, using the 111In!111Cd and
111mCd!111Cd PAC probe, was performed in a temperature range which comprehend
the important magnetic and claimed electric phase transitions.The probe nuclei were
introduced in the samples by diffusion or implantation method.
5.3.2 Experimental Details
Polycrystalline samples of RCrO3 (R = Yb, Er, Y and Sm) were prepared by solid state
reaction of stoichiometric quantities of R2O3 and Cr2O3 at 1173 K for several hours
followed by two more grinding and heating steps (see section 2.6.3).
Phase purity was confirmed by Rietveld refinement on the x-ray powder diffraction
data collected with a Panalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer and analyzed with the Fullprof
software package [347] (see section 5.2.3.1).
The magnetic properties measurements, isofield and isothermic magnetization curves
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were carried out in a commercial (MPMS Quantum Design) Superconducting Quantum
Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometer in several temperature spans, depending
on the sample (see section 5.2.3.2).
PAC spectroscopy has been applied to study the atomic scale properties of this
compound. To perform the EFG measurements, meaning – PAC measurements [292],
the systems were implanted with 111mCd ions [111mCd!111Cd, t1/2= 49 minutes] with a
small dose of 1011 atoms/cm2 (dose lower than 1 ppm of the R/Cr concentration) 30 keV
energy at the Isolde-CERN facility, with 111In ions [111In!111Cd, t1/2 = 2.8 days] (same
PAC probe state with I = 5/2 and Q = 0.77(12) barn) or the 111In ions were introduced
in the sample by diffusion process at C2TN-CFNUL and at Isolde-CERN. The process
was carried out by wetting the sample in a 111In activated solution. An annealing was
performed to all samples, to recover from implantation damage or to facilitate diffusion
process (see section 5.3.3.1).
PAC measurements were carried out on a 6-BaF2 detector spectrometer [294] or in
a 4-BaF2 detector spectrometer (in the case of the diffusion procedure performed in
Lisbon). For further experimental details see Refs. 352 and 354.
5.3.3 Results and Discussion
The hyperfine technique, PAC, as pointed out previously (see 2.5.1), has a great poten-
tial in probing at a local scale, and therefore, could be a good source of information for
clarifying the validity of the claimed ferroelectricity in these systems along with probe
possible local phenomena that could be in its origin.
In an ideal PAC experiment it is aimed that all the radioactive probes go to sub-
stitutional lattice sites. Usually that can be accomplished with an after implantation or
diffusion annealing . Here some important factors have to be taken into consideration:
annealing temperature, time and cooling method (slow cooling or quenched). In this
way, in a first stage, several annealing testes were performed in order to determine the
proper annealing conditions.
5.3.3.1 Post-implantation annealing
A study of the dependence of the EFG parameters and probe distribution as a function
of annealing temperature and time was performed in order to achieve the best results
possible. Thus, several PAC experiments have been performed by diffusing the 111In
isotope into the RCrO3 perovskite (R=Yb, Er, Y and Sm), followed by different anneal-
ing conditions in order to help their diffusion into regular lattice sites. The post-diffusion
annealings performed during this work took into consideration the stoichiometry of the
different samples and the sintering conditions that were required to obtained them (tem-
perature and atmosphere). Here we will focus our attention on the YCrO3 results. Nev-
ertheless, similar studies were also performed in the R = Yb, Er, Sm systems. The
annealing conditions tested are summarized in table 5.3.
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Table 5.3 – Annealing conditions used in the post-diffusion annealing in the YCrO3 compound with
the diffusion of 111In parent probe isotope .
Sample Atmosphere Temperature Dwell Time EFG parameters
(°C) (h) !0   (%) Fraction (%)
142(1) 0.05(5) 2.1(5) 14(10)YCO-1 Air 800 24 158(3) 0.6(1) 32(4) 86(10)
142(1) 0.07(5) 6.1(5) 15(5)YCO-2 900 1 158(3) 0.76(8) 24(5) 85(5)
142(1) 0.07(5) 6.1(4) 26(5)YCO-3 + 900 13 158(3) 0.72(6) 31(5) 74(5)
142(1) 0.07(1) 2.4(4) 27(6)YCO-4 + 1000 14 158(2) 0.72(5) 26(5) 73(6)
142(1) 0.1(1) 2.1(4) 25(5)YCO-5
Air
+ 1000 14 158(3) 0.75(5) 33(4) 75(5)
141(1) 0.09(3) 1.4(3) 22(3)YCO-6 Air 1000 24 159(3) 0.67(5) 32(4) 78(3)
1000 24
142(1) 0.05(4) 0.9(6) 28(2)YCO-7 Air + 1100 48 158(1) 0.74(4) 39(9) 72(2)
YCO-8 Air 1000 48 140(1) 0.05(1) 1.6(2) 100
Samples YCO-1 to YCO-7 where quenched after the annealing, rapid cooling in air from the annealing
temperature to room temperature. Sample YCO-8 experienced a slower cooling.
The sample identified by YCO-2 to YCO-5 was submitted to several incremental
annealings, at the end of each annealing a R(t) spectrum was collected. In the case of
sample YCO-7 the annealing was processed in two stages, a first one at 1000 °C during
24 hours and a second one where the furnace temperature was increased to 1100 °C for
more 48 hours coming from 1000°C. Apart from sample YCO-8, all the samples were
quenched after the annealing, rapid cooling in air from the annealing temperature to
room temperature. In the case of sample YCO-8, after being removed from the furnace
it rested a couple of minutes inside the crucible and quartz tube in which the annealing
was performed. As indicated previously the conditions are summarized in table 5.3.
After the annealing, the experimental R(t) spectra were measured at room temper-
ature and some representative examples are depicted in Fig. 5.12 (experimental R(t)
anisotropy function on the left and the Fts on the right). The information about the last
annealing performed to the sample before the spectrum acquisition is also shown in the
graph. The fits to the R(t) functions are shown by the continuous lines in the spectra.
Also in the spectra are represented the individual contributions of each fraction (local
environment) to the total fit line (red line).
The fits to each experimental PAC spectrum were calculated numerically by taking
into account the hamiltonian for the nuclear quadrupole interaction [396]. The final fit so-
lutions were obtained after careful consideration of the different tested models, choosing
the one that gave the best 2. In the end, the best fit to each spectrum was obtained
considering that the 111Cd probes interact with two EFG distributions (named EFGR1
and EFGR2), which were assumed as Lorentzian-like.
In this way, the spectrum obtained at the lowest annealing temperature revealed an
EFGR1 , given by a smaller fraction of probe atoms 14(10)% interacting with an EFG
characterized by VR1ZZ  81(1) V/Å
2 (!R10  142 Mrad/s) and R1  0.05(5) characteristic
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Figure 5.12 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits (partial fits, corresponding to each
individual EFG, are represented in blue and green) and respective Fourier transform taken at different
annealing temperatures and dwell times for the 111In probe on YCrO3. The bottom R(t) spectrum
correspond to sample YCO-8 which experienced a slower cooling after the annealing.
of an EFG with a small deviation from axial symmetry [443]. The other EFG distribution
observed (EFGR2) is given by 86(10)% of the probe atoms interacting with it (majority
phase) and it is characterized by VR2ZZ  90(2) V/Å
2 (!R20  158 Mrad/s) and an R2 
0.6(5). This EFG is extremely more attenuated than the previous one (R1  2 % and
R2  32 %).
The EFG parameters obtained in the fits are also summarized in table 5.3. Notwith-
standing, for a better visualization of the parameters evolution with different annealing
conditions they are also plotted in Fig. 5.13. We should call to the attention that in order
to avoid the overlap of points that correspond to annealings that have the same final
temperature, an horizontal offset of 10 K was employed. Also, to help its identifica-
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tion we have denoted in the graph by strong dashed lines the sample that underwent
successive annealings.
Figure 5.13 – Experimental electric field gradient fundamental frequency, asymmetry parameter and
local probe distribution in the lattice sites, from top to bottom. Static attenuation parameter for EFGR1
is represented in bottom right scale. (Thin dashed lines are guidelines for the eyes.)
Studying the evolution of the experimental R(t) spectra depicted in Fig. 5.12, a clear
difference with the increase of the annealing temperature and dwelling time can be ob-
served, i.e., a reduction of the R(t) attenuation (static attenuation ). When increasing
the annealing temperature and dwelling time an increase of the number of probes sens-
ing EFGR1 is achieved. The number of probes interacting with EFGR1 duplicates already
with an annealing of 900 °C during 13 hours. As can be seen in the graph one hour does
not seem to be sufficient. Furthermore, with further temperature increase and dwelling
time another change (subtle) can be observed, this time in the in the static attenua-
tion parameter of EFGR1 (R1). Namely, for annealings with at least 1000 °C during
24 hours, R1 trends to the lowest values observed. This result does not seem to be
affected by the fact that the annealing was performed in one continuous or two cumu-
lative firings. Furthermore, for all annealing conditions the room temperature !0 and
asymmetry parameters for both EFGs remains constant.
The majority of the measurements presented in this work were performed quenching
the sample after the annealing. However, in a later stage of our study further tests were
conducted with 111In isotopes incorporated into the sample by diffusion method with a
slow cooling after the annealing. Here, we were able to achieve a R(t) spectra with
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a single EFG (EFGR1) characterized by VR1ZZ  79(1) V/Å
2 (!R10  140 Mrad/s) and
R1  0.05(5), sample YCO-8. In sum, removing the sample from the furnace after
the annealing, instead of rapidly cool it down, a slower cooling rate gives better results.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to repeat all measurements with these conditions. It
should be noticed that when using the 111mCd parent probe, the presence of two EFG
was also observed. However, in this case different probe distribution between EFGR1
and EFGR2 was observed, 70–80% and 20–30% respectively. As before the increase of
temperature and annealing time seems to improve the quality of the spectra by reducing
the fraction of the more attenuated EFG environment.
In literature we can find local probing studies with the PAC technique in similar or-
thorhombically distorted perovskites (e.g. LaCrO3, LaFeO3, LaMnO3, LaCoO3) where
the existence of this second EFG, EFGR2 , is also observed [444,445].
Studies with 140La!140Ce in LaMnO3 or with 111In!111Cd in LaCoO3 showed a sim-
ilar second EFG, with an unknown origin. However, the authors related this EFG to the
presence of different La sites in the lattice arising due: to a structural defect; to oxygen
vacancies [446]; to a minor structural phase change not detected by normal x-ray mea-
surements [445]. These PAC studies hint that for these sites, where EFGR2 is observed,
a larger CoO6 octahedra distortion is present, when compared to the observed EFGR1
of the normal Co sites.
Furthermore, it has been reported that the diffusion and trapping of defects near the
PAC probes (especially 111In [447]) and their influence on the perturbation functions is still
unclear [448]. This is not only a consequence of the fact that there is little information on
defects (oxygen vacancies, charge transfers) in the perovskites, but also differences
may arise depending on the method of preparation of the samples [449,450]. A more de-
tailed study on this matter should be pursued in the future, for example PAC studies on
single-crystal samples where such measurements may shed some light onto the so-far
unexplained. Meanwhile in this work, we will focus our attention on EFGR1 .
5.3.3.2 EFG dependence on the rare-earth ionic radius
In this section a systematic study of the dependence of the electric field gradients (EFG)
properties were studied using the 111In!111Cd and 111mCd!111Cd PAC probes at room
temperature as a function of the rare-earth ionic radius (R3+) is presented. The per-
turbed angular correlations (PAC) experiments have been performed by implanting the
orthorhombic RCrO3 (R= Yb, Er, Y and Sm) with 111mCd or diffusing the 111In into the
sample, following the procedure described in chapter 2. Afterwards the samples were
annealed between 973 and 1173 K in air (or O2 in the case of YbCrO3) for 20 minutes
to recover from implantation damage or annealed at 1273 K in air for 48 hours to diffuse
the ions. After the annealing, the experimental R(t) spectra were measured at room
temperature [293-297] K. Presented on Fig. 5.14 are some selected experimental per-
turbation functions R(t) and corresponding Fourier transforms. On the right the spectra
FCUP
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Figure 5.14 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits (represented as thicker lines over the
R(t) spectra) and respective Fourier transform taken at room temperature for the (a) 111In and (b)
111mCd probe.
measured with the 111In probe and on the left the one measured with the 111mCd, from
the largest ionic radius on top to the lowest on the bottom. The fits to each experimental
PAC spectrum (continuous lines over R(t)) were calculated numerically by taking into
account the hamiltonian for the nuclear quadrupole interaction [292,396]. The best fit to
each spectrum was obtained considering that the radioactive probes interact with two
different EFG distributions, which were assumed as Lorentzian-like.
Globally, the experimental R(t) spectra depicted in Fig. 5.14 are quite similar and the
small differences found on the Fourier transforms are due to the different rare-earth sub-
stitution. These spectra are characterized by the coexistence of two EFG distributions
(named EFGR1 and EFGR2 ), which have been found in all compounds as mentioned
before. A list of the EFG parameters obtained in these fits is summarized in table 5.4.
Table 5.4 – Summary of obtained fit parameters of the R(t) functions for RCrO3 system at room
temperature with the 111In and 111mCd parent probe isotope. The indexes R1 and R2 refer to the two
EFG distributions obtained from the fitting procedure.
R= YbCrO3 ErCrO3 YCrO3 SmCrO3
Ionic radius (Å) 0.985 1.004 1.019 1.079
111In 111mCd 111In 111mCd 111In 111mCd 111In 111mCd
EF
G
R
1 !0 (Mrad/s) 147(1) 154(3) 142(1) 152(2) 142(1) 140(1) 133(1) 132(2)
 0.06 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.12 0.20 0.23 0.31
(%) 1.0 4.8 3.4 10.3 1.4 8.4 0.8 15.1
Probe(%) 55 56 25 78 30 78 19 82
EF
G
R
2 !0 (Mrad/s) 148 150(3) 170(3) 163(3) 158(3) 157(3) 155(2) 170(3)
 0.50 0.53 0.60 0.82 0.54 0.55 0.64 0.84
(%) 12.0 3.1 20.8 4.1 30.0 4.2 31.8 1.0
Probe(%) 45 44 75 22 70 22 81 18
In order to extract maximum information and to fully understand the probes local-
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ization in PAC experimental results, ab−initio calculations of the hyperfine parame-
ters in the R and Cr sites on the orthorhombic lattice were performed in the frame-
work of this study. Density functional theory calculations were carried out using lin-
earized augmented plane wave + local orbitals method (LAPW+lo) as implemented in
the WIEN2k code [317,318] which enable the interpretation of the experimental data (see
section 2.5.1.4).
The calculations were performed in pure orthorhombic compounds using a set of
lattice parameters taken from the literature [265], to have the best precision on the atomic
positions. The relaxation of internal atomic positions has been also implemented to
make a more accurate description of the EFG parameters (minimizing the atomic forces
to values less than 5 mRy/a.u.). The iteration halted when the difference charge, en-
ergy and force were less than 0.001 e, 0.0001 Ry and 1 mRy/a.u. respectively for all
compounds.
The muffin-tin radius RMT for each compound are summarized in table 5.5:
Table 5.5 – Muffin-tin radius RMT for the RCrO3 (R=Yb, Er, Y, Sm, Gd, Nd, La) compounds
Sample RMT(R) (a.u.) RMT(Cr) (a.u.) RMT(O) (a.u.)
YbCrO3 2.23 1.89 1.71
ErCrO3 2.24 1.90 1.72
YCrO3 2.16 1.91 1.72
SmCrO3 2.32 1.89 1.71
GdCrO3 2.27 1.89 1.71
NdCrO3 2.31 1.88 1.70
LaCrO3 2.38 1.85 1.68
The cutoff energy, which defines the separation between valence and core states
was chosen to be –6 Ry. Inside the atomic spheres, the partial waves were expanded
up to lmax = 10. Several k-points grids and maximum wave numbers for the plane waves
were tested in order to reach a good convergence of the VZZ and  parameters. In this
way, the number of plane waves was limited by a cutoff RMTKmax = 7.5 and a k-mesh
of 120 K points in the irreducible Brillouin zone was used. The plane wave cutoff also
known as magnitude of largest vector in charge density Fourier expansion is Gmax = 12.
The exchange correlation potential was calculated using a Perdew-Becke-Erzenhof
generalized gradient approximation (PBE)-GGA [320] following the work of Ong et al. [310]
in which it was shown that a chromite LaCrO3 should not be considered an highly cor-
related material, therefore GGA approximation was sufficient to describe the distorted
Cr – O polyhedron.
A ferromagnetic configuration is considered for simplicity since the temperature range
in which we will measure the hyperfine parameters and compare with calculations re-
sults, the sample should be paramagnetic. This approach has proven to show good
results [321,322].
The results of the calculated EFG principal component at the R and Cr lattice sites
and respective asymmetry parameters are presented in Fig. 5.15. Also in Fig. 5.15 are
presented the experimental values obtained from the measurements using the 111In and
111mCd probe isotopes together with data on (Gd, Nd, La)CrO3 using 181Hf parent probe
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Figure 5.15 – Linearized augmented plane wave + local orbitals method EFG parameters in the rare-
earth and chromium sites for the orthorhombic RCrO3. Data on (Gd, Nd, La)CrO3 using 181Hf parent
probe was taken from Refs 451 and 452. The dashed lines are guidelines to the eyes.
taken from literature [451,452].
In order to compare the calculated with the experimental values, the contribution
originating from the core deformation of the probe under the presence of the lattice
EFG has to be considered. This contribution can be computed using the Sternheimer
anti-shielding factor (1)iii of the probe atom or of the native structure ion. The sum of
this contribution and Vlattzz is called the ‘ionic contribution’, and the EFG can be written as
given by Eq. 2.29. Thus, the values obtained from the ab−initio calculations which are
presented in Fig. 5.15 are in fact:
VCdzz =
VR/Crzz
1 – R/Cr1
 1 – Cd1  , (5.5)
where VCdzz is the calculated Vzz in the lattice sites of the rare-earth or the chromium, as
measured with a 111Cd probe.
The results of the ab-initio calculations show that we should expect a greater Vzz
value for the rare-earth site, and a smaller one for the Cr site (VRzz  4VCrzz), while in
the case of the asymmetry parameter a lower value (low distortion from axial symmetry)
should be expected for the R site and a larger value (lack of axial symmetry) for the case
of the Cr site. We should call to attention that these calculations were performed in a
iiiCd1 = –29.3, Cr1 = –8.81, Yb1 = –58.49, Er1 = –59.18, Y1 = –31.02 and Sm1 = –61.94
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lattice without the substitution of the regular lattice site with the 111Cd probe. Therefore,
in the future the calculated Vzz and  values should be improved by taken into account
the influence of the 111Cd probe in the lattice to better validate our findings.
Nevertheless, when we compare our experimental results (Vzz and asymmetry pa-
rameter ) with the ab-initio calculations a reasonably good agreement is found for all
compounds, clearly evidencing that EFGR1 is related with probes substituting the rare
earth site.
Furthermore, a clear tendency of these two parameter is also present, as evidenced
by the guidelines in Fig. 5.15, where a decrease of Vzz and an increase of  with the
increase of the R ionic radius is present. In fact, Rearick et al. observed in orthofer-
rites that in the heavier rare-earth system, the rare-earth-site EFGs are nearly axially
symmetric and, as the rare-earth atomic number decreases, the EFG asymmetry  in-
creases [443] and the EFG component VZZ decreases slowly.
In literature, the works of Junqueira et al., Dogra et al. or Carbonari et al. present
similar results to ours. In LaCoO3 and La(Cr, Fe)O3 where the 111In!111Cd probe was
introduced in the samples by a chemical process, two EFG interactions are observed
and associated with two non-equivalent crystallographic sites, one associated to the rare
earth site and the other to the Cr, Fe site. Rearick et al. reported that for perovskites sys-
tems with heavier R ions, the 111Cd probe substitute primarily the rare-earth sites while
in systems with lighter R (larger ionic radius) it can substitute into both the B(Fe, Cr)
and the rare-earth sites [443]. Similar findings were obtained in the work of Dogra et
al., were only the R site substitution was observed in LaCoO3, while for LaCrO3 and
(La, Lu, Ho, Eu, Y, Yb)FeO3 both sites were possible [443,444]. In these works, similar val-
ues of Vzz and  are observed in systems with a different rare-earth atom [444,445,451,452].
In our results we cannot observe any EFG corresponding to probes at the Cr site.
We believe that the chemical process used by those authors for introducing the 111In
into the samples allows a distribution of the probes by the two lattice sites, whereas by
implantation or by diffusion method does not.
The same authors present a similar PAC study using 181Hf!181Ta in (Gd, Nd, La)CrO3
where only one EFG associated with probes at the B –– Fe, Cr site was observed [451,452].
These values are plotted in Fig. 5.15 for a better visualization of the Vzz trend as a
function of the rare-earth ionic radius.
In the following sections we will focus our attention on the EFG parameters of the
main local environment of the rare-earth site EFGR1 , hereafter denoted as EFGR.
5.3.3.3 EFG temperature dependence
Representative samples of the orthorhombic RCrO3 series (R=Yb, Er, Y, Sm) have been
selected to study in detail the temperature dependence of the EFGs. The 111mCd!111Cd
PAC probe results have been complemented with measurements using 111In!111Cd
diffused probes. Due to its half-life (2.8 days), 111In probe is very suitable to perform
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several measurements at different temperatures within a single implantation or diffusion.
As referred in the previous section, the majority of the PAC spectra have an un-
known EFG most probably due to defects trapped near the substitutional lattice site or
incomplete annealing. Nevertheless, R(t) spectra will show all the partial fractions and
the total fit result.
The PAC experimental results will be presented separately for each sample in the
following subsections.
5.3.3.4 EFG dependence on temperature - YbCrO3
In this subsection, the study of the EFG behavior inYbCrO3 as function of temperature
is presented. To perform the PAC experiments, the orthorhombically distorted antifer-
romagnetic YbCrO3 sample was implanted with 111mCd or diffused with 111In. The in-
troduction of the isotopes into the sample followed the standard procedure described in
section 2.5.1.6.
The implantation of 111mCd was proceeded by an 20 minutes annealing at 1073 K
whereas the diffusion of 111In was proceeded by an 18 hours annealing at 1273 K both
in an O2 dynamic atmosphere.
Figure 5.16 depicts the experimental R(t) anisotropy function (left) together with the
Fts (right) obtained in the YbCrO3 system. The global fits to the R(t) functions are shown
by the continuous thicker orange lines in the spectra. In the case of 111mCd, data was
collected between 650 K > T > 150 K, a temperature range that includes the reported
ferroelectric transition (TYbFE = 515 K)
[218]) (see Fig. 5.16 (b)). The study using 111In was
initiated and a room temperature spectrum was acquired (see Fig. 5.16 (a)).
As presented in section 5.3.3.2, the spectra obtained at room temperature using the
different probes reveal similar results, two EFGs, i.e., two probe local environments,
exists. We will only focus our attention in only one EFG, the one corresponding to the
probes substituting the Yb lattice site. Nevertheless we show the second EFG distribu-
tion, EFGR2 , that was included to account for the attenuation observed in all spectra and
thus to improve the quality of the fits. ThisEFGR2 is believed to be due to defects trapped
near the substitutional lattice site or incomplete annealing in the YbCrO3 samples (see
section 5.3.3.2).
In this way, using 111In we observe an EFG with a small deviation from axial symme-
try, characterized by a fundamental frequency !Yb10 = 147(1) Mrad/s (V
R
zz = 84(2) V/Å
2)
and R  0.06 (R = 5(2)%). Whereas in the case of 111mCd the observed EFG is char-
acterized by by a fundamental frequency !Yb10 = 154(1) Mrad/s (V
R
zz = 88(2) V/Å
2) and
R  0.01 (R = 15(4)%).
The thermal dependence of the EFGs main parameters (Vzz and ) obtained by our
fits for both probes is depicted in Fig. 5.17 (a) and (b) respectively. The presented Vzz
value correspond to the value obtained with a Cd probe at the rare earth-site.
The magnitude of EFG principal component decrease with the increase of tempera-
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Figure 5.16 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits and respective Fourier transform taken
at different temperatures for the 111In probes in YbCrO3.
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Figure 5.17 – (a) Experimental electric field gradient principal component. The continuous line rep-
resents a least-squares fit of the function Vzz(T) = Vzz(0)[1 + Tk] to the data points. (b) Asymmetry
parameter.
ture. It is known that the temperature dependence of the Vzz is governed by the atomic
vibrations in the vicinity of the probe atom, which can be least-squares fitted accord-
ing to Eq. 2.33. This trend is common for perovskite structures and is frequently as-
sociated with the increase of the atomic vibrations and (volume) thermal expansion,
when increasing temperature [293]. The obtained coefficient for the rare earth site is then
Yb = –2.1  10–4 K–1. However, the Vzz temperature dependence cannot be attributed
exclusively to a thermal expansion because its coefficient is usually one order of mag-
nitude smaller. Nevertheless, this temperature dependence Vzz coefficient is similar to
those presented by manganites with perovskite structures, with the same order of mag-
nitude (–2.910–4 K–1) [182] and one order of magnitude higher than in manganites with
spinel structure (see chapter 4).
Other than the linear increase of Vzz as a function of temperature, no other changes
were observed in EFGYb. Thus, we cannot provide further insights in the appearance
of ferroelectricity in this system. Further PAC studies in this system should be pursued,
specially near the claimed FE transition.
5.3.3.5 EFG dependence on temperature - ErCrO3
In this subsection, the study of the EFG behavior in ErCrO3 as function of temperature
is presented. To perform the PAC experiments, the orthorhombically distorted antifer-
romagnetic ErCrO3 sample was implanted with 111mCd or diffused with 111In. The intro-
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duction of the isotopes into the sample followed the standard procedure described in
section 2.5.1.6.
The implantation of 111mCd was proceeded by an 20 minutes annealing at 973 K
whereas the diffusion of 111In was proceeded by an 48 hours annealing at 1273 K, both
in air.
In the case of 111In a study was made as a function of temperature (723 K > T >
27 K), a temperature range that spans over the reported ferroelectric transition and the
magnetic ordering of Cr atoms sub-lattice.
Figure 5.18 depicts the experimental R(t) anisotropy function (left) together with the
Fts (right) obtained in the ErCrO3 system using the diffused 111In probe. The global
fits to the R(t) functions are shown by the continuous pink lines (thicker ones) in the
spectra. Also, together with the R(t) spectra are represented the lines corresponding to
the individual fractions used to perform the fit (Please see Appendix B for the complete
set of results).
The spectrum obtained at 723 K revealed an EFG characterized by a fundamen-
tal frequency of !Er10 = 136(1) Mrad/s (V
Er1
zz = 77(1) V/Å
2) and an asymmetry pa-
rameter Er1 = 0.14(5) which are in good agreement with similar systems (see sec-
tion 5.3.3.2). A second EFG was used to improve the global fit (origin of this second
EFG explained in previous section), characterized by a higher fundamental frequency,
!
Er2
0 = 171(4) Mrad/s (V
Er2
zz = 75(4) V/Å
2) and an asymmetry parameter Er2 = 0.56(9).
Below T = 473 K the R(t) spectra was fitted with the same EFGEr1 but with a slighter
lower asymmetry parameter Er2 = 0.04(3).
Below 250 K in order to be able to perform reasonable fits we had to consider the
scenario where the probes interact now with a magnetic hyperfine field, in addition to
the EFG. Accordingly, the fits were performed considering a magnetic hyperfine field
(combined interactions (EFG+MHF)), even if with a weak one. At 250 K the MHF param-
eters associated with EFGEr1 are characterized by a Larmor frequency !L = 2.0 Mrad/s
(Bhf = 0.1 T) and orientated at an angle   60° with EFGEr1 principal component
Vzz. These values increase only marginally with decrease of temperature, and at 125 K
we have !L = 9.4 Mrad/s (Bhf = 0.6 T) with the same  . Only well below TCrN the
strength of the magnetic interaction becomes considerable. In this way, at the lowest
temperatures measured, at 75 K and 27 K, the R(t) spectra fit were performed accord-
ingly. EFGEr1 is thus characterized by a fundamental frequency of !Er10 = 161(2) Mrad/s
(VEr1zz = 92(2) V/Å
2) and an asymmetry parameter Er1 = 0.45(8). The MHF parame-
ters associated with EFGEr1 are characterized by a Larmor frequency !L = 44 Mrad/s
(Bhf = 3.0 T) and orientated at an angle   60° with EFGEr1 principal component Vzz
(for both temperatures).
The data below 250 K, i.e. the presence of an MHF above the magnetic order transi-
tion, is rather in line with our magnetization measurements as a relative strong coercive
field was observed in this sample well above the Cr sub-lattice ordering temperature
(see Fig. 5.9).
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Figure 5.18 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits and respective Fourier transform taken
at different temperatures for the 111In probe in ErCrO3.
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Figure 5.19 depicts the experimental R(t) anisotropy function (left) together with the
Fts (right) obtained in the ErCrO3 system using the implanted 111mCd probe. The global
fits to the R(t) functions are shown by the continuous pink lines (thicker ones) in the
spectra. Also in the R(t) spectra are represented the lines corresponding lines of the
individual fractions used.
Figure 5.19 – R(t) functions, corresponding fits and respective Fourier transform taken at different
temperatures for the 111mCd probe in ErCrO3.
The PAC results using the 111mCd probe, show similar EFGs to those using the 111In
parent probe. Above T = 473 K the R(t) spectra was fitted with the same EFGEr1 but with
higher attenuation parameter. Thus, the parameters obtained are !Er10 = 135(5) Mrad/s
(VEr1zz = 77(4) V/Å
2) and an asymmetry parameter Er1 = 0.3(1). In the region be-
tween TCrN and T
Er
FE the observed EFG is characterized by !
Er1
0 = 146(5) Mrad/s (V
Er1
zz =
84(5) V/Å2) and an asymmetry parameter Er1 = 0.01(5).
Below TCrN the R(t) spectrum shows a strong damping. The final fit solutions were ob-
tained after careful consideration of the different tested models, choosing the one that
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gave the best 2 and consistent temperature dependence tendency. In the end, the
adopted model was the one considering that the probes interact now with a magnetic
hyperfine field, in addition to the EFG. Accordingly, the fits were performed considering
a magnetic hyperfine field below TN (combined interactions (EFG+MHF)). Therefore,
at 125 K the spectrum obtained revealed an EFG characterized by a fundamental fre-
quency of !Er10 = 157 Mrad/s (V
Er1
zz = 89 V/Å
2) and an asymmetry parameter Er1 = 0.25
and a magnetic part !L = 13 Mrad/s (Bhf = 0.8 T).
The magnetic hyperfine field, measured with 111In or with 111mCd, is very small. This
is not unexpected because we are probing the rare earth site above its ordering temper-
ature. PAC on similar chromium perovskites reported in literature (e.g. (Gd, Nd)CrO3)
also sustain this observation [451].
In the cases of GdCrO3 and NdCrO3, both Gd3+ and Nd3+ ions have incomplete
4f-shell and in principle should contribute to the hyperfine magnetic field. However,
in GdCrO3 and NdCrO3 perovskites measured with 181Ta the observed Bhf values are
similar but much smaller than the corresponding value for LaCrO3 where La3+ has no
4f-electrons [444,452]. The difference in values observed for these systems may be un-
derstood by considering the local magnetic moments of Cr and rare earth ions both
contributing to hyperfine fields in these compounds.
Let us consider the spin-only value for Cr3+ (3d3, eff = 3.87 B) for the purpose of
illustration as the orbital contribution is expected to be largely quenched. In the cases
of RCrO3, where R has a zero magnetic moment, only Cr3+ moments contribute to the
hyperfine field. However in the case of RCrO3 where R –– Nd, Gd, Yb, Er, Sm the net
effective moment has contributions from the rare-earth moments in addition to Cr3+ mo-
ment and these must be properly taken in to account. The effective moments in these
compounds are however considerably reduced because Cr3+ moments are oriented
anti-parallel to those of R resulting in lower hyperfine fields. It is therefore important
to consider the relative importance of Cr – R interactions in addition to Cr – Cr interac-
tions in determining the hyperfine fields in these compounds. The R – R interactions are
important only at very low temperatures.
The thermal dependence of the EFGs main parameters (Vzz and ) obtained using
111In and 111mCd probes is depicted in Fig. 5.20 (a) and (b) respectively.
The EFG attributed to probes substituting Er sites in the lattice measured with 111mCd
and 111In show a slight monotonic increase in the EFG principal component (Vzz) when
decreasing the temperature down to TCrN . The obtained coefficient for the rare earth site
when fitting Vzz with Eq. 2.33 is Er = –1.1  10–4 K–1 and is associated with thermal
lattice expansion and atomic vibrations (see solid line in Fig. 5.20 (a)). However in this
temperature span the asymmetry parameter associated with EFGEr1 , seems to present
three distinct regimes. The first one above the TErFE with   0.17, a second between this
temperature and 293 K where an apparent decrease of the value is present (  0.01)
and a third region where a monotonic increase is present down to the lowest measured
temperature. No evident change is observed in the  trend when crossing TCrN .
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Figure 5.20 – (a) Experimental electric field gradient principal component with 111In and 111mCd
probes for the ErCrO3 sample. The continuous line represents a least-squares fit of the function
Vzz(T) = Vzz(0)(1 + Tk) to the data points. (b) Asymmetry parameter.
Summarizing, through the EFG temperature evolution we observe two clear sig-
nals of local environment changes, one at TFE and the other close below 250 K. At
the claimed ferroelectric phase transition [444] the EFG change from a slightly distorted
axial symmetric to an EFG with axial symmetry. Naturally, we cannot appoint these
changes as correlated with a ferroelectric phase transition but certainly they providing
microscopic evidence that the local point symmetry of the crystal might have changed.
At temperatures around 250 K we observe the development of an MHF and a change
in the EFG to an axial slightly distorted one. These observations are rather in line with
our magnetization measurements as a relative strong coercive field was observed well
above the Cr sub-lattice ordering temperature.
5.3.3.6 EFG dependence on temperature - YCrO3
In this subsection, the study of the EFG behavior inYCrO3 as function of temperature
is presented. To perform the PAC experiments, the orthorhombically distorted antifer-
romagnetic YCrO3 sample was implanted with 111mCd or diffused with 111In. The intro-
duction of the isotopes into the sample followed the standard procedure described in
section 2.5.1.6.
The implantation of 111mCd was proceeded by an 20 minutes annealing at 973 K
whereas the diffusion of 111In was proceeded by an 48 hours annealing at 1273 K both
in air.
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In the case of 111In a study was made as a function of temperature (723 K > T > 27 K,
a temperature range that spans over the reported ferroelectric transition (TFE = 485 K)
and the magnetic ordering of Cr atoms (TCrN = 133 K).
PAC spectra and corresponding fits (continuous lines over the R(t)) obtained for the
sample YCrO3 system using the diffused 111In probes are depicted in Fig. 5.21. In the
same figure, the Fourier Transforms of the R(t) functions are presented. (Please see
Appendix C for the complete set of results)
As demonstrated in section 5.3.3.2 the R(t) spectra can exhibit one or two EFG de-
pending on the cooling method in the post-diffusion annealing. Nevertheless there is one
EFG, EFGY1 that is common in both cases, rapid cooling and slow cooling annealing.
Thus, we consider that the vanishing EFG, EFGY2 , to be related to defects trapped near
the substitutional lattice site or incomplete annealing in the YCrO3 samples (see sec-
tion 5.3.3.2). In this way, in the interpretation of the PAC results we will only consider
the common static EFG distribution. This effect can clearly be observed in Fig. 5.21
where below room temperature we selected to show only the spectra that showed a
single EFG. The fit to each experimental PAC spectrum was obtained considering one
static EFG distribution that was assumed to be Lorentzian-like. The frequency triplet
correspondent to the EFG from the probes substituting the Y site can be clearly viewed
in the Fourier transforms of the R(t) functions below room temperature. This triplet is
also visible in the other spectra but with the contribution of EFGY2
The spectrum obtained at room temperature revealed that all the 111In nuclei interact
with a single almost axially symmetric EFG, characterized by!Y10 = 141(1) Mrad/s (V
Y1
zz =
80(1) V/Å2) and an asymmetry parameter Y1 = 0.11(2) as expected for probes at the Y
site.
The final fit solutions were obtained after careful consideration of the different tested
models, choosing the one that gave the best 2 and consistent temperature dependence
tendency. Furthermore, for the fits as a function of temperature we took into account
the results obtained in the R(t) with only one EFG, as guidelines for fitting the spectra
showing the second EFG.
In the case of 111mCd a study was made in the temperature range of 673 K > T > 12 K.
PAC spectra and corresponding fits (continuous lines over the R(t)) obtained for the
sample YCrO3 system using 111mCd probes are depicted in Fig. 5.22. In the same figure,
the Fourier Transforms of the R(t) functions are presented.
The preliminary PAC results using the 111mCd probe, show similar EFGs than those
using the 111In parent probe. Above T = 485 K the R(t) spectra was fitted with the same
EFGY1 but with higher attenuation parameter. The EFG obtained from the R(t) spectrum
at the highest temperature is characterized by the parameters !Y10 = 134(5) Mrad/s
(VY1zz = 76(4) V/Å
2) and an asymmetry parameter Y1 = 0.07(1). In the region be-
tween TCrN and T
Y
FE the observed EFG is characterized by !
Y1
0 = 142(5) Mrad/s (V
Y1
zz =
81(5) V/Å2) and an asymmetry parameter Y1 = 0.10(4).
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Figure 5.21 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits and respective Fourier transform taken
at different temperatures for the 111In probe in YCrO3.
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Figure 5.22 – R(t) functions, corresponding fits and respective Fourier transform taken at different
temperatures for the 111mCd probe in YCrO3.
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At the lowest measured temperature (T = 12 K) using the 111mCd probe, the EFGY1 is
characterized by !Y10 = 146(5) Mrad/s (V
Y1
zz = 83(4) V/Å
2) and an asymmetry parameter
Y1 = 0.24(5) interacting with a small MHF (Bhf = 0.4 T and   0°).
The thermal dependence of the EFGs main parameters (Vzz and ) obtained with
our fits for both probes are depicted in Fig. 5.23 (a) and (b) respectively.
Figure 5.23 – (a)Experimental electric field gradient principal component with 111In and 111mCd for the
YCrO3 sample. The continuous line represents a least-squares fit of the function Vzz(T) = Vzz(0)(1 +
Tk) to the data points. (b) Asymmetry parameter.
As can be seen, the EFG principal component as a function of temperature increases
slightly as the temperature decreases toward TCrN = 133 K. However, at TN the values
seem to drop only to resume the high temperature trend below.
The Vzz thermal dependance coefficient for the rare earth site when a least-squares
fit of the function given by Eq. 2.33 was performed, gave Y = –1.2  10–4 K–1, rep-
resented by the solid line in Fig. 5.23 (a)). The YCrO3 thermal expansion value is two
orders of magnitude smaller (7.8  10–6 K–1) and alone cannot account for the Vzz tem-
perature dependence in accordance to the behavior of the other perovskites studied in
this work and with those reported in literature [293,453].
The thermal dependence of the asymmetry parameter shows an interesting trend.
Instead of the monotonic increase that is observed in the Vzz parameter, three stages
are observed. In the first stage, above TFE = 485 K, we observe an almost zero and
constant value characteristic of an EFG with axial symmetry. In the second stage,
223 K < T < 485 K, the value of Y1 is observed to be also constant but slightly higher.
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This seems to indicate that a loss of axial symmetry takes place at T  500 K. Here, we
should stress that these results agree well with the work reported by Ramesha et al. [219]
where using high-resolution neutron powder diffraction measurement reveal an average
centrosymmetric structure for YCrO3 with space group Pnma both above and below
the dielectric transition temperature. However, using neutron pair distribution function
analysis the authors found that, in the low-temperature ferroelectric-like state, YCrO3 is
locally non-centrosymmetric, characterized with a Cr off-centering displacement of the
order of 0.01 Å along the z direction that seemed to be temperature independent.
The small value of the Cr off-centering displacement and the local character of the
non-centrosymmetry nature in YCrO3 could explain the small value of the polarization
observed in this material (2 Ccm–2 at 300 K for YCrO3 compared to  30 Ccm–2 in
BaTiO3 for r = 0.24 Å) [342]. In fact, we showed in chapter 3.1 a similar picture in the
cubic spinel CdCr2S4 [169] , where an r = 0.012 Å could give rise to a polarization of
 0.075 Ccm–2. It is likely that the same type of local non-centrosymmetry may give
rise to ferroelectricity and related phenomena in other materials as well.
In the last stage, we observe an increase of the asymmetry parameter preceding
the anti-ferromagnetic transition, similarly as observed in the ErCrO3 system. This in-
crease seems to halt below TN where a constant value is observed down to the lowest
temperature measured.
5.3.3.7 EFG dependence on temperature - SmCrO3
In this subsection, the study of the EFG behavior in SmCrO3 as function of tempera-
ture is presented. To perform the PAC experiments, the distorted perovskite SmCrO3
sample was diffused with 111In. Studies with implanted 111mCd were initialized (see sec-
tion 5.3.3.2). The introduction of the isotopes into the sample followed the standard
procedure described in section 2.5.1.6.
The implantation of 111mCd was proceeded by an 20 minutes annealing at 973 K
whereas the diffusion of 111In by an 48 hours annealing at 1273 K both in air.
The SmCrO3 sample was studied as a function of temperature (723 K > T > 16 K, a
temperature range that spans over the important transition temperatures, the reported
ferroelectric transition (TFE = 220 K), the magnetic ordering of Cr atoms sub-lattice
(TCrN = 197 K), the spin reorientation (TSR = 40 K) and magnetic ordering of Sm atoms
sub-lattice (TSmN = 20 K).
Figure 5.24 depicts the experimental R(t) anisotropy function (left) together with the
Fts (right) for the SmCrO3 system using the diffused 111In probe. The global fits to the
R(t) functions are shown by the thick continuous blue lines in the spectra. (Please see
Appendix D for the complete set of results)
At high temperatures, T > 300 K, a frequency triplet (!1, !2, and!3 with!2  2!1 and
!3  3!1) corresponding to a single EFG can be clearly observed. By a simple picture
inspection one can realize that in this temperature range no significant changes occur
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Figure 5.24 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits and respective Fourier transform taken
at different temperatures for the 111In probe in SmCrO3.
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in the spectra when the temperature is lowered and only one EFG, i.e., one probe local
environment, exists. One should point out that the samples that endured a fast cooling
after the recovery annealing showed the presence of a second highly attenuated EFG,
whereas with a slower cooling only the first one was present (see section 5.3.3.1). In
fact, at room temperature we have collected two R(t) spectra, one after a fast cooling
and another with a slower cooling. The fast cooled sample showed two EFGs, the first
one for the substituting probes at the Sm site while the second one attributed to de-
fects trapped near the substitutional lattice site or to an incomplete annealing. The slow
cooled sample showed the presence of only one EFG (arising from the substitutional
Sm site - EFGSm1). Not withstanding, for a better visualization of the parameters evolu-
tion with temperature and to not confuse the analysis of the results we have subtracted
this fraction of the spectra when it was present. Furthermore, as we will discuss further
on, at lower temperature another EFG, different from these appears. This should not be
confused with the highly attenuated fraction observed in some of the R(t) spectra, above
and below 300 K. Hereafter, in order to avoid confusion in notations, the two relevant
EFGs observed in the slow cooled sample will be denoted as EFGSm1 (thin blue color
on R(t)) and EFGSm2 (thin brick color on R(t)).
A very interesting aspect in our SmCrO3 PAC results is revealed below 300 K where
visible changes can be observed in the perturbation function (R(t)) data and in the cor-
responding Fourier transforms. In detail, a second EFG emerges and its relative abun-
dance increases with decreasing temperature. Accordingly, the fits to the R(t) experi-
mental data were performed considering only one static regular EFG distribution, which
was assumed to be Lorentzian-like, for T > 300 K while two EFG distributions had to be
considered to account for the features that emerge below that temperature.
The spectrum obtained at high temperatures revealed an EFG characterized by a
fundamental frequency of !Sm10 = 132(2) Mrad/s
–1 (VSm1zz = 75.5 V/m2) and an asym-
metry parameter  = 0.23(3) in good agreement with the other system series studied
in this work. The second EFG that emerges below 300 K is characterized by a similar
fundamental frequency, !Sm20 = 132(3) Mrad/s
–1 (VSm2zz = 75.5 V/m2) and an asymmetry
parameter slightly higher  = 0.37(3).
The thermal dependence of the EFGs main parameters (VSm1,Sm2zz , Sm1,Sm2) ob-
tained by our fits are depicted in Fig. 5.25 (a) and (b) respectively.
The EFG principal component of both EFGSm1 and EFGSm2 increase slightly as
the temperature decreases halting below  150 K where the value remains constant.
The asymmetry parameter for both EFGs show an inverse trend to each other. While
the asymmetry parameter of EFGSm1 , Sm1 , slowly decreases in the entire measured
temperature range, the asymmetry parameter of EFGSm2 , Sm2 , increases since it ap-
pears below 300 K, down to the lowest measured temperature. Curiously, between
TFE = 220 K and TCrN = 197 K a bump in 
Sm1 and a step in the Sm2 trends are ob-
served. One should also mention that the relative widths of the EFG distributions are
nearly temperature independent (Sm1  2 Mrad/s and Sm2  3 Mrad/s).
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Figure 5.25 – (a) Experimental electric field gradient principal component with 111In for the
SmCrO3 sample. (b) Asymmetry parameter. (c) Probe distribution.
Figure 5.25 (c) presents the temperature evolution of the fraction of probes inter-
acting with each EFG, i.e., the relative abundance of each local environment (LE): fSm1
and fSm2 . As introduced previously, at high temperatures all the probes interact with
EFGSm1 . On decreasing temperature and below 300 K, a second EFG, EFGSm2 , be-
comes apparent. Below that temperature fSm1 decreases sharply and seems to halt for
temperatures below 150 K with approximately fSm1  fSm2  50(5)%.
As discussed before, EFGSm1 is only compatible with probes substituting the triva-
lent rare earth site, i.e. the Sm site. An unlikely scenario to the appearance of a second
EFG would be to consider that at temperatures below 300 K the probes were changing
their location (e.g., probe ions diffusion), thus EFGSm1 – EFGSm2 can only be associ-
ated with modifications to the Sm/probe local environment. Comparing these two local
environments one realizes that the most relevant difference is their asymmetry param-
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eter. While EFGSm1 presents an  characteristic of a slightly distorted axial symmetric,
Sm1  0.21(2), EFGSm2 is a non axial symmetric local environment, Sm2  0.56(5).
As a consequence, while part of the system (associated with EFGSm1) maintain its lo-
cal orthorhombic symmetry, the remaining part, associated with EFGSm2 , appears as a
distortion of the first, with axial symmetry breaking.
The 111Cd probe state when fed by the 111In radioactive decay, occurs through elec-
tron capture (EC) of an electron from the probe K shell. In some cases where the sam-
ple has an insulator character, the existence of spectra features due to after effects is
a concern. In fact, SmCrO3 shows insulator properties when measured, particularly
at low temperatures, however conventional band theories predicts that it will conduct
electricity [259], supporting in this way why after effects should be excluded on these
experiments. Furthermore, the main effect expected on the PAC spectra would be a
situation described by time-dependent hyperfine interactions, in particular, described
by a unidirectional relaxation process [391,395]. This leads mainly to a constant reduction
of the PAC spectra amplitude, for times longer then a few ns, but with unchanged fea-
tures apart from that reduction (unchanged quadrupole parameters). Other dynamics
effects, such intrinsic or extrinsic equilibrium EFG fluctuations, should also be excluded
from the interpretation since no exponential damping growth is observed at any temper-
ature [354,393]. Such is not the case of the present data and in reality, a phenomenology
consistent with the material’s intrinsic properties exists.
The fits below TCrN have been perfectly performed without the inclusion of typical com-
bined interactions (EFG+MHF). In fact, PAC studies in the RCrO3 show that down to the
ordering temperature of Sm no (or almost nill ) MHF is observed [444,445,451,452]. The R(t)
spectrum at T = 16 K, i.e. below TSmN , was fitted considering combined interaction (elec-
tric and magnetic hyperfine interaction). Thus below TSmN theR(t) experimental data also
show the presence of hyperfine fields due to the antiferromagnetic ordering of the Sm
magnetic sub-lattice. However, even at this temperature the magnetic hyperfine field
interaction is much weaker than the electric quadrupole one, only a frequency broaden-
ing/splitting is observed. Nevertheless, it was verified that the magnetic hyperfine field
was too small to resolve the two distinct MHFs, their magnitude being approximately the
same (BSm1hf  BSm2hf ). The final R(t) spectra fit was performed accordingly, with a small
value around Bhf = 0.3(1) T and an angle between the Bhf and Vzz of 1(1)° (which can
be treated as zero).
Summarizing, in recent reports on this system, local distortions have been theoret-
ically predicted and experimentally observed where polar oxygen octahedral rotations
associated with Sm displacement are proposed to be correlated with the development of
polar order below 250 K (still in the paramagnetic state) [259]. Although our data might be
compatible with these reports, remarkably, our results point to a more subtle scenario,
where locally an inhomogeneous state emerges. In this new sate regular and distorted
environments (most probably polar and non polar states) coexist.
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5.3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we performed a systematic local probe study using PAC in the RCrO3
(R=Yb, Er, Y, Sm) system. The study of the dependence of the EFG parameters and
probe distribution as a function of annealing temperature and time showed that the post
implantation/diffusion annealing improves with higher times and higher temperatures,
but above a certain value their influence is minimal to the system. As important as
those parameters is the cooling rate after the annealing, making the difference between
all probes substituting a single, well defined, lattice site or the mix of probes in different
sites and/or the trapping of defects near the PAC probes. Furthermore, the experimental
results are in good agreement with initial ab-initio calculations, where a higher Vzz and
an axial symmetric environment is expected for probe substituting the rare-earth site.
We also observe a decrease of the Vzz and an axial symmetry parameter increase with
the increase of the rare-earth ionic radii.
The EFG temperature evolution study in ErCrO3 shows two clear signals of local
environment changes, one at the reported TFE and the other close below 250 K. At the
claimed ferroelectric phase transition the EFG change from a slightly distorted axial sym-
metric to an EFG with axial symmetry. Naturally, we cannot appoint these changes as
correlated with a ferroelectric phase transition but certainly they providing microscopic
evidence that the local point symmetry of the crystal might have changed. At tempera-
tures around 250 K we observe the development of an MHF and a change in the EFG
to an axial slightly distorted one. These observations are rather in line with our magne-
tization measurements as a relative strong coercive field was observed well above the
Cr sub-lattice ordering temperature.
In the case of YCrO3, the thermal dependence of the EFG asymmetry parameter
show three stages of values when a monotonic increase ofVzz parameter is observed.
In the first stage, above the reported TFE = 485 K the observed EFG has axial symmetry,
between 223 K < T < 485 K a loss of axial symmetry takes place and finally preced-
ing the anti-ferromagnetic transition the asymmetry parameter increases, and seems to
halt below below TCrN . Our results agree well with reports on YCrO3 where locally a non-
centrosymmetric environment was claimed below the low-temperature ferroelectric-like
state while an average centrosymmetric structure was measured in all range of temper-
atures. In fact, we showed in chapter 3.1 a similar picture in the cubic spinel CdCr2S4,
where a small Cr off-centering could give rise to a polarization. It is likely that the same
type of local non-centrosymmetry may give rise to ferroelectricity and related phenom-
ena in other materials as well.
Finally, in the case of SmCrO3, we observed that a distortion of the high temper-
ature local environment start to develop below 300 K within the paramagnetic phase.
Although our data might be compatible with the most recent reports, where polar octa-
hedral rotations and/or cation displacements are at the origin of a polar order in the para-
magnetic state, remarkably, our results point to a more subtle scenario, where locally
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an inhomogeneous state emerges. In this new sate regular and distorted environments
(most probably polar and non polar states) coexist.
In summary, our experimental PAC results demonstrate the aptitude of this tech-
nique to probe local phenomena. Apart from the YbCrO3 system where an EFG with
axial symmetry is observed in all temperature range, our data is compatible with a sce-
nario where local distortions, altering the local symmetry permits the installment of a
ferroelectric order in these systems. We believe that this is a step forward in under-
standing the exotic behavior of the orthochromites with perovskite structure and their
entanglement with lattice distortions.

CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and Perspectives
In this chapter we summarize the main conclusions and achievements accomplished in
this thesis during these last four years. First we will focus on the novel results achieved,
presenting the most important conclusions regarding our main results published, sub-
mitted or in preparation for publication, in international journals. Subsequently, we will
give an outlook for future perspectives.
6.1 Conclusions
In the CdCr2S4 spinel type multiferroic material, with a unique combination of tech-
niques, we demonstrated the existence of a dynamic state caused by the presence of
simultaneous polar and magnetic nanoclusters, indicative of a system exhibiting a bire-
laxor nature. Our results are consistent with a model in which the effects described in the
recent literature arise from atomic displacements of Cr3+ ions occurring well above the
magnetic ordering temperature in the form of short range magnetic clusters. Our com-
bined analysis clearly reveals that the increase in the average size of randomly oriented
dipoles saturates at TPM, concomitantly with the onset of their dynamic slow-down and
the emergence of Cr3+ – Cr3+ magnetic correlations. Finally, we further demonstrate that
an ultra-slow Cr3+ displacement dynamics precedes the recently reported Fd Ý3m to non-
centrosymmetric F Ý43m phase transition, suggesting its order-disorder-type origin. This
Cr3+ dynamic off-centering is intrinsically entangled with the formation of local dipoles
and is also responsible for the observed magnetic correlations between adjacent Cr3+
neighbors. We further confirmed that this coupling between electric and magnetic or-
ders by modeling the peculiar low-field –1(T) measurements using Landau theory with
a linear magneto-electric term. We believe that this is a step forward in understanding
the exotic behavior of (bi)relaxor systems and their entanglement with lattice distortions.
At this point we were curious to understand the nature of the observed short range
magnetic clusters. Thus, we continued our quest in studying the response of these ma-
terial to external stimuli, namely by the application of an external pressure and observed
the effects in its properties. We observed that the magnetic properties of CdCr2S4 can
be tuned by the application of pressure resulting in an enhancement of JAFM. Despite
the opposite response in TC and TPM the underlying operating mechanism was found
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to be the same. We unveil that the magnetic clusters in this compound arise from JAFM
interactions among Cr3+ spins (increase of the TPM). Approaching TPM from a higher
temperature, the Cr3+ displacement promotes the formation of short range magnetic
clusters which are antiferromagnetic in a paramagnetic matrix. With pressure increase
the distances between the Cr ions are reduced and the antiferromagnetic direct ex-
change increases and TPM shits toward higher temperatures. Between TPM and TC we
observe a competition between JAFM and JFM, in which JFM overcomes the JAFM at TC.
Thus, with the combination of these studies, we advanced the understanding and
offer a way to tune the AB2X4 spinels magnetic properties.
We also undertook a study in another type of spinel material, but this time an oxide
with manganese in its composition. Besides the potential that these materials present to
be applied in multifunctional devices, a better understanding of the effect of Jahn-Teller
distortions and how it relates to this material properties was envisaged.
The local lattice properties of CdMn2O4 were studied by means of PAC. The EFG
measurements at the Cd and Mn sites in the 12 – 600 K temperature range clearly
demonstrated that a single Jahn-Teller distorted local phase, compatible with the long-
range tetragonal average structure, exists. Above the magnetic phase transition, TC =
100 K, and up to 600 K a dynamic lattice distortion, related with a local structural insta-
bility, is observed.
In the high temperature region, i.e. above 600 K, a second EFG emerges along with
a reciprocal susceptibility curve slope change. The existence of local inhomogeneities
within the tetragonal matrix, also signed by the magnetic anomaly, is however not fol-
lowed by a tetragonal to cubic phase transition. Instead, a phase segregation in two
distinct Jahn-Teller distorted local phases was found. In this high temperature region a
relaxed Jahn-Teller distorted octahedral phase grows in the low temperature tetragonal
matrix. In order to assertively understand the origin of the dynamic effects observed
in this compound, additional studies with complementary local probe techniques are
necessary.
Nevertheless this work gives insights about CdMn2O4 local lattice structure which
can contribute to a better understanding of AMn2O4 spinels .
Orthochromites oxides with perovskite structure have been much debated lately in
the multiferroic community. However, before they can be considered with potential to
be applied in multifunctional devices, the claimed ferroelectricity of these compounds
has to be settle. Furthermore, other properties like the magnetocaloric effect and ways
of maximizing it have to be studied.
In this way, we have synthesized polycrystalline YCrO3 and confirmed an orthorhom-
bic structure with the Pbnm space group using structure refinement. Magnetization
measurements reveal an antiferromagnetic transition with weak ferromagnetism below
TN  140 K. The magnetocaloric effect was calculated by measuring the isothermal
magnetic entropy change, which shows a maximum of 0.36 J kg–1K–1 for a field of
50 kOe and a refrigerant capacity RC = 7.1 J kg–1. No difference in the magnitude of
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the MCE was observed for increasing and decreasing field modes, reinforcing the idea
that hard magnets should also be included in the search for new MCE materials. The
positive slope of the Arrott plots at all high fields implies that the field-induced magnetic
transition in YCrO3 is second-order in nature.
YCrO3, a canted antiferromagnetic system with weak ferromagnetism, possessing
rich physics due to the complex coupling among different degree of freedoms, is a model
of chromium perovskites and may provide further information to possible applications in
magnetic refrigeration in liquid nitrogen temperature range.
After settling the properties of YCrO3, we advanced into checking the effects on
those properties with chemical pressure, i.e. by changing the R ion. Furthermore,
changing from a non magnetic ion to a magnetic one, enabled us to also study their
influence in the evolution of the different magnetic properties like the MCE effect.
The R ions radius increase was found to slightly increase the Cr3+ ordering tem-
perature. The entropy change due to the magnetocaloric effect was calculated from
the isothermal magnetization measurements, and was found to monotonically decrease
with R ionic radius increase. However, it showed an increase with the total paramag-
netic moment increase. The use of a R magnetic ion helps to enhance the magnetic
entropy variation at TCrN .
We have showed that ErCrO3 presents a significant magnetic entropy change, –SM
= 13 Jkg–1K–1 while SmCrO3 has an inverse –SM of –0.3 Jkg–1K–1. The refrigerant
capacity, calculated near the transition temperature of the R3+ ion for applied fields up
to 50 kOe varies RC =
0.2 – 75 Jkg–1. The magnetocaloric entropy change observed
in RCrO3 and its ability to be tuned by R substitution signifies that this material system
is promising for future solid-state refrigeration devices.
Furthermore, we performed a systematic local probe study using PAC in the RCrO3
(R=Yb, Er, Y, Sm) system. The study of the dependence of the EFG parameters and
probe distribution as a function of annealing temperature and time showed that the post
implantation/diffusion annealing improves with higher times, higher temperatures and
slower cooling. Initial Ab-initio calculations are in good agreement with the experimental
results, where a higher Vzz and a more axial symmetric environment is expected for
probe substituting the rare-earth site. We also observe a decrease of the Vzz and a
decrease of the axial symmetry with the increase of the rare-earth ionic radii.
Our experimental PAC results demonstrate the aptitude of this technique to probe
local phenomena. Apart from the YbCrO3 system where the PAC study needs to be fur-
ther pursued, our data is compatible with a scenario local distortions altering the local
symmetry permits the installment of a ferroelectric order in these systems. In particular,
in SmCrO3 we observed that a distortion of the high temperature local environment start
to develop below 300 K within the paramagnetic phase. Thus our data is compatible with
the most recent reports, where polar octahedral rotations and/or cation displacements
are claimed to be at the origin of a polar order in the paramagnetic state. Neverthe-
less, our results point to a more subtle scenario, where locally an inhomogeneous state
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emerges. In this new sate regular and distorted environments (most probably polar and
non polar states) coexist. We believe that this is a step forward in understanding the
exotic behavior of the orthochromites with perovskite structure and their entanglement
with lattice distortions.
6.2 Perspectives
The work performed in this thesis is a good example that sometimes an answer to a
question raises new questions. Although, in our opinion, important steps were given
towards understanding the physics underlying the properties of the studied systems,
new questions arised that we hope to give an answer in the future.
Firstly, in the spinel CdCr2S4 system, in order to have an overall picture of the mech-
anism that is playing the role, some studies are envisaged, namely, measurements of
diffraction patterns under pressure and lower temperatures. Additionally, in order to
study how pressure affects the antiferromagnetic direct exchange interaction, magnetic
measurements under higher applied pressures are also envisioned.
The magnetic entropy variation study on YCrO3 pointed to a linear dependence of
–SmaxM / H
2/3
max and so, one can expect that the magnetization properties can be ex-
plained by a mean field theory. However, as we discussed previously, nowadays a
more comprehensive expression and a complete field dependence of –SmaxM is known.
Having this in mind we wish in a future work to perform a detailed study of the critical
exponents in the YCrO3 system as well as in the other perovskite systems here studied.
The local scale studies performed in RCrO3 (Yb, Er, Y, Sm) systems showed promis-
ing results that we hope to complement them with further measurements at different
temperatures in order to encompass all important phase transitions with different iso-
topes e.g. with 48Cr to probe the Cr lattice site. Additionally, the PAC studies showed
the importance of the cooling rate after the annealing on the lattice probe distribution.
We will further pursuit this matter in order to achieve probes substituting only the R or
Cr site and avoiding possible trapping of defects near the PAC probes. We hope also
to perform PAC studies on single-crystal samples which may shed some light onto the
so-far unexplained results and learn about the electrical filed gradient and magnetic
hyperfine filed directions in the crystal.
The results of the ab-initio calculations were performed in a lattice without the sub-
stitution of the regular lattice site with the 111Cd probe. Therefore, in the future we will
calculate the Vzz and  values by taken into account the influence of the 111Cd probe in
the lattice to better validate our findings.
Besides those studies, one can foreseen new promising research already initiated
in magnetic frustrated materials. Frustrated magnetism arising from geometric frustra-
tion is a peculiar phenomenon resulting from intrinsic incompatibilities between some
fundamental interactions and the underlying lattice geometry (especially in prototypi-
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cal frustrated network as triangular, Kagomé, fcc or pyrochlore lattices) [454]. Geometric
frustration has claimed the appearance of fascinating effects such as the formation of
exotic states like spin ice, spin liquids and spin glasses [454]. Although geometric frus-
tration in magnetic systems has been under the scope for the past two decades, still
we observe a myriad of proposed mechanisms in order to understand how frustration is
lifted. Moreover, frustrated magnets seem to be the long sought goal for materials where
control of electric properties by magnetic fields is possible, namely in the perovskites
RMnO3, RMn2O5 (R: rare earths) or Ni3V2O8 [455].
In this area of research we have already begun similar studies to those presented
in this thesis. A series of frustrated materials of the general formula AB2O4 (A=Ba,
Ca, Cd, Hg, Mg, Mn, Sr, Zn and B=Cr) has been prepared by solid state synthesis
or sol-gel methods. For A=Cd, Mg, Zn structural and magnetic results were already
obtained and the study has proceeded to a next stage. The remaining systems, showed
only the partial formation of the desired phase and further work is required. A further
development and optimization of the synthesis in these materials will be thus pursued.
Local probe studies in high quality prepared systems has already begun and the
results are being analyzed.
Additional studies with complementary local probe techniques are envisaged for the
presented systems, either spinels or perovskites together with further theoretical calcu-
lations.
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APPENDIX A
PDF Results in CdCr2S4
Figure A.1 – PDFs of the spinel CdCr2S4 structure in the temperature range of 225 K to 140 K.
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Figure A.2 – PDFs of the spinel CdCr2S4 structure in the temperature range of 135 K to 80 K.
APPENDIX B
PAC Results in ErCrO3
Figure B.1 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits (partial fits, corresponding to each
individual EFG, are represented in blue and green) and respective Fourier transform taken in the
temperature range of 723 to 323 K for the 111In probe on ErCrO3.
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PAC Results in ErCrO3
Figure B.2 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits (partial fits, corresponding to each
individual EFG, are represented in blue and green) and respective Fourier transform taken in the
temperature range of 293 to 125 K for the 111In probe on ErCrO3.
Figure B.3 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits (partial fits, corresponding to each
individual EFG, are represented in blue and green) and respective Fourier transform taken in the
temperature range of 723 to 323 K for the 111In probe on ErCrO3.
APPENDIX C
PAC Results in YCrO3
Figure C.1 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits (partial fits, corresponding to each
individual EFG, are represented in blue and green) and respective Fourier transform taken in the
temperature range of 723 to 323 K for the 111In probe on YCrO3.
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PAC Results in YCrO3
Figure C.2 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits (partial fits, corresponding to each
individual EFG, are represented in blue and green) and respective Fourier transform taken in the
temperature range of 293 to 143 K for the 111In probe on YCrO3.
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Figure C.3 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits (partial fits, corresponding to each
individual EFG, are represented in blue and green) and respective Fourier transform taken in the
temperature range of 141 to 26 K for the 111In probe on YCrO3.
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PAC Results in YCrO3
Figure C.4 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits (partial fits, corresponding to each
individual EFG, are represented in blue and green) and respective Fourier transform taken at different
temperatures for the 111In probe on YCrO3. Results where a slow cooling was performed after the
annealing.
APPENDIX D
PAC Results in SmCrO3
Figure D.1 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits (partial fits, corresponding to each
individual EFG, are represented in blue and green) and respective Fourier transform taken in the
temperature range of 723 to 193 K for the 111In probe on SmCrO3.
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Figure D.2 – Representative R(t) functions, corresponding fits (partial fits, corresponding to each
individual EFG, are represented in blue and green) and respective Fourier transform taken at different
temperatures and dwell times for the 111In probe on SmCrO3. Results where a slow cooling was
performed after the annealing.
APPENDIX E
M(H) Curves in RCrO3
Figure E.1 – Isothermal M(H) curves as a function of temperature for YbCrO3.
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M(H) Curves in RCrO3
Figure E.2 – Isothermal M(H) curves as a function of temperature for ErCrO3.
Figure E.3 – Isothermal M(H) curves as a function of temperature for YCrO3.
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Figure E.4 – Isothermal M(H) curves as a function of temperature for SmCrO3.

